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ASSEMBLYMAN JOHN 0. BENNETT (Chairman): I am going to 

call the meeting to order so we can get started. It is a 

rather ambitious agenda we are attempting to do today. The 

order we will be going in today is, we will have an update from 

the Department with respect to the hazardous discharge site 

cleanup status -- the six-month report. We will then go from 

the six-month report with respect to the Superfund sit~s, and 

the other private sites in the State, to an update from the 

Department with respect to the cleanup progress and 

communications between the Department, EPA, and the Federal 

military facilities. Hopefully that will conclude the morning. 

In the afternoon, we will commence the several 

miscellaneous bills, together with the wastewater treatment. 

The Cornmi ttee meeting is going to terminate at three o • clock 

this afternoon. So, whatever is done by three is done; 

whatever is not done by three will have to be for another day. 

I just tell you that up-front so there are no misunderstandings. 

At one o'clock there will be a quorum present, in an 

effort to be able to move the bills. Some of the Cornrnittee 

members will not be able to be here until this afternoon, but 

if everything goes well, we will have more than a quorum 

available at one o'clock. 

At this point, I would like to turn to the 

Department. This is the third of the updating reports with 

respect to the private sites in the State. We will allow the 

Department to make their presentation. There may be some 

questions asked, unless they are all answered in the 

presentation. I think perhaps the easiest way would be to 

split it in half -- do the private sites, and then do the 

questions before we go to the military. I think it might be 

easier that way. 

So, Mike, I will call on you. You can introduce 

yourself, and then introduce the staff people you have with you~ 
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D E P U T Y C 0 M M. M I C H A E L F. C A T A N I A: 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We are glad to -have the opportunity 
to come and give you a status- report on the cleanup program. 
As you know, this is part of our biannual report to your 
Committee. We have a number of documents here for you today. 

But, let me start off by introducing the staff from 
DEP who are here the people who will be m~king the 
presentations and answering your questions today. By the way, 
I would like to point out that our Hazardous Waste 
Reorganization Program is now official. As you know, the 

· Governor submitted an Executive Reorganization Plan to the 
Legislature just over 60 days ago. The same changes had been 
the subject of legislation, which your Committee was gracious 
enough to move through. Unfortunately, the legislation did not 
receive final approval in the Assembly. The Governor submitted 
the Executive Reorganization Plan, so it now has the effect of 
law. We now officially have the Hazardous Waste Mitigation 
Division and the Hazardous Waste Management Division, both of 
which report to Assistant Commissioner John Gaston, who is to 
my left. 

To Mr. Gaston's left is Director John Trela, Division 
of Hazardous Waste Management, and Michele Mateo, Assistant 
Director of that Division for Hazardous Waste Planning. Those 
are the principal people who will be involved in the 
presentation today. 

We have given you a number of things to look at in a 
packet. The first is just a copy of the overhead slides which 
John Trela is going to. be walking you through. So, it is 
really just a briefing program. It is a blue package. That is 
the one you really want to be looking at while John is making 
his presentation in a few minutes. 

We have also given you a copy of the Status Report on 
the Hazardous Waste Management Program, with a date of March, 
1987 on it. That is with the tan cover. We have given you a 
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copy of our testimony before Senator Dalton Is committee in 

April of this year on the same subject, as well as a copy of 

-our testimony before Senator Lautenberg Is Superfund Oversight 

committee~ also in April. In your package, also, is a copy of 

the r.ecent letter and package we sent you I Assemblyman Bennett I 

on the status of the ¥ederal facilities. I think we have also 

rec~ntly included a copy of the Department of Justice opinion 

on 1ederal facilities, as well. 

What we would like to do is take this opportunity to 

walk you through where we are in the overall cleanup program, 

in terms of funding, in terms of progress, in terms of needs 

for the future -- and -just revisit a lot of the issues we have 

discussed with you in the past. Some of the issues are going 

to be familiar; some of them are going to be a little bit new. 

I mentioned our reorganization. One of the big issues in the 

coming year -- particularly the coming fiscal year -- is going 

to be the need for hazardous waste fees, to really make the 

proqram, particularly the enforcement part of the program, work 

as we envision. 

As you look through the numbers we will present to you 

today, you will see that the projections we have made in the 

past on the share that would come from privately funded 

cleanups from responsible parties, is something that we have 

not been able to attain our goals on thus far. We have 

identified a couple of things that we need to do to make sure 

that we can meet those goals in the coming year, and in the 

coming years . -

One is a resolution which we have already requested 

that both of the Appropriation Committees consider. That is to 

allow us to use $700,000 out of the Spill Compensation Fund for 

operating expenses, particularly in the enforcement area. The 

other ~is the fee bi 11 which I Assemblyman Bennett, as you know I 

we eve discussed the need for with you. We will be going into 

a ltttle bit of detail on the breakdown of moneys there. 
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Also something that will be coming up in the next 
several months hopefully, is a bill that we have discussed with 
the Governor_) s- office and with you and with Senator Dalton, 
which would allow us to have access to certain hazardous waste 
sites that we do not have legal authority to enter on now. 
That problem really centers not so much on the area that is 
~wned by the responsible party where the discharge actually 
?Ccurred, but on adjacent properties that are affected by it, 
where a third party owns land that we need either access to or 
that we actually need to construct some physical improvement on 
as a part of the cleanup work. 

To date, ·we have been very successful in going to 
court and getting orders to show cause, getting access to the 
sites of the discharge itself. With respect to sites owned by 
third parties, we really do not have an adequate legal basis to 
enter on those lands or, if necessary, to condemn an easement 
to construct some type of facility on the land. So, we will be 
asking the Legislature for that authority in the corning months. 

With that, we would like to start the presentation. 
Joh;n, do you have anything you want to add? (no response) 
John Trela is going to walk you through the overheads that are 
in that blue package there, to really present the data. John? 
D R. J 0 H N J. T R E L A: Good morning. I appreciate 
the opportunity to be here this morning. Our presentation this 
morning focuses upon our Comprehensive Hazardous Waste 
Management Program, and in that context we are going to look, 
first of all, at the remediation of hazardous waste sites -- in 
other words, past problems. (Dr. Trela using slides to 
demonstrate) We are going to look at a second portion that 
dea.ls with the regulation and enforcement of existing sites; in 
that sense, something that we are focusing on to prevent the 
creation of new sites in the future. What we are trying to 
accomplish here is essentially a balance between the attention 
we pay to fixing things from the past, and the significance we 
are applying to preventing future problems. 
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In the fall of this .year, we had· the Legislature enact 

a $1.6 billion funding program; $640 million of that program 

being the State share, and $497 million being the portion we 

expect to receive from the USEPA and the Superfund program at 

the Federal level, over the next five years. The final portion 

-- the $519 million -- being that portion we expect to obtain 

from responsible_parties through our enforcement program. So, 

in this sense, there is pretty much a guarantee through the 

action of the Legislature that the $640 million will appear. 

Superfund was, in fact, reauthorized, and we are doing very 

well in that area, as I will explain in a moment. We do 

anticipate receiving the $500 million from that. However, 

there is currently a shortfall in the enforcement area, a-nd I 

will expand upon this later on in the presentation. 

Following up on our presentation last time, this gives 

a breakdown of accumulative funds available. We can see that 

we have experienced increases since our last report to this 

Committee in the area of the Spill Fund -- the $4 million; the 

Hazardous Discharge Bond Fund, again approved last fall as part 

of the funding package $200 million; and the Federal 

Superfund $2 million, for a total of $206 million. 

Authorizations have been concentrated out of the Spill 

Fund at $8 million, the General State Fund at $20 million, and 

the Federal Superfund at $2.4 million, for a total of about $31 

million. 

Expenditures again, those same three areas: The 

Spill Fund at $4.2 million, the General State Fund at $13 

million, and the Federal Superfund at $4.3, for a total of 

about $21 million. 

New Jersey is a national leader. It ranks number one 

in both FY '86 and FY '87 in Federal Superfund dollars we have 

been able to obtain. We have, for the average of those two 

years, obtained 20% of the Federal money. I would point out 

further that this specific year, we have attained the same 
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level of funding as the entire nation received last year -
approximately $82 million to $83 million. 

-On our progress on the sites, currently we have 94 out 
of 100 RI/FSs initiated, 18 designs, 11 construction projects, 
and we have taken 53 interim actions. These things include 
such things as drum removal, and also the placement of water 
supplies to p_rotect the public near these sites. This is a 
listing of t~e water supplies that have been placed at this 
point in time, accounting for $15 million, and serving over 
1500 residents. 

In terms of advancing the projects since we last 
reported to the Committee, we have initiated 14 RI/FS starts. 
we have completed two RI/FSs. We have started three designs; 
we completed one. We have begun two constructions, and we have 
completed one. They are all listed on that overhead. 

The next major occurrence that we want to emphasize is 
the passage of Superfund. Since the last time we met, 
Superfund was enacted, and there are some key components of 
that we would like to report on today. As you know, there is 
an $8.5 billion funding package over five years, and there are 
stronger provisions in Superfund for State oversight of the 
Federal program. The new legislation has given the states a 
stronger role in decision-making relative to the program. 

Title III, which is a major new program-- I am not 
going to discuss it in detail today; I just want to mention it 
in passing relative to emergency planning and community 
Right-to-Know. Large portions of this, as you know, were 
modeled after New Jersey's program. 

The Underground Storage Tank Program is a $500 million 
nationwide program to remove and abate leaking underground 
tanks and the pollution that results from them. 

Another key component is the cleanup standards which 
Congress has· established, an acronym for Applicable Relevant 
Appropriate Requirements -- ARARs. These numerical criteria 
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will be very important in the future in establishing how clean 

is clean at Superfund sites, specifically relative to 

integrating Federal standards and State standards. Under this 

provision, the Federal EPA will have to use New Jersey 

standards when cleaning up a site in New Jersey. 

There is a greater emphasis by the Congress on 

permanent onsite solutions. We expect that this will have a 

very high degree of impact on public participation, since it 

will foster great controversy. Most of our technical 

approaches in the past have been focused upon picking up the 

waste and moving it from one site to another. Congress has 

changed the impetus under Superfund, and is now requiring that 

all on-site treatment technologies in the form of innovative 

technologies be utilized before off-site disposal is considered. 

Finally, under Community Relations, there is a key 

provision in the statute that establishes technical assistance 

grants for local communities, so they can hire their own 

consultants. It provides for grants up to $50, ooo. In 

addition, there has been a great expansion of the citizen's 

riqht to sue under the statute. The results of all of this are 

shown on the bottom. Basically, it will take longer; it will 

cost more. However, the process wi 11 result in technically 

better solutions. In the past, it has taken approximately on 

the order of four to six years to go through the entire 

super fund process at a typical site. Because of the technical 

changes in the statute, this may be as long as six to eight 

1ears, and possibly as long as 10 years. 

Now, what are some of the issues that have arisen as a 

result of the enactment of Superfund? Right now, EPA is 

interpreting the statute according to the draft National 

Contingency Plan to limit the credit to states which have moved 

along their projects, and limit that credit in two forms: One, 

to actions that have only taken place after the enactment of 

tbe statute, and two, to remedial actions only. So, at this 
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point in time, the documents indicate they are not willing to 

pay for studies or any other evaluations; only the actual 

cleanup itself. 

Another point that is of great concern to New Jersey 

is relative to the reimbursement for monitoring at sites after 

the sites are cleaned up. At the present time, EPA is not 

considering monitoring to be a part of the operation and 

maintenance, and under that,_ scenario the states would be 100% 

responsible to fund this activity. 

The Management Assistance Grant is another area of 

special concern for New Jersey, because the present EPA 

proposal is to give $250,000 across-the-board to every state, 

independent of how many sites they have; independent of how far 

along they are with the sites. Currently, in New Jersey, it 

costs us about $10 million to run the entire Superfund 

program. Obviously, the $250, ooo is tot·ally inadequate for 

that purpose. 

The funding delays with the implementation of the 

statute last year-- As you know, we authorized for advancement 

to EPA $37.8 million. Most of this money was not used; 

however, it has taken EPA a long time to get moving with their 

funding under the new program. Just last month, as you saw, 

I'm sure, in the newspapers, we found out that the 

(indiscernible) was finalized, and that the EPA state plan for 

distributing their money was approved, and our share became 

apparent. 

Another important provision is what we call the "site 

inspection hammers." Congress has mandated, in the statute, 

that all preliminary assessments of all sites listed on the 

surplus list -- which is the comprehensive Superfund list -

must be completed by January 1, 1988. I am happy to report 

that in New Jersey we will complete all of our preliminary 

assessments by October of this year, and will be three months 

ahead of schedule. That will be for 1249 sites. We are in the 
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top, I think, four or five states in that area. However, the 
issue of these comprehensive site investigations is another 
matter. _ At this point in time, we have about 400 completed. 
That leaves over BOO to do. We have done an analysis of- what 
it would take, and we have corresponded with EPA relative to 
this issue. We estimated that it would cost over $20 million 
to accomplish what EPA has considered to be a site inspecti~n 

for these remaining 800 sites. 
Title III again-- I '11 pass over this today. The 

interface between RCRA and CERCLA-- There are key issues 
relative to the implementation of RCRA and CERCLA, one of those 
being the concept that these two statutes were supposed to be 
administered harmoniously, and are supposed to be integrated 
functionally. In certain of the cases I have listed here for 
illustrative purposes, that is not the case at all. First is 
with POTWs. As you know, POTWs were classically regulated by 
the Clean Water Act. When RCRA was enacted, they were exempted 
from RCRA by the Congress of the United States, provided they 
were in compliance with the Clean Water Act. Now that we have 
CERCLA and SARA, the POTWs are not exempt. This creates a very 
unusual circumstance. The unusual circumstance is the fact 
that through the fear of liability -- the joint and several 
liability under CERCLA -- the Federal funds must be used in the 
Superfund program to build wastewater treatment plants in the 
service area of publicly funded wastewater treatment plants 
that have plenty of available capacity to treat wastewater. 
This is like spending the Federal dollars and also State 
dollars twice for no real productive purpose. 

The implementation of the land bans under RCRA ·have 
tightened the circle, you might say, upon solvents, dioxin 
waste, and other types of wastes, and limited the forms 
available or ·the techniques that could be used for 
disposal. This crea~es a special problem for New Jersey, 
because currently New Jersey is accelerating the rate at which 
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cleanups are occurring, while at the same tim.e RCRA is 
decreasing the options that we have available to us for 
disposing of waste. At the same time, EPA has, under their 
administrative powers, developed what is referred to as the 
.. off-site disposal policy... Actually, probably, this is more 

. appropriately the .. out-of-site.. disposal policy. 
Administratively it requires that all waste from a Superfund 
site go to either a RCRA or a TOSCA facility, independent of 
whether or not that waste is hazardous. For example, 
contaminated soil that is not hazardous waste under the 
off-site policy EPA has, would have to go to a RCRA landfill. 
This we feel is totally inappropriate, because it not only 
wastes money, it wastes the valuable capacity -- the limited 
capacity we have for the disposal of hazardous waste. 

The second point is, facilities must be in compliance 
or under a corrective action program. We think this is a good 
idea in concept, but the way it is applied is a little flawed. 
For example, if ·11e had a large industrial facility that had a 
RCRA approval to operate, that had, take for example, a dozen 
units at that facility, if one of the units was out of 
compliance with RCRA, you could not use any of the other 11 

units, even though those other 11 units were in compliance. 
So, we feel that is inappropriate. -It really doesn't make too 
much sense. 

The final thing is, considering the foregoing 
statements, EPA, at this point in time, has no national system 
for identifying the acceptable facilities. So, when we do a 
cleanup and we are seeking to find an approved disposal site, 
there is no real way to find one. The facilities move in and 
out of compliance on a very frequent basis, and this has 
resulted in numerous problems with our cleanups. It has ha:ted 
cleanups, and unreasonably delayed others,· for that reason. 

The final point is on research centers. As you know, 
we have the consortium of universities in New Jersey that--
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ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT:··, -John, excuse me. I really don't 
want to interrupt you, but it is something I am afraid I am 
going to lose. The facilities must be in compliance or under a 
corrective action program. What impact does that have with 
respect to our wastewater treatment facilities and the funding 
there? Are you saying that if one part is not in compliance -
for instance, with a sludge disposer, or something -- they have 
to close down? 

DR. TRELA: No. This is relative to hazardous waste 
facilities -- RCRA facilities. POTWs are not RCRA facilities 
under a statutory exemption in RCRA. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Oh, okay. I just thought 
because we talked about them before-- I'm sorry, that is where 
I was confused. 

DR. TRELA: Let me give you another example that might 
clarify this. For example, we might have an industrial 
facility that has a lagoon, a landfill, an incinerator, and, 
let's say, a land farm. Okay? If the land farm was out of 
compliance with RCRA, and the incinerator was in compliance 
with RCRA, the landfill was in compliance with RCRA, and the 
lagoon was in compliance with RCRA, if you wanted to send 
Superfund waste to the lagoon, which was in compliance ·with 
RCRA, under the off-site policy of EPA, you could not send it 
there because the land farm was out of compliance with RCRA. 

ASSEMBLYMAN . BENNETT: Okay, thank you. I understand. 
I just needed---

DR. TRELA: In other words, if part is out of 
compliance, the whole facility is out of compliance. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: And the problem becomes 
-- on a day-to-day basis -- as our cleanup contractors are 
trying to dispose of waste properly-- A facility can be out of 

compliance when part of that facility is out of compliance, and 
there is no place to take that particular waste stream at that 

particular time. So, it starts to back up the whole process. 
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We have tried to work with EPA to establish at least an 

information system to find out, on a regular basis -- whether 

it is weekly or whatever -- who is in -compliance. Otherwise, 

we have our contractors sometimes sitting around wondering 

where they can take the stuff, while we find out from EPA 

whether a facility is in compliance or not. It is not going to 

make the cleanup program work any better having to deal with 

this as well. 

DR. TRELA: The final point on this is the research 

centers. As we know, under CERCLA, sections 209 and 311 

require that there be established . research centers to study 

innovative technologies to figure out what to do with . this 

cleanup waste. When you compare that to RCRA, there are no 

provisions in RCRA for these types of facilities. Therefore, 

our universities -- Rutgers, NJIT, or whichever -- that would 

be willing to take an initiative to help us to solve some of 

these very difficult problems, would have to go through a full 

RCRA permit to be able to handle the waste on site. 

We have been in contact with EPA relative to this 

problem, and they are currently drafting regulations to deal 

with it. But, it essentially stagnates the innovative 

technology approach to solving the hazardous waste problem, 

because the universities are not going to bring waste onto 

sites without legal approvals. 

Moving to the second major portion of the 

presentation, looking at the current practices, we have in New 

Jersey some 9700 facilities which notified under RCRA. 

Currently, there are about 4200 facilities that are active 

handlers of hazardous waste; by that we mean generators, 

treaters, transporters, and disposal facilities. Most 

significant among those are the 260 active treatment, storage, 

disposal facilities. Of those, about 164 require full RCRA 

permits, and there are another 640 -- which are part of the 

larger 4000 universe -- that are going to require some form of 
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corrective action, or cleanup, under the provisions of RCRA. 
These facilities in aggregate in 1985 generated over nine 
million mettid tons of hazardous waste. 

If we focus for a minute back on the funding plan, we 
can see that the enforcement program is targeted to develop 
$519 million over the next five years. And, looking quickly at 
the status of how we are doing, betw~en January 1, 1986 and -
there is a typo on there; it shoulo be September 1 86, not 1 87 
-- and we didnlt need the extra day in September either -- we 
have gotten $17 million through that period. Since the funding 
package was, in fact, approved, however, we have gotten $12.6 
million. If you compare that to what we were supposed to get 
for the first year -- and we are about halfway through the 
first year now-- The target for the first year was $66 
million. We are far short of attaining that target, and I will 
talk about this a little later in a little more detail. 

In response to a request from the Committee, we have 
compiled our enforcement documents issued between January I 86 
and March I 87, and we have listed here the different types of 
documents, the numbers issued, and the amounts assessed and 
collected. What we can see is that we have issued 463 
documents, for a total of $1.7 -- or almost $1.8 million. At 
this point in time, we have collected about 38% of that, or 
about $687,000. The remaining 156 documents are still being 
contested at this point in time. 

Looking quickly at ECRA, the current status on that 
is, during the last six months we have collected $120 million 
in financial assurance under the ECRA program. This brings our 
12-month total to $244 million. The total now for the program 
since its inception is approaching $400 million. 

In looking finally at the prevention issue, in terms 

of the prevention of new sites, we have an initiative relative 
to the hazardous waste fee schedule, which the Governor called 

for in his State of the State Address. I think the key point 
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here -- and if I want to emphasize any point today, I think 

this is it -- is that currently we have committed to spend 

billions for cleanup, but we are only literally spending, on a 

relativ_e basis, pennies for defense. In other words, pennies 

to prevent future problems; to prevent Superfund sites; to 

prevent future liability to the State, in terms of creating new 

sites. I think we have to strike a balance between the effort 

we are expending relative to the corrective action or 

remediation of old sites and the amount of effort we are 

applying to remedy new sites. 

The next point is relative to the waste audits. We 

are very much in favor of those as well. We think ·they should 

be a multi-media program, and that it should be non-regulatory 

in nature. We hope that NJIT or Rutgers could become involved 

in the training and certification through this program, to 

provide on-site regulatory and technical assistance to 

industry, as appropriate. 

The third component is research in innovative 

technolog·y. Assemblywoman Crecco' s bill A-2536 is 

cri.tical, as I discussed earlier, considering the RCRA land ban 

and the need for looking at new technologies to clean up sites 

as mandated by the Congress under the SARA amendments. 

The financial evaluation component we think is very 

critical as well. However, we feel it needs to be carefully 

evaluated relative to the financial impacts of these 

incentives, and we are very concerned about the potential of 

rewarding polluters who have not, in fact, done what they were 

supposed to do in the past, while penalizing those who have 

complied with the law. 

We also seek to establish a technical advisement, or 

technical assistance program to expand knowledge in the area of 

hazardous waste and hazardous waste minimization. Further, we 

hope to initiate a regulatory review of our rules, so that we 

can make the process more efficient. 
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In looking at our, differential between our hazardous 

waste enforcement program, between what we have now and what we 

should have, -t-his slide emphasizes the difference between the 

$66 million we should have in FY '87 and the $12.6 we have at 

the midway point. What we think is needed is about $3 million 

a year for five years in enforcement program support. The 

basic leverage there would be about 100 to three, whether 

calculated on a yearly basis or annualized over the five-year 

program. 

In the short term, as Mr. Catania indicated earlier, 

we are asking for a resolution for $700,000 for operating 

costs. We plan to establish 40 site specific positions under 

the Spill Fund to expand the resources available to us and to 

expand our activity in this area. In the long term, we are 

looking for legislation in four specific areas: the Hazardous 

Waste Fee Program, as Michael indicated earlier; legislation to 

place penalties in the Hazardous Discharge Cleanup Fund, . and 

this, I believe, has already been introduced by Assemblywo11an 

Donovan as A--3907; legislation to provide oversight costs for 

Administrative Consent Orders which involve cleanups under a 

variety of statutes; and enactment· of stiff legislation to 

increase penalties and criminal liabilities. 

What we would do in the fee program, hopefully, would 

be balance the resources we are applying between past problems 

relative to cleanup and the future in terms of prevention. We 

would establish a fee schedule based upon the volume of waste 

generated, its toxicity, the type of facility, etc., and other 

technical criteria. The targeted revenue for this program 

would be about $8 million to $10 million annually. This money 

could also be used to support waste audits or the 

substitization {sic) of waste audits, technical assistance to 

the regulated community, some research and, most importantly, 

the regulatory enforcement and planning components that wi 11 

regulate facilities that we have today, to prevent future 

problems. 
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To summarize the whole presentation, we have basically 
the funding package, and we have the minimization initiatives 
-- six of them. The basic concept there is that waste that 
isn•t generated doesn•t have to be treated, doesn•t have to be 
stored, and obviously cannot cause pollution. 

The Regulatory Control Program is the key prevention 
program. That is what we are trying to emphasize today. The 
siting requirement of SARA-- There is a hammer in SARA, which 
says that in three years each state must develop capacity 
assurance for disposing of its waste, or treating its waste, 
and if it doesn•t, then it will not receive any Superfund 
funding. Finally, the fee schedule is based on the .. polluter 
pays.. principle. These initiatives would make our program 
whole, and New Jersey again would be, I think, one of the first 
states to be in a position to minimize the wastes that are 
being generated today, effectively regulating the ones that we 
can•t eliminate through minimization, while simultaneously 
addressing problems of the past. I think that kind of an 
approach is what we really need to close the circle or make the 
program whole. It focuses in on all three levels with an equal 
degree of vigor. 

Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: John, with respect to the 

enforcement and the lagging behind, I know you gave us the 
figures, but in an effort to make our entire cleanup work, it 
is obviously necessary that we have those moneys brought closer 
to the tune where we were projecting $66 million in this year. 
I believe you have, like, $16 million or $17 million in at this 
point. What steps, if any, do you feel it would be ·necessary 
to implement in an effort to bring those figures closer to what 
we had anticipated? 

DR. TRELA: We have two recommendations: One a 
short-term recommendation, which would be to give us a $700,000 
resolution out of the Spill Fund for operating costs. That 
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operating money would allow us to establish 40 site specific 
positions, which then could be dedicated as either attorneys, 
case managers, geologists, or whatever, to.work .specifically on 
enforcement cases. Each would be assigned a case, and under 
the Spill Fund protocol, we would establish those positions 
from that funding source. 

The second and longer term issue, and I realize this 
would take a longer period of time, would be the Hazardous 
waste Fee Program, which we discussed earlier; legislation to 
place penal ties into the Hazardous Discharge Cleanup Fund -
which is A-3907; legislation to provide oversight costs, which 
again would be a revenue source for the Department to support 
the staff that would be overseeing the cleanup and the 
corrective action at these sites; and enactment of fines to 
increase penalties and criminal liabilities for polluters. So, 
these are our recommendations. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: 
that increased the penal ties. 
the penal ties. 

Well, we did pass legislation 
In fact 1 I believe we doubled 

Did you ask for the money in the appropriation 
pr~ess? Is it in the budgetary request for this year, for the 

sh~t-term solution? 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: The resolution that John 

Tr~a is talking about has been requested of both Appropriation 
cosittees. I believe the response was to put a resolution in 
botil houses. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: In other words, the answer to my 
question then is, no, it wasn't in the budget, and you are 
se•ing a resolution to have it added to the budget. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: That is correct. It was 
not in the normal budget process because at the time the budget 
wasput together, we were not aware of the need at that point. 
Whel we became aware I we prepared the reso 1 ut ion. It was in 
ourtestimony before each of the Appropriation Committees, and 
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a resolution was prepared, supported by the Governor's office. 
Sponsors have been found. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: In the presentation, you said 
the cost of administering the Superfund in New Jersey is 
presently running at -- at least I thought I understood this -
$10 million a year. Why are the administrative costs $10 
million for simply the Superfund program at this point in 
time? It would appear to be somewhat disproportionate -- out 
of range of the real dollars that are being expended for 
cleanup, if we are spending $10 million -- Superfund dollars 
-- on Superfund administration. 
A S S I S T A N T C 0 M M. J 0 H N w. GASTON JR.: 

The $10 million refers to the total program costs we have 
associated with Superfund. The moneys are coming from a 
variety of sources . As you know, most of the pie chart shows 
that most of the efforts we are making now are in the study 
phase and the design phase. They are fairly intensive with 
respect to the kind of effort you have to put forwa.rd. Only 
this year, at the national level, are we seeing the first 
dividends to come back to New Jersey. Some $50 million of the 
$82 million or $83 million we are scheduled to get in FY '87 is 
going to be for construction. So, we are beginning to see the 
up-front efforts we are putting forward returned in the form of 
larger construction dollars and a larger actual capital 
corruttitment, to deal with problems out in the environment. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I did not mean the question as 
criticism of the program. Obviously, the mere fact that we are 
receiving more moneys than any other state in the Union speaks 
very highly of the program. Don't misunderstand my question. 

My question, however, is, there appears to be, 
administratively, a great deal of money being expended, when we 
are not expending it, percentage-wise, that much on the 
cleanup. Are you telling me it is necessary to spend that 
amount of money in order to file the papers to get them? I 
mean, I don't know, but I am not knocking the program. 
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ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: These are not 
administrative costs in an administrative sense. These are the 
costs to pay for the people who put the plans together or 
oversee the contractors who put the plans together. So, they 
are administrative in a budgetary sense, but they are the real 
costs which have to be built into any project to get it 
successfully implemented on the outside. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: To give you an example, 
we are talking about the people who do the preliminary 
assessments and the site inspections; the people who prepare 
the applications that go to EPA; the people who sit down to 
negotiate the cooperative agreem~nts; the people to monitor the 
contracts, both through the State system, as well as through 
the Federal system; the people who supervise the efforts of the 
contractors and subcontractors of both EPA and the State, in 
terms of reviewing that work product, commenting on it, making 
sure that the reports are revised to meet the standards that 
will allow the State to be reimbursed with Superfund dollars. 
We are·talking about a fairly intensive effort. 

Unfortunately, we are in the phase where a lot of it 
takes place before actual cleanup, because we are talking about 
going through the Superfund process, and that is a very 
intricate process. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: In the eventuality that we have 
a hazardous waste disposal site located that we are able to 
use, under the SARA amendments would we be able to exclude 
out-of-state waste to assure that we would have capacity for 
New Jersey-generated waste? 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: The way SARA is 
structured, Congress made it very clear that individual states 
were going to have to take the lead in producing new capacity 
to deal with waste problems. John referred to the capacity 
assurance hammer that was put in the law, which said that three 
years from the date of enactment, or October, 1989, states, in 
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order to receive Superfund money, would have to be able to 
assure that they had capacity available to treat and handle 20 
years' worth of hazardous waste produced in the entire state 
in the entire state, not just the Superfund waste. So, states 

I can tell you from meetings I have attended with my 
colleagues -~ have heard the intent of Congress, and all of us 
are very much paying attentio~ to the process of developing 
capacity to properly handle ha~ardous waste, so that when 1989 
comes around and Lee Thomas, or his successor, asks us, "Do you 
have the capacity to handle the waste?" we hope to be able to 
say, "Yes," to keep the financial flow of money moving. 

So, there is a strong incentive that has been built 
into the new Superfund for states to perform. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: John, I think the real 
answer to your question is, we don't, I think, at this point, 
assume that we are going to be able to ban other states from 
coming here. It is working a little more from the other 
direction. Other states will have the same requirement that we 
have, that they have to provide capacity for their own waste. 
The penalty, though, is not necessarily that they don't get to 
use a facility in another state; in fact, they can negotiate 
for that and make agreements for that. 

I think the penalty, though, is that they can lose 
Superfund dollars, not that they under any circumstances can't 
use it. You get into some legal issues, some interstate 
commerce issues, and it is not clear with the SARA amendments 
now how those are going to be affected with the new pol icy 
change there. 

I would love to be able to give you a more specific 
answer. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: No, that's fair. 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: One other thing, 
John. The law, as it was enacted, provided for interstate 
agreements between states, you know, in much the same way that 
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some of our counties have entered into agreements with those 

that bring garbage within the county, and use that very 

effectively to control the flow of garbage. I would expect 

that our State: a) would understand very well what kind of 

capacity it had available to it; and b), would be looking to 

make arrangements to complementari ly share capacity, if you 

will, with other states that ~ight have capacity for items that 

we don't have on our agenda.: The law specifically puts us in a 

position to have those kinds of discussions and to provide 

those kinds of agreements. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I think legislative staff gave 

you earlier a package that would have a Hazardous Discharge 

site Cleanup Status Report Summary as the top sheet. If you 

could put that in front of you-~ You gave us, prior to today's 

meeting, a very thorough listing of the status of the sites in 

the State, together with the amounts of moneys that had been 

authorized and the amounts of moneys that had been expended. 

As a result of a review of that list, certain 

questions arise. I understand that we may not have all of 

those answers specifically today, but I would like to raise the 

questions. If they can be answered, obviously they have been 

disposed of. If they cannot be answered today, I would like us 

to be able to get the answers in the future. 

We start off in general areas, but as a practical 

matter we have to point to the individual sites specifically. 

In dealing, for instance, with the-- Many of the sites have 

multiple authorizations. I think Burnt Fly Bog is on every 

siuqle list, so it makes it a little difficult to track and to 

follow exactly what is happening. But, why, number one, do we 

make the multiple authorizations, and two, who keeps track of 

tha? I mean, how do you track a specific authorization on one 

site when there are multiple authorizations? I guess maybe 

that is my question. 
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DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Well, let me try to shed 
a little bit of light on that. Each of what we call a 
"cleanup" is broken down into a number of components. We have 
term contracts that cover very specific activities, so some of 
this is because of the procurement process the State and the 
Federal government uses. So, you will see a lot of specific 
authorizations and you will see, in some cases like Bur~t Fly 
Bog, maybe 10 or 12 for a particular project, one that we would 
think of as one project. 

It may be a contract for someone to install a fence 
that comes off of one of our term contracts. There is an 
authorization made for that. That money is obligated and 
ultimately expended. There could be a tran$portation contract 
for someone to haul materials in or out of the site. There 
could be a contract for someone to do the remedial 
investigation on the feasibility study, or even components of 
that. So, we are talking about very discrete activities that 
are the subject of some of these co!'ltracts, and, because of 
that, for the authorizations, you will see very distinct 
authorizations, and a number of them on a particular project. 

We track them internally, both through the Superfund 
program and also through our Fiscal Division. We have separate 
obligation and authorization of funds from the program, and the 
sign-offs that are required involve the individuals at this 
table, as well as the Commissioner, the Spill Fund 
Administrator --- if the Spill Fund is involved as a funding 
source -- as well as our Financial Section, both our Assistant 
Commissioner and our Division Director for Financial 
Management. We have what is called a Fiscal Integrity Unit in 
that Division of Financial Management separate from the 
program, that reviews all proposed authorizations and 
contracts, to make sure that the funding source is available, 
and to make sure that the State procedures are being followed. 
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That was one of the things that happened as a result . . 

of the recommendations of Coopers and Lybrand and the State 
Auditor, after the concern about the expenditures of Chemical 
Control years ago. So, that is a long-answer as to why you are 
seeing that pop up in a number of places. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BE~~TT: I appreciate that. For 
instance, under Part 1 here, under Burnt Fly Bog, obv~ously we 
have quite a number of areas. Some are from the New Jersey 
Spill Fund. I guess that is the authorization number. Some 
are from the General State Fund and Capital Appropriations. 
Some are from the actual Superfund. Then, in the summary you 
gave us, some of those -- in fact, at Burnt Fly Bog, during the 
last six-month period -- had money spent, and there is still 
some money left over. How, if at all, are we able to know what 
was spent for what in that period? 

DEPUTY CO~!ISSIONER CATANIA: Let me give you a 
general answer, and if you want, we can go to specific ones. 
Tony Farro, who is our Director of the Division of Hazardous 
Site Mitigation, is here, and he can try to answer some 
specific questions. What we will offer is, we will prepare a 
detailed response on all of the sites you have listed here, and 
get those back to you. We are not going to be able today to go 
through all of them individually. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Obviously not. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Tony may be familiar 

enough with Burnt Fly Bog to shed some light on what appears to 
be a mystery here. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: There are just a couple I want 
to touch on. If the answer is easy, fine; if it is not, you 
can get it back to me. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: The one thing you have 

to keep in mind here -- not one thing -- but one of the things 
to keep in mind, because it is a complicated process, is, when 
we do our authorizations, we do the authorizations for 
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basically an estimated amount. Then the contracts 
in. Contracts can be subject to change orders 
direction as the real world becomes apparent and the 
is out there doing the work. Either you need to do 

will come 
in either 
contractor 
less of a 

particular unit· that is called for in the contract, or more. 
So, in a lot of cases, when you match up the authorizations 
w~th the expenditures, you will see that either we haven't 
spent all of the money authorized, or, more often the case, 
through change orders, you will see a second authorization to 
increase the original amount. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Yeah, we saw that. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: That will cover a change 

order or, in some cases, an additional contract, either because 
of a change in the unit price -- you have to drill more feet -
or because there are different circumstances than you expected 
to find, and you need different machinery, or a different lab 
analysis, which will cost you additional funds. 

With respect to the Burnt Fly Bog, you were asking in 
particular--

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Yeah. There were two projects. 
One is EPA, and one is Spill Fund -- 177A. They were two of 
the authorization numbers that, in fact, had dollars expended 
from them. There is still money left over in those two 
particular ones. I was just curious as to what--

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We are going to have to 
match up the authorizations; in other words, the particular 
contracts, and get back to you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: That's fine. While we are just 
on that site, and before we leave, this is obviously something 
that I feel very strongly about, since I have been living with 
it for the eight years I have been in the Legislature. 

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF COMMITTEE: Do you own that 
property? 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: No, I don't own it, and I don't 
want to own it either. The westerly wetland region-- We had 
that study done, and there was an estimate as to the cleanup 
there. My understanding was that there were additional studies 
being done on the westerly wetlands. I would have to guess 
that maybe some of that money expended was on that. Do we know 
when the final study of alternative methods of remediation_ are 
going to be concluded on the westerly wetlands in Burnt Fly:Bog? 
A NT H 0 N Y F A R R 0: The study itself started, I guess, 
about a month and a half ago. The money was obligated; maybe 
that is one of the reasons why you don't see a change. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: It might be. 
MR. FARRO: The money was obligated, I guess, about 

maybe three and a half months ago -- four months ago. Part of 
the problem was the prime contractor-had to go out and solicit 
bids for his subcontractors. So, there was a period of maybe 
two to three months where, although they awarded the contract, 
there was a lot of paperwork that the contractor had to go 
through before he could even get the subcontractors on board. 

As far as the schedule, I think we are looking 
somewhere on the order of November to have the study on the 
westerly wetlands complete, which will come out with the 
alternatives we are looking at to remediate that portion of 

Burnt Fly Bog. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: November? 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: That is when we will 

reddve the study from the contractor, Assemblyman. 
MR. FARRO: Right. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: So, there will be an EPA 

.and a DEP review period before action is taken on the 

al~native recommended in that study. 
MR. FARRO: And, again, this would follow the normal 

protess. We would have to go through a ROD -- a Record of 

Dec~ion -- with EPA for that portion of the site. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: The last time the wells in that 
area were sampled -- the residential wells in that area -- was 
back in October, 1986. Is there a time frame for when the 
wells will be sampled again? How is that process done? That 
is true basically on any of our sites, I would have to say. 
Residential. wells in the immediate area-- How often do we do a 
check on them? 

~. FARRO: Well, generally speaking-- We have talked 
to the EPA, and it is a point that we brought up. You know, 
you go through a RFS, and it is going to be four or four and a 
half years down the road prior to implementation. EPA and the 
State have agreed that between those two periods of time we are 
going to start doing more monitoring, not only of potable 
wells, but also the monitoring wells--

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Correct. 
MR. FARRO: --to make sure that the problem hasn • t 

changed, and here you are designing for something that really 
doesn't exist. The potable wells at Burnt Fly Bog, I know for 
a fact, we are scheduled to resample within the next couple of 
weeks. We had a meeting on the status of Burnt Fly Bog about 
two weeks ago. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We will be happy to 
prepare a detailed response breaking down the authorizations, 
and letting you know what the work was for, plus whatever other 
details you want. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Okay. The same is true on Lone 
Pine, which is another rather significant site in the State, 
the county, and . even in the Twelfth District. But, we have 
been hearing now for quite some time that it was impe.rative to 
be able to continue to move the work ahead. We have listed 
under Lone Pine, again under account numbers, that there was 
money spent and there is some money left over. That appears to 
be the only Lone Pine one that has any additional money spent. 
We even lent, if I understand correctly, the Federal government 
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certain moneys because we didn't want any delay. It was-almost 

a year ago, I think, that we lent them the money, prior to ~he 

reauthorization of Superfund. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Assemblyman, no money 

actually changed hands. The State was prepared to advance the 

Federal _government money. Superfund was reauthorized, and the 

Federal _funds came through. Actually, we did not-- We worked 

out a v~ry complicated arrangement to set up an escrow account 

and advance the money in large chunks for phases of the Lone 

Pine work, up to, I think, a total of $14 million. But that 

never actually happened. 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: What it did was, it 

pe~mitted them to keep moving. Last year they were closing the 

program down. By us having the ability to make th~ rnoney 

available to do the project, they continued the design work at 

a point in time when they would not have otherwise done that. 

So, the moneys were ready and poised to be utilized, but they 

weren't uti 1 ized and, in fact, Lone Pine has been funded in 

this year's SCF, I believe. Is that not true? Lone Pine is 

one of the-- (consults with colleagues) Oh, it will be funded 

in the first quarter of '89. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: So, our money never left our 

hands ~- our control? 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: It is still sticking 

to our hands. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: That isn't what I was told. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We authorized it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: No, I thought we gave it, 

because there was an argument on interest. The Feds said that 

if we lent them the money -- if the State lent the money -- we 

wouldn't get the interest. I said, "Well, under the 

circumstances, if we are faced with the loss of interest, or 

shutdown of the program--" I mean, it was discussed with me, 

and I said that as far as I was concerned we would lose the 

interest in order to avoid the shutdown. 
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DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: That was the exact 
conclusion 
internally 

we came 
through 

to 
an 

also. We had obligated 
authorization and were 

the money 
prepared to 

transfer it.. I think we worked out twp or three phases, the 
first phase being about $3 million or $4 million worth of 
work.: We were prepared to lose the interest on that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Right. So, we never lost any 
interest? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: No, we did not. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I was told a year ago that we 

were waiting for spring for work to start there. 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: Let us get to the 

question: Why haven't we moved ahead on Lone Pine? One of the 
points that John made in his presentation was the POTW issue. 
What do you do with the leachate from a landfill facility such 
as Lone Pine? There is to be a leachate collection system 
installed, full pre-treatment provided. We were looking to--

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: On-site? 
ASSISTANT C0~1ISSIONER GASTON: On-site. We were 

looking to discharge the wastewater into the sewer system that 
extends from Freehold Township and Manasquan on to the sewer 
system in Ocean County. We were looking to use the Ocean 
County publicly owned system. We went through exhaustive 
studies. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: We own the system. They ripped 
us off. The Department had something to do with that. 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: You own a good share 
of it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: They own the facility, but it is 
our pipes. But we pay for everything. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: We are just country people in 
Ocean County. We couldn't rip anybody off. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: No, the Department helped you. 
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ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: It is good to have 
both views on this question represented at the table. We tried 
like hell to work with Ocean County to get them to accept the 
wastewater in their system. We went through two technical 
treatable studies to demonstrate that there wasn't any harm 
from a scientific/engineering standpoint to. have that material 
in the system. It would have been treate~ for the parameters 
that were of concern at an on-site system for pre-treatment. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Right, that is my understanding. 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: When we went through 

that, at the very end of the conversation, Ocean County, in 
effect, said to us, .. This is Superfund waste. If you put it 1n 
our system, we have Superfund liability under SARA that says 
that third parties can sue; We don't want it." 

So, at that point in time, you know, our hands went up 
in the air and we said, "We went through the line and verse of 
the technical justification, the engineering justification," 
and the Ocean Authority switched the conversation at the end to 
say, .. We don't want Superfund waste in their system," which is 
why we are highlighting the POTW issue as a very serious 
concern. As you move around New Jersey, there are going to be 
lots of places where you produce liquid waste, and even though 
you pre-treat it, you need to put it into a wastewater system 
for ultimate polishing prior to disposal. And we were closed 
off in that conversation. 

We pursued two options to deal with the problem as a 
result of being closed off at the end of the system. We have 
had direct conversations with both Freehold Township and 
Manasquan to see whether or not they feel the same way that 
Ocean does. There have been situations in the past where the 
two authorities and several communities have not exactly agreed. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Yes, several of those occasions. 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: So, we are asking the 

communities if they feel the same way. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: But, they can't treat. 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: Pardon me? 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: They can't treat it. 
ASSISTANT .COMMISSIONER GASTON: But they can accept 

wastewater into their systems. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: But it ends up going to Ocean. 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: ~ight. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: If we block the system, it will 
be very funny coming out of the sewer pipes, won't it? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Just build us a facility, and 
they don't have to take any of our waste. 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: Okay, so that's.· one 
thing. The second option that is being purused is that we are 
looking at the parameters that have to go into building an 
on-site system for discharge into the Manasquan. Quite 
frankly, we are not looking to having any more discharges into 
the Manasquan. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Particularly because we 
are building a reservoir on the Manasquan for potable-

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Are they? 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Have you considered maybe if you 

spoke to Ocean about it, if maybe you could do something with 
their sludge dumping in the landfill, they might be more 
receptive to your conversation? 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: We try to have 
separate conversations about issues that are separate. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: All right. The bottom line is, 
until there is a method of disposing of the water, Lone Pine 
sits with poisons just festering in there, leaching out to the 
Manasquan for all of us to drink. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: I am not sure we would 
explain it, or describe it exactly that way. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: But, in the meantime, nothing 
geu done until we know where the waste is going to be treated. 
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DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We need to resolve that 
issue. That is not just an issue for Lone Pine. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I think maybe we should take 
some of the $10 million and put it right there, and say we are 
going to decide how we are going to do it. I mean, this is a 
real serious problem now. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We agree. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Order Ocean County to do it. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Mr. Chairman, I think if you 

would like to build a treatment plant for the State in your 
area, I would be willing to support that bill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Not for the State; for . my own 
district. ~ am paying for yours. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: I am willing to support that bill 
if you want to take the $10 million to build a wastewater 
treatment for hazardous waste. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: No, no, no, not for hazardous 
waste. For my hazardous waste, not yours. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: I will support the bill. 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: Assemblymen, your 

frustration at us not performing is shared by us, in the sense 
that we see a lot of other situations where this scenario is 
going to repeat itself, and things that could be done aren't 
going to be done. We really do need help. We need help, 
setting aside for a moment the begger thy neighbor principle, 
because this is something where a quarter of a billion, dollars 
of Federal moneys has been spent in Ocean County to put in 
infrastructure. It just doesn't make sense that that kind of 
an investment isn't available to perform a public service when, 
in fact, it--

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Tell him, not me. 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: I am addressing Mr. 

Singer through the chair. It just doesn't make sense--
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DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Particularly because the 
waste we are talking about is basically identical to the wastes 
that the plant is already handling, but for the Superfund label. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: There is a man over in the 
Department who ordered. Monmouth County to send all of their 
waste down there. I am sure that that same man, who still 
works over there, who still has a high rank, would be able to 
order Ocean County -- and I am sure he coUld take care of the 
boys there -- and they would take it. Just you guys· pursue it, 

that's all. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: In fact, that is one of 

the things we are pursuing. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: What do you mean take care of the 

boys there? 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Talk to them; talk to them. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: So that people don't 

think we are picking on Ocean County, this has become a generic 

problem. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: All over the State it would be 

the case. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: It is going on in the 

Price's Pit area in Atlantic County; it is going on for GEMS in 
Gloucester County. In fact, we think we may have one agreement 
for it anyway to take it away so that we do not have to 
construct an on-site plant. The stakes are very important, 
because even with the changes to SARA, we are still looking at 
the State picking up the lion's share of operations and 
maintenance. So, the difference between discharging to an 
existing MUA that has been constructed largely with Federal and 
State funds, as opposed to building an on-site treatment 
facility and operating that for 20 or 30 years can be very 
substantial; can exceed the cleanup costs themselves, in some 
cases. It is a very big,issue. 
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We are exploring · ways of either persuading or 
requiring MUAs to take this waste if it is within their service 
area. Unfortunately, they are not regulated as utilities; they 
are regulated under the Utilities Authorities Law. We have 
limited jurisdiction over them. This is becoming a familiar 
refrain. You find out in the Superfund process that you get to 
deal with lots of things th_at you don It have terribly much 
control over, and you have t~ make sure that they all fit into 
the puzzle at the right time so that the work progresses. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. Except 
there is one exceptioni too. You are planning to treat waste 
from a Superfund site in Ocean County, and not even use our 
pipe line, but pump it through their own pipe line of 
Ciba-Geigy. Is that not correct? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: I am not talking about 
Ciba-Geigy at all. I am talking about--

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: I know,, but he is. I am talking 
about a hazardous waste cleanup site -- that you are planning 
to treat on-site, and pump through their own pipe line, not 
coming through our sewer system. Right? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Does that mean that 
Ocean County would prefer that it go to a treatment plant -
the waste coming from the Ciba-Geigy site? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Do you mean to say that 
Ciba-Geigy is going to pay for that to come that way? See, 
right now, if they pump it through their own lines, itls free, 
folks. It 1

S a free ride. 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: I really don It think 

that Ciba-Geigy is going to be able to represent that there is 
a free ride for the cleanup program they are going to 
implement. They have already set aside $50 to $75 million, and 
they will probably set aside more before they get finished. 
So, there are big tickets they are going to pay. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Well, there is big damage done 

to the environment. 
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DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: There is also a big 
difference between making a viable entity that is responsible 
for a problem_bear the costs of treating that. They donrt run 
that treatment facility free. It costs. They have O&M costs 
just like the State would have; just like the Ocean County 
Utilities Authority would have. We are talking about the case 
of Lone Pine, where there _is not an operating entity on that 
site. It is an old landfill; it is an abandoned landfill, and 
the State has to step in and take care of it. So, our options 
are to build an on-site facility, or to use an existing 
treatment plant. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Well, I think when you start 
separating problems, and you don't want to discuss everything 
together, that is when people start to get their backs up a 
little bit. We had a very big problem and a ticket of $5 
million a year to remove our sludge to Pennsylvania. 
received a deaf ear from the Department on that, so 
honestly--

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We have 
agreement with you on that issue. 

I feel we 
I feel very 

reached an 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Yeah, but once we start the 
construction of the plant. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: That's right, and we 
think that is a reasonable agreement. Obviously, Ocean County 
does too, because they concurred with us and signed it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: We had no choice. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: You had a lot of 

choices. In the 10 years that you knew that deadline was 
coming, you could have made alternate provisions; you didn · t. 
You put us in the position of brinksmanship, where when the end 
was near we had to try to reach some accommodation with you, 
which we did. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: There are two sides to the 
argwnent; you gentlemen both know that. Meanwhile, it is 
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costing the taxpayers $5 million a year to truck sludge to 

Pennsylvania to the same type of landfill that is exactly in 

Ocean County -- the Double Line Landfill -- which could easily 

be continued up there, but that is another story. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I would 1 ike to move along. I 

am going to try to go a little bit faster. It is my fault, and 

I apologize to you, but it is just that Burnt Fly Bog and Lone 

Pine are very important statewide. That is why I spent the 

time. But, if we can get some of those questions that are 

written down in here answered, I think that will be helpful. 

There is a list of the status where there is no change 

and all of the money is spent. That is for certain 

authorization numbers. Obviously, on sites such as Burnt Fly 

Bog and Bridgeport Rental, all of the work is not done, but 

since the moneys that appear to be authorized to date have been 

expended, will we be deleting these that are completed, and 

just putting on the new ones, or will we be writing down 

completed and putting down new authorization numbe-rs? 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: We can work with you 

in terms of getting a refinement of the information that we are 

furnishing you that would be more of an assist in overviewing 

what we are doing. What you have in the two printouts we 

furnished you in March, and then again--

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Correct. 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: --in October of last 

year, are all the authorizations that we have entered into 

since 1978. So, all the laundry is out on the line. We can 

refine this; you know, we can take out the ones that are closed 

out in any way that would be helpful in improving your abi 1 i ty 

to overview what we are accomplishing. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Right. The whole point is to 

try to be able to track what is being done. Table 2 is 

random. There is nothing except random on that. Now, what we 

were trying to look at, though, was, since there had been no 
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change in the moneys that had been expended, there were certain 
moneys left over. Now, in those few projects there, there were 
$32,795 of authorized dollars still available. 

The question is, if that is the case, and you t'ook it 
all the way through, it may be in excess of a million dollars 
that is remaining. Obviously, we should probably want to clean 
that money out and get it so it can be expended on . another 
project. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: One of the th~ngs that 
is not readily apparent from here is that in that situation you 
are describing, we do a deauthorization. After the work is 
completed, if there is a difference, if there is a ba1ance 
remaining from what was authorized and what was actually 
expended, we deauthorize that money and it goes back into the 

pool. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: But I would think that would 

have to show somewhere in this report. We haven't seen it yet. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: It does, but on1.y 

through code, the way the list is presented here. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Well, we need a copy of your 

code, so we can figure it out, I guess. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Then you wouldn't need 

us, though, John. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Oh, no, no. Who would I have to 

sit over there for me to pick on? 
On Table 3, the funds were expended during July to 

Decemer period but there still remains additional 
dollars available. I would assume then that in this next 
six....anth period we will be expending those addition.al dollars 
on dwse projects, or is that not the case? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Some portion of those 
dollars. You are looking at an authorization which will, in 
some cases, take several years for the expenditures to catch up 
with the authorization. You can expect to see -- absent some 
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serious problem that brings, things to a halt temporarily -
continued expenditures and those numbers going down in each 
report you see. 

MR. FARRO: The other thing you may find out is-- You 
may find a job that we show as completed. Although the job is 
completed prior to-- If the audit is not complete, or all of 
the invoices are not in, we still won't be authorized the 
money~ So, a lot of times, although the work is actually done 
in the field, it might take three to four months for the audit 
to go through, and at that point we will be authorized. So you 
have a lot of open accounts, even though we show that the work 
is completed. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Right. The same way on number 
four. Again, all of these lists are random. They are not to 
be interpreted as being inclusive of all of these sites. We 
just tried to see a pattern. There was no remediation during 
the six months, but there were moneys available to do work. 
So, obviously, it is not a funding problem with respect to 
these projects, or these authorization numbers. Why would we 
have moneys available and not do work? Again, I can· t expect 

-an answer immediately on each of these, but, in general, why 
would there be such a case? 

MR. FARRO: Well, just looking through real quick, you 
know, the Friedman Property-- Mike mentioned that you might 
have an account that is open for a few years. That is a 
five-year monitoring account -- O&M. It is sampled once every 
four months and, the ref ore, you might not see a change over a 
four-month period. Kearny Drum Dump #3--

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: But wouldn't you spend money? 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Not necessarily. 
MR. FARRO: I could go out and sample, say, in 

January, and the nex-c sampling might not occur until April or 
May, but the bills won't come in until June. So, I mean, there 
is a six-month period right there. So, if I do work in 

January, the analysis does not come in until March--
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ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Okay. 

MR. FARRO: --so there are six months open right 

there. At one of the sights, Kearny Drum Dump #3, we are 

having an access problem. We have been trying to work on that 

for six or seven months now. So, again, it is a lot of the 

accounting type issues. At Chemical Control, the gas 

cyl~nders-- We are still struggling with that. Hopefully, EPA 
has an answer to that, and we are going to be going out with 

that in the next couple of months. 

A lot of them are not just financial issues; it is 

more access, you know, and getting rid of material. We have 

one site up in Somerville where we have been trying to get rid 

of material for a year and a half. It is almost impossible. 

There is no place to take it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: The problem is -- and I am sure 

you get asked the questions, maybe not as frequently as we do, 

but with respect to some of these-- When we, as legislators, 

say we have worked and gotten moneys available to do a project, 

or a cleanup, and the Department then has money and we have 

done specific authorizations, and there continues to be a 

problem so that a cleanup cannot be pursued, it becomes 

difficult to answer that question unless we know the answer. 

That is kind of what I am trying to raise to you. 

If someone says, "I thought you did these 

appropriations," or "You did this authorization for certain 

moneys, and it is now nine months later. What has happened?" 

and we don't know that you have an access problem on a 

particular site, then we are unable to answer the question, and 

we have to turn to you to find that out. What I have been 

trying to get to with these status reports is that the 

questions become minimal and we can move along together as we 

do this progress. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Assemblyman, that is one 

of the reasons we prepared this. With any chart you prepare, 

the~ is a limit as to how much information you can put on it--
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ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I agree. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: --even if you code it, 

or whatever. ~hat is why the site descriptions here are 
probably more helpful, because they give you a narrative on any 
problems we have been encountering on that site. 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: John, pages 7 through, 
I don't know, 13 or 14 -- 13 -- in the Manila report, describe 
generic type problems we are dealing with. We should have -
if we didn't -- listed the POTW problem, the land ban problem, 
the off-site problem -- the things that are sticking us and 
causing more than one of the projects-- Do you have that page? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Thirteen? 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: Seven through 13. 
ASSEMBL~~ BENNETT: Okay, yes. 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: Describing the issues 

affecting the cleanup program. Some of them we have discussed 
today I you know I in a little bit different terms, but the 
funding delays, when we wrote the report, were important. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: That's Ocean County. 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: The funding delays-

The final SCF had not been put out at that time; now we know we 
are going to get $83 million. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: One of the things I 
think might be helpful in our next reporting to you is if we 
ide::tify in the site descriptions-- Maybe we can include a 
couple of pages on the types of problems, and then indicate 
which sites are experiencing those types of problems, so you 
will have some explanation of why there is money at a 
particular site and the work has not progressed as far as you 
mi<jtt have expected. Would that be helpful if we were to do 

the next report that way? 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Yes. 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: We are going to do the 

big site description report. 

New Jersey State Ubrary 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I know; I understand that. 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: For the fall. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I understand that. 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: Everybody knows we are 

going to do it in the fall, including the people who have to 

input to it. I am sure we can add more in terms of the 

stickler issues that exist that would be helpful to you, and it 

would be helpful to us_. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: As we go through them, I think 

what we are both qoing is seeing what is more helpful to both 

of us, so we can get to the goal we want, so we do, or are able 

to help. 

I· ve got to move along quickly here. On Table 51 

there were some projects that were not listed in either July or 

December reports with the EPA lead. Is that because it is an 

EPA lead agency? Is that why we wouldn't be having-- Then, of 

course, the question was the authorization numbers, however, 

were General Fund moneys. We didn It spend any, but those are 

the authorization numbers. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Are you talking about 

Bog Creek, Bros, and Burnt Fly Bog? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Yes. Well, Burnt Fly Bog is 

not an EPA lead. It is just that that particular authorization 

number wasn't listed in July or December. 

MR. FARRO: But we claimed work had started. Is that 

what you're saying? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: 

there wasn It anything with it. 

No, no. It was just listed, and 

No I you didn · t claim-- There 

is no money. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: I am not sure I 

understand the question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: You listed the project, and it 

has 

So, 

an authorization number I but 

obviously, there wouldn · t be 
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question is -- on Bog Creek and Bros Tank -- since there aren't 
any authorized funds, is that because they are both EPA leads? 
If so, why --is -the authorization number for State funds? I 
mean, that is basically-- (brief dicussion among witnesses} 

You can give me that-- You don't have to give me that 
today. 

There were _certain projects which appeared. Now, not 
the site names necessarily. You have to deal with the 
authorization number -- okay? -- because-- They were projects 
that appeared on the December, 1986 update from the Department, 
but they are not on the July, 1986 status report. So, the 
questions are, were there new entries, and has either money 
been spent or not been spent? Some of them-- We even have 
asterisks on the ones that are Superfund sites, and, of course, 
the three Superfund sites don't have any moneys authorized for 
those particular projects. The question is, why haven't we 
been able to allocate any of our resources to those particular 
projects? Again, you have to go back and look at v1hat. the 
individual projects are, in order to be able to answer that. 

With respect to the Imperial Oil site in Marlboro 
Township, which is a Superfund site-- Fortunately, we have _a 
very aggressive county prosecutor who has brought in 
indictments -- 22 counts -- with respect to that company, which 
has been in violation of a consent order since 1981 -- with the 
Department that was concerned-- We recently had a seminar down 
in--

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: The investigation was 
with the Department, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Yeah, I know, but the -indictment 
came from the county, not the State. We were in Washington, 
and found out that under the new-- Which law was it that 
allowed the Governor to recommend that you be taken off a bid 
list? (consults with aide) A criminal violation can result in 
removal from a bidding list. Now, Assemblyman Singer and 
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myself have that bi 11 pending before the Senate -- the full 
senate -- for a vote now. However, I did not realize t-hat 
there was already a Federal law that either the Federal agency 
can remove -- or blacklist -- one in violation, or the Governor 
of the state where the violation occurs may make a 
recommendation for removal. 

I would like to ask the Department to join in my 
request to this Governor that Imperial Oil, which makes 75% of 
their contracts with the Department of Defense-- I would like 
you to look into the possibility of seeing if that 
recommendation canlt be made to the Governor until this company 
brings itself into compliance, that they should not profit from 
taxpayers I dollars while they continue to pollute the 
environment, which is going to result in taxpayers I dollars 
being utilized to do a cleanup. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We would be more than 
happy to look into that. That sounds like something we should 
explore. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: It is under the new Clean Water 
Act that that is allowed to take place. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Does it have a threshold 
for indictment, or what could trigger the Department? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Really, it has nothing to do 
with you; it has to be the Governor. But, obviously, the 
Governor is going to take a recommendation. So, if you will 
look into that, I will certainly appreciate it. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We would be happy to. 
MR. FARRO: Can we contact you for the details? 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Commencement of action. 

MR. SMITH (Committee Aide): All they have to do is 
commence action. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: All right. As you know, 
we have supported those bi 11 s very strongly. We think it is 
very important to get that tool -- that hammer. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: .That tool which hopefully we are 
going to be giving to the Department will only deal with State 
contracts. This is the Department of Defense ---Federal -~ so 
I didn't think we had any authority until I recently learned 
about these changes. It might be that we could make a 
recommendation together to the Governor, in order to see to it 
that those steps would be taken. 

Table 6 says what happens to the balance of the 
authorized funds which were not expended. Again, you will be 
able to give us that information, I think. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: More importantly, though, I 

would like you to look this over and perhaps-- With Radon and 
Wheeler -- those two sites -- you have an authorization amount 
in July and how much was spent as of July. That is clear. But 
then when you come back to December -- come up to December --
the authorized amount is different than what it was in July. 
The spent amount on Radon stayed the same, but on Wheeler the 
authorized amount became the amount that had been expended, but 
then they expended more. It may be a bookkeeping error, it may 
be an accounting error, or maybe a typo, or maybe I don't know 
what I am reading. But, in any case, pick one of those, and 
hopefully you can get back and see if that would be the case. 

I don't know if this is done with audits or not, and I 
think at this point we are just trying to streamline and get it 
a little bit better. There are some additional questions, all 
under that Table 6, which perhaps we can get the answers to. 

Table 7 says that more moneys were expended for 
certain site cleanups than had originally been authorized -
whie is what you talked about -- and that we have the amounts 
that are in excess. Do we, at some point in time, redo the 

auihorized amount? 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Okay. That is because of change 

wod orders, as you set forth? 
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DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Okay. Well, there is rather a 

substantial list on there. Hopefully, some of those questions 

we will be able to deal with. If we can't, just tell me why we 

can't, and maybe we will be able to understand that. 

In this year's budget, as presented by the Governor to 

the Legislature, on page F-21 there is a footnote that is of 

concern to me -- and I understand it has been raised by the 

Appropriations Corruni ttee -- since this Corruni ttee spent quite 

some time dealing with the funding for cleanup sites in this 

state. A footnote under capital construction says: ''Inclusive 

of the recommendations to the Department of Corrections and the 

Department of Transportation for the Transportation Trust Fund, 

shall first be charged to revenue anticipated from the windfall 

profits under corporation business tax collections." And, "The 

expenditures" and this is underneath all the capital 

expenditures "shall be subject to the approval of the 

Director of the Division of Budget and Accounting." 

Now, what I am concerned with is, what does that mean 

to . the $40 million we have been talking about for capital 

construction and capital cleanup projects in this State over 

the next five years, and in particular, the $40 million for 

next year? 
DEPUTY COM?-1ISSIONER CATANIA: Assemblyman, I am 

familiar with that footnote and with this issue. This came up 

in the Assembly Appropriations Committee. I believe it was 

Assemblyman Smith who asked us the same question. That 

language was put in there by the Office of Management and 

Budget, I think, to protect against the possibility that the 

receipts they would get under what we are calling the •iwindfall 

tax" would not equal the projections, and so that the Director 

of OMB would retain some control over whether or not there was 

money available in those accounts to take the $40 million from. 
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Since that time, I think the receipts are ahead of the 
projections, so the problem has been mooted. We took the 
position that--- We were concerned about the same thing you 
were, too, that if they didn't get the money from the corporate 
tax, were we still going to have that money in our capital 
account? Was it going to have to come back for any other kinds 
of approvals? Was it going to come out of the General Fund? 
What if there was no money in the General Fund? Did the 
appropriation~ language really mean anything with that footnote 
in it? 

We have been assured by Owen Bate that the money is 
going to be in our account. Since that time, the receipts have 
been ahead of schedule, so I think the footnote will never be 
triggered. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Well, then, have you recommended 
that the footnote be deleted? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We have questioned 
whether there was a need for the footnote. They said they 
wanted to make sure they could track the money coming in. They 
assured us that the money would come either from the General 
Fund or from the corporate tax, and that there was no cause to 
be concerned. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: See, I was under the impression, 
quite frankly, that that windfall profit had nothing to 
actually specifically do with the changes in the corporate tax, 
but rather dealt with the -- I think it was the Exxon case, and 
that lawsuit under the windfall profits tax, as far as 
different than this. That is what I was under the impression 
it was. My concern-- I have discussed this with Assemblyman 
Villane as to whether or not it would be appropriate to have 

that footnote in at all. That would be my feeling. 
On the Spill Fund, is it anticipated, in 1988, dealing 

with another part of the cleanup program-- We have talked 

about enforcement; we have talked about our $40 million. On 
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the Spill Fund, are there projections that with the increased 
tax we have added on-- I am not a budget expert, but could 
someone tell me exactly what we are projecting in revenues for 
1988 under the Spill Fund? Does that match the figures we had 
anticipated at the time we did the hazardous waste cleanup 
package? If you don't know now, that's fine. I will accept 
that information later. But, I would like us to be certain 

that we are projecting-- We are off on enforcement, as we 

know. we are ahead on our Federal dollars for this year. I am 

concerned about the $40 million, and I don't want to be 

concerned about the Spill Fund. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: But, other than that, we 

are in great financial shape, is what you're saying. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Yeah. Well, there's nothing 

left. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: At this point, I think 

we are relatively comfortable with the Spill Fund dollars that 
will come in. We will check that and confirm that with you in 
writing. 

There is something I would ask you to remain aware 
of. There is on remand back to our State Supreme Court, Exxon 
vs. Hunt. The issue of potential liability to make refunds for 
that period of time that certain uses were preempted has not 
been resolved. The State has made its oral arguments. We are 
awaiting a decision back again from our Supreme Court whether 
or not we have any liability for retroactive refunds. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Well, I hope we are not going to 
put ourselves in the position that we are going to wait another 
five years. I mean, we have won five times in court, t think. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: That's true. We have 
taken the position that we relied, in good-faith, on a stream 
of State court decisions, and that there should be no 
retroactive p·ayments made. I am relatively comfortable that 
that argument wi 11 be adopted by our State Supreme Court, but 
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until we see it in writing, we can't give you any guarantee of 

that .. That would be one--

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: No, but I think it would be 

incumbent upon you to operate within the law as the law is. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: And that is what we 

believe we did. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Speculation is not how we 

operate government, but we operate under the law. And until 

the law is changed, we will continue to do what the lawmakers 

of the State have adopted as policy and promulgated as policy. 

I would not-- I am afraid that in the past -- and I am not 

taking shots at any people in particular ..... - but in the past 

there perhaps has been a reluctance of some expenditures, based 

on s·peculation as to what a court order could be. I have 

always been troubled by that, and will continue to be troubled 

by that type of action. So, I would hope that we are not going 

to fall into that again: 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: No. That is not going 

to be a part of the expenditure situation in the next coming 

year. There may be a possible liability, so that would affect 

the amount we would have in the Spill Fund. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I understand. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: What would really happen 

in that case would be that the State would likely have to 

transfer money from the remaining balance in the capital 

account that c_ame out of the FY '86 budget surplus, to cover 

any expenditures the court tells us were inappropriately made 

from the Spill. Compensation Fund. Certainly, we hope that that 

does not happen. I think sometime in the fall we should know 

that for sure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I have received from you -- or 

actually from Commissioner Dewling -- a letter dated April 15, 

with respect to the waste management practices presently being 

conducted at the military installations in the State of New 
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Jersey. Some of those military installations have, in fact, 

been 1 i sted as Super fund sites. I think one of the is sues 

which has consistently been a source of debate among Federal 

agencies and State environmental agencies, has been the issue 

as to which agency has the jurisdiction to enforce 

environmental compliance on Federally owned facilities. The 

issue has recently been the subject of a hearing of the 

Environmental Committee ·in the House of Representatives, 

chaired by Congressman Dingell, and states like Minnesota, 

Ohio, and Washington in front of the Congressmen 

expressed, in the strongest terms possible, their concern that 

EPA oversight over Federal facility cleanup with state 

opportunities to consult and participate, are not adequate. 

I believe the argument that the Department of Justice 

is making with respect to the enforcement of environmental laws 

at Federal facilities relies on the theory of unitary 

executive, which means, essentially, that the Federal 

government is not going to sue itself. The EPA can't sue the 

Department of Defense or any of the service agencies for 

failure to clean up discharges at military facilities, because 

they are one and the same person, as expressed in the 

' Constitution. 
Following this theory, Justice argues that Federal 

facilities will not clean up a discharge under a consent order, 

because to do so would imply that one agency of the Federal 

government had the ab i 1 i ty to order another to do something. 

Rather, the way to expedite the cleanup is to enter into an 

Interagency Agreement. Justice does, however, suggest that 

these agreements contain citizen suit provisions which would 

allow citizens of the nation to go to court to compel the 

Federal government to carry out its responsibilities under the 

law. I believe it is interesting to note that under SARA, for 

the purposes of definition, a state is, and meets, the 

definition of citizen. 
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So, I believe we certainly have the rights now to be 

raising these issues, because only in that capacity-

Obviously, it is not an issue that is being raised uniquely to 

the State of New Jersey, but rather one that is being raised on 

the national level. 

Does the Department have any supervisory role with 

resp~ct to the remedial investigation feasibility studies? I 

don '.t know the answer to that question, so I think what we need 

to do is per~aps get an overview as to what the Department's 

feelings are with respect to-- You have given us status 

reports on each of those facilities. I think we need to see 

what questions, if any, may arise as a result of . that 

discussion. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Let ·me just give you 

some general comments, and then we will get a little more 

specific. 

As you know, for both of us this has been a 

frustrating issue in terms of a state trying to deal with the 

Federal government and with Federal facilities, particularly 

when you are dealing with the military and you get into areas 

such as national security, and things like that. We have been 

aware of some problems at the Federal facilities for quite some 

time now. We have had a number of meetings with the different 

aqe:1cies within the Department of Defense, and with EPA about 

them, and it has not yet been satisfactorily resolved. 

We have taken a look legally at some of the tools the 

State has to deal with that, and it falls into a couple of 

different categories. We have gotten advice from the Attorney 

General's office. I have not yet received the signed opinion 

that you and I have discussed on a number of occasions. I 

guess if I could describe it in brief, it is that the State 

faces a problem because, absent some specific waiver of 

sovereign immunity by the Federal government through the 

enactment of a very specific law providing the states with 
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jurisdiction either to regulate or to sue the Federal 
government, the State is really powerless. It is very much the 
same position that municipalities find themselves in with 
respect to the State, when we preempt an area or when we have 
not waived sovereign imrnuni ty under the State Tort Claims Act. 
It is really the same position the State occupies vis-a-vis the 
Federal government. 

So, for example, what that. means is, for the permit 
programs we run on behalf of the Federal government -- whether 
it is the NJDPES program or the RCRA program or the Air 
Pollution Control Program -- we regulate Federal facilities as 

In that case, when we set p·arameters 
clearly, under the statutes that 

the right to enforce those, as 

we do private facilities. 
within those permits, we 
Congress has enacted, have 
permit conditions. 

The difference between private parties and the Federal 
government, however, is that while the Federal government has 
waived its immunity from regulation in that respect, they have 
not waived their immunity for penalties, and things like that. 
So, in some cases, our relief is to seek injunctive relief to 
enforce a permit condition. The case law suggests that the 
conditions we can enforce in that manner have to do with 
substantive standards; in other words, how many parts per 
billion of a particular pollutant can be in a discharge, and 
things of that nature. There are some very specific 
requirements, rather than policy requirements. It varies from 
law to law whether or not Congress says waive sovereign 
immunity. We wi 11 shortly be getting, and sharing with you, 
the Attorney General·s opinion that goes through a multitude of 
Federal statutes under which we have some parallel regulatory 
programs here in New Jersey. 

So, it is a complicated question when somebody says, 
.. Do you have jurisdiction over Federal facilities?.. The real 
answer is, in some cases we do through a permit program, which 
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Congress has specifically directed that Federal facilities 
comply with, which has now been delegated down to the State 
level, or if Congress has specifically directed that Federal 
facilities comply with State regulatory programs. 

With respect to things like hazardous waste problems, 
we find ourselves in a, I guess, worse situation to deal with 
it, particularly because under the new RCRA amendments, the 
State has not received final authorization and final delegation 
under that. So, in terms of RCRA corrective action, which 
would· be a potential handle for that, we are not yet in a 
position to treat them the same as we would other 
RCRA-regulated facilities. 

Under the SARA arnendrnen t s , it gets even more 
complicated still, because the State is a partner, albeit a 
somewhat silent partner, in a program that Congress has 
directed that EPA undertake, where basically they will go out 
and do an assessment of the nature of CERCLA type problems at 
Federal facilities. The State gets to be involved in those 
studies; the State gets to commend on them; the State gets to 
play an oversight role. But the original verb you used earlier 
-- does the State supervise these cleanups? -- no, the State 
does not supervise these cleanups. EPA supervises these 
cleanups, and you run into the problem of one Federal agency 
regulating another Federal agency, as you mentioned earlier. 

The State•s real role here is to screen, to be 
perfectly honest; is to use the tools we have to regulate the 
units within those Federal facilities that have to get our 
permits; to try and coerce and cajole the Federal government 
into doing what we all believe is the right thing.· But, in 
terms of specific legal rights and regulatory programs, we are 
in a much different situation than we are with private 
parties. We have phenomenal legal control over private parties 
in New Jersey, who engage in the same types of practices. We 
have a much lesser handle over Federal facilities that do the 
same types of things and can cause the same types of problems. 
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We are not sure how the SARA amendments are going to 

work in terms of how this partnership between EPA and the 

states is really going to work out. We have sotn·e idea of the 

scope of the problem at some of the facilities. We need more 

data on some of the other facilities, and we need to make sure 

that the Federal government commits itself to a schedule to 

fully identify the scope of the problem and to remediate the 

problem. We are going to have to work with you on that, almost 

on a case-by-case basis, as we kind of pick and choose and see 

what strategy is the best. But we do not have the ability just 

to say, "We can order the Federal government to do that. " In 

some cases we can go to court and try to enforce a particular 

permit standard. In some cases we can go to court as 

Assemblyman Bennett suggested -- to try to enforce some of the 

new statutory provisions, much like a citizen would, to make 

the Federal facility comply with Federal and State law. We are 

really going to have to look at it on a case-by-case basis. 

We can get into some of the specific facilities if you 

like, but those are the general comments I wanted to really try 

to open with. I would also like to add that we share the sense 

of frustration that you have over not being able to just sit 

down as we would with any other responsible party and issue 

them a directive, or just move in and take the place of the 

Federal government. That is not the nature of the game, 

unfortunately, with Federal facilities. For those of you who 

have dealt with Federal facilities in your district, you know 

it is a different kind of animal. But, we do want to work with 

you and try to come up· with a strategy that will help us to 

really learn the nature of the problem we are dealing with 

here, prioritize it in terms of the other environmental 

problems we are dealing with, and get on with the work that 

needs to be done to clean it up. 

So, why don· t I stop at this point, and we can get 

specific, or answer questions, whatever your preference is. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I am not raising this question, 
nor am I starting on a journey that is going to mean a 
magnitude of work and research for this Committee and its 
staff, because a particular Federal -facility located in my 
district has decided they feel they are above the law. That is 
not the reason or the purpose. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: I understand that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Okay. In fact, a year ago there 

was the conclusion of an investigation which discovered there 
were some significant problems at some of our Federal 
installations. As a result of that, there were statements by 
EPA and DEP and by the Federal government that there would be 
an attempt at a greater spirit of cooperation and an exchange 
of information. 
encourage this 

We have the SARA amendments and an interim to 
partnership, which may, in fact, diminish 

certain specific controls over those exact facilities, but 
certainly does nothing to hurt RCRA or the obvious authorities 
in certain areas. 

What I want to do at this point is to start to see if, 
in fact, those promises and assurances that were given over a 
year ago and better communication are happening. To that_ end, 
in January this Committee wrote to every one of the Federal 
facilities located within the State of New Jersey; we wrote to 
Region II, Chris Daggett; and we wrote to the Commissioner, for 
an updating of the status. We have received the reply of the 
EPA and the DEP, and many -- I am not sure if all -- but most 
of the Federal facilities have responded with an updating of 
their reports. 

However, I think the reports, in and of themselves-
Of course, the Corruni ttee members have some idea as to the 
volumes, because each one of these packages -- which are this 
tiUck (demonstrates) -- contains that information that has been 
received to date. But, when you cut all through it, when you 
ge: through all of that information, I believe, at the very 
least, there is a genuine showing that there is still a problem. 
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For instance, on the BOMARC missile site, the Air 
Force won't even let EPA, let alone DEP, see the test results 
of the monitoring wells -- the six monito+ing wells --- around 
the BOMARC facility, until February, 1988. That is in the 
information you gave me. To me, that does not speak very 
highly of a cooperative e!fort to determine what the problems 
are. 

When does the Department have access to the documents 
and the results of any studies conducted by the military? Upon 
final review by base personnel, or, in fact, in many cases, is 
it longer than after the base personnel review it? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: In many cases, it is 
longer than that. The real answer is, when the mi 1 i tary 
decides it is appropriate to share it. That is when the State 
gets it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I would view that that could 
be-- For instance, the data from the monitoring well samples. 
The longer the period of time from when they are sampled until 
you are able to determine their assessment, or what remedial 
actions you are supposed to be a partner in, becomes 
increasingly difficult with that passage of time. How can you, 
as a Department, comment on the results of these tests in order 
to give input on remedial action if there is a longer than 
normal period of time? How do you become a party to the 
Interagency Agreements with respect to any military facility in 
the State, or have you become one yet? Have you become a part 
to any Interagency Agreement to date? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We have a consent order 
with Fort Dix concerning the landfill at Fort Dix. To my 
kn·owledge, that is the only--

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Okay. But there you have 
monitoring test results, I think, given to you. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Which you have given to me. 

That would be the only example? (no response) 
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ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: .Mr. Chairman? 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: While you are on Fort Dix, I would 

like to corrunent. One of the positive things-- We don· t have 
that much positive information in our overall efforts, but I 
think the Fort Dix discussion points up one thing that really 
resulted in a lot of cooperation and a very positi~e result. 

Fort Dix, initially, when their landfill problems came 
in for an expansion, essentially took the early position that 
this was part of their defense mission and they could do this 
whether we were involved or not. With some local pressure, and 
with some cooperation from the Department, and a lot of help 
from General Kelly, ultimately we got them off that scenario, 
and more into the scenario, "If you can't drink the water, why 
win the war? •• That resulted, I guess, in the State's first 
major trash-to-steam plant. They got money from the Pentagon 
to build it. They signed a consent order for closure of the 
landfill. They still have monthly meetings with a group that 
involves the Department, the county, and the military base. 

So now they have gone from a waste generator to an 
energy generator, and have gotten, I know, their fuel tanks out 
of the ground, in a very positive effort, across-the-board, I 
feel. So, there are some -- with a lot of cooperation both at 
the local level and the State level -- success stories out 
there, but it has to be a coordinated effort, with some 
pressure involved in the process. 

I think that was a good story that really resulted in 
positive conclusions. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Would that that could be 
the model for all of our relations with the Federal government 
on these facilities. That was a very cooperative effort, and a 
very successful effort. But, again, as the Army's lawyers 
would be quick to point out, that was not something that the 
Army had to do. It was an Administrative Consent Order in the 
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true sense of the word. They consented to work with us and to 

follow the State procedures and to enter into an agreement with 

us. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: Right .. 

ASSISTANT COl-l?t1ISSIONER GASTON: Yeah. The 

principle is that on a facility specific, . and 

general 

really a 

commander specific basis, we have better or worse 

relationships. That is the predominant variable as you move 

from facility to facility. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: I think the bases just overall, 

particularly today, are becoming less of an isolated situation, 

and more o·f a community-involved situation. By virtue of that, 

in some cases, are dependent on outside landfills, some which 

are in the county's domain, for either ash disposal or backup 

for their resource recovery facility~ So, there is becoming 

more of an interdependency in waste disposal overall. I think, 

as we are seeing with Fort Dix, much more of an open dialogue 

in their activities. That is the type of relationship, I 

think, that we have to spread, particularly with its close 

neighbor. 

ASSEMBLYMAN .BENNETT: I agree with the Assemblyman. 

When you look at the facilities, obviously with respect to Fort 

Dix, there has been a very large effort made. Unfortunately, 

with their next-door neighbor, McGuire, I don· t think we have 

the same esprit de corps. In fact, I believe there were some 

tests done -- samplings done -- at McGuire in February and 

March of this year. Do you have the results that were given to 

you for the February and March testings? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: I am not aware that we 

have those. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Do you know if those results 

were referred to the Assurance Quality Control? .Is that why 

they haven't given them to you yet, or are they just not going 

to give them to you? 
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DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: I would have to check on 
those specific results. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Okay. Your status report 
indicated that in June, 1986, the radioactive contamination was 
confined.to near-surface soils, and that monitoring wells were 
installed in December of '86. We don't have the results of any 
of those samples either. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: My un9erstanding is that 
we do not. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Okay. The reason is -- why? 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: What reason have they 

given for refusing to turn over the-- (witness consults with 
his colleagues at the witness table) 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I know this is a little hard. 
That's okay. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: They have not yet 
released them to us . I am not sure of the particular reason 
they have given us . 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Okay. 
that Stage Two, Phase Two work 

Your report indicated 
was conducted without 

consideration of any comments by DEP. What action do you 
believe we, as a State, can take to assure that the provisions 
of SARA are upheld? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: I think the main way we 
can do that is by working through EPA at this point, 
~ticularly through the region. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Chris Daggett is scheduled to 
~ear here with his staff on the twenty-first, I believe, when 
we will go into the next stage. What I am trying to do at this 
meeting -- the initial one -- is learn where the Department 

feels there are specific problems, and where the Department 
feels those problems exist, how we can best address ourselves 
tt them. I think that is kind of the initial groundwork I am 

uying to lay here. 
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DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: I think the answer to 
substituting for that cooperation where it doesn't exist and 
getting the information so that the State is aware of the 
problem and makes sure that the Federal facility takes remedial 
action, is to work through the Region, but also through the 
congressional delegation. We are dealing with a sovereign 
her~. We are the subject, not the sovereign, so we have to 
deal with people who occupy a different place, vis-a-vis the 
Federal facility. I think our congressional delegation can be 
helpful there. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Do you anticipate that McGuire 
will be recommended for inclusion on the NPL list? 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: To answer· your 
question generally, and the way in which we intend to use the 
NPL, is to pick things that we can't ~antral, or we don't have 
the finances to deal with, and recommend them for nominating. 
So, given what we have said about the Federal facilities here, 
any Federal facility that we have a problem with would be a 
primary candidate for the NPL, because it puts them in a 
position to deal with another tool that the government has put 
in place, to positively remedy environmental problems. So, the 
answer is yes on the general; I am not sure about the specific. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: My only problem is, my 
understanding is that in order to be qualified and become 
listed on the NPL list-- One of the factors is the potential 
threat, or real threat, to groundwater contamination. 
Different sites are reviewed, and recommendations are made for 
inclusion based on a point-scoring category. If you don't have 
the information, how is that done? The Department then would 
not be making that recommendation. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: No, that would be an EPA 
recommendation, hopefully with the involvement and consent of 
the State. The hazard ranking system you are talking about-

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Yes? 
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DEPUTY COMMISSIONER. .CATANIA: --looks at a number of 
things. It is heavily weighted toward groundwater 
contamination; it is heavily weighted toward people exposure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Correct. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: So, in some of these 

cases you are not going to score heavily because the areas of 
~he base are somewhat isolated in terms of the people exposure 
points that are given in that ranking system. The groundwater 
contamination issue could be somewhat different. We have some 
serious groundwater contamination concerns. EPA, under SARA, 
would be performing those assessments. They have a deadline, I 
think, of April, 1988 to do the assessments and find out which _ 
sites should be considered for inclusion on the NPL. We are 
supposed to be involved in that process, but to be honest, we 
are not sure how that process is gain~ to work, and EPA has the 
lead on it. We are not the horse here; we are the cart that is 
kind of coming along with EPA and being involved, hopefully, in 
those studies they are doing. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Unfortunately, I have almost the 
feeling that we are the little guy who comes along after the 
horse has passed, and just kind of cleans up afterwards. I 
don't even think we make the cart at this point. I arri not 
faulting you. I think that by the very nature of how the 
cooperation is, we are almost being ignored. I don't think 
that we, as a State, should be ignored, particularly because of 
-- in so many of these areas around the Federal facilities -
the high reliance on the groundwater. Most of your county is 
even that way, isn • t it, or around in that area -- groundwater 
usage as opposed to city water? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: Say about 90/10. Well, 

groundwater PRM--
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Right. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: --included, and a little surface 

water. But, it is 90% groundwater dependent. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I am not saying that is the 
fault of the Department, but I think why do we, as a State, 
have to continue to--

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We agree. Clearly, this 
situation is not an acceptable way of getting this problem 

_ resolved. Hopefully, the SARA amendments will make some 
difference in that. We don· t know that yet. We have to work 
out that new relationship with EPA. But the way things are 
going now, we don't have a good enough handle to come here and 
assure you that the problem is being taken care of. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: If you receive this data-- I 
believe with one of the other facilities we were given only 
June '86 data. Now, there is no earlier data, and there is no 
later data. So, my understanding is that one set of tests by 
itself gives you no marker to be able to determine if it is 
getting better, worse--

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Or if it is moving. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Or if it is moving. Now, . when 

you get data that is so old, can you utilize it to be able to 
give a response? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: There are some obvious 
constraints. If the data is stale, it is difficult to make any 
kind of intelligent judgments. You would really like to see 
some periodic data, so you could compare the differences in the 
results, particularly if you are dealing with groundwater 
contamination, so you will know that if you are going to design 
some kind of a remedy, the problem is still going to be there 
when the remedy is being built. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: In the series of documents you 
qave us on Fort Monmouth, you said that EPA indicated they 
would be receiving a report during the week of March 2, 1987, 
which would indicate the action the Army would be taking. Do 
you know if, in fact, EPA received that report, and if so, was 

it referred to you? 
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DEPUTY COMMISSIONER .CATANIA: It was received. We 
.just received a copy as well, and we are reviewing it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: What actions did the Army 
indicate they would be taking? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Assemblyman, none of us 
here have read the report. It is being reviewed by staff now. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Could we have that information 
available before the twenty-first? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Yes, we will be happy to 
make that available to you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNE'!iT: Okay. EPA indicated that five 
I 

of the sites on the radioactive contamination list-- Four of 
them have been completely decontaminated, and the last -- the 
neutron generating facility -- has been released by the NRC for 
unrestricted use, and has been transferred to the United States 
Department of the Interior for management as part of the 
Gateway National Park. Are you satisfied, as the Department, 
that all of the radioactive sites at the facility have been 
cleaned up, and that there is no radioactivity contaminated 
sites in existence at Fort Monmouth? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Assemblyman, I am not 
sure that we have seen the data on which that judgment is based. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: So, then, the answer is that you 
are not satisfied, at the present time, that that is, in fact, 
true, short of having the information available to you. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Probably that is 
addressed in the report we have just recently received. I 
would have to check on whether or not we feel that report 
adequately explains the situation, before I could tell you 
whether we concur on the recommendation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Okay. Again, would that report 

from Fort Monmouth also give us any indication whether or not 

there will be a recommendation for inclusion on the NPL list? 
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DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Let me beg your 
indulgence, and let us get back to you on that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I understand. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Nobody here has read the 

report, so, I mean--
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Fair enough. On_ the 

twenty-first, we have also asked Fort Monmouth, which has at 
least been responsive to the degree that they are also willing 
to come to participate--

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Well, they sent the 
report. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: And they have sent the report 
that they said they would send. Hopefully, we are going to 
have them on the twenty-first also. Is that correct? 

MR. SMITH: I don't know yet.· 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: We are going to try, or they are 

going to be one of the first ones. So, if we can shoot for the 
twenty-first and get that reviewed, that would be excellent. 

With respect to the Raritan f ac i 1 i ty-..;... There was an 
indication that two of the buildings located there were 
contaminated -- were radioactive. I am wondering what the 
status is, if you have that information with you. If you 
don't, will you also please give me that by the twenty-first? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We do have some 
information on the--

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: The Raritan Arsenal. 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: We participated in the 

review of the information, and sent comments in to EPA. We 
have not gotten responses back to our comments concerning the 
review of the information that was available to us. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Approximately when were your 
comments forwarded to EPA -- approximately? 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: Around October 3. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT:· Oh, it's still in the same year 

then? 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: October '86. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: October of '86, and you are 

waiting for a response back. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Right. This is a little 

different situation because EPA, as you know, has its offices 

there. So, EPA has a slightly higher visibility. The old 

Raritan Arsenal is now, I think, jointly in the possession 

among the Federal agencies that remain there, between GSA and 

EPA. The remainder is in private hands as the Raritan Center . 

. ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER GASTON: So, we had the 

radiological survey. We shared our comments with EPA. Later 

on, we got a scope of work to investigate certain other 

portions ?f the facility. We sent comments in in November, and 

haven· t heard from EPA. I'm sorry, we sent corrunents to the 

Army, and haven't heard from the Army. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: What I would like, if you could 

make it available-- On your request that went to EPA, can you 

make the date of that reply available? I believe this came up 

at the hearings in 1985. I believe that at that time it was 

brought to Chris Daggett's attention. Notwithstanding that you 

subsequently asked for an inquiry, but it was brought to his 

attention in October · 85. So, about a year before you wrote 

the letter, he became aware of it. If it still remains that 

you don't have the information, I would like very much to know 

that before the twenty-first when he is expected to come, 

because I am sure he was aware of it back in October of ' 8 5, 

and what the status of it was. 

DEPUTY COMMISS lONER CATANIA: Right. . We wi 11 make 

sure that we get back to you before the twenty-first on that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: So, with Fort Monmouth, I wi 11 

defer until after the opportunity has come to be able to review 

that report. 
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On your report on the Earle Naval Weapons Station at 

Colts Neck, the second sampling that was to be done of the 

stream---- You had a sampling done of the stream which indicated 

an elevated chlorobenzine level, and that was going to be 

redone with a second sampling. Has that been done? If so, 

what are the results? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: It has not yet been done. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Do you have a schedule for it to 

be done? 

that. 

second 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Not that we are aware of. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: When was the first sampling done? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We will have to check 

We will get that information to you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Okay. Could I know why the 

one hasn•t been done? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: If we know why, you can 

know why. I promise you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I understand that. It is my 

understanding that you do the samples. That is why I am a 

little confused on this one. It says: .. Delays in resampling 

of the stream by DEP were due to-- .. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Is this the off-site 

sampling you are talking about? We are not sampling on the 

base. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Then I am misreading your 

statement, in any event. I I m sorry. I thought you were, but 

if you Ire not-- I thought you were doing the stream, but if 

you· re not, I sti 11 want to know who is. If there was a 

problem in it when the first test was done, I would 1 ike to 

know when the· first test was done, who did that first test, who 

is doing the second, and what is the schedule for it to be 

performed. 

The only test results I have from Earle NWS are from 

June I 86, I believe. Are there any updated results from June 

of ·a6 of the monitoring wells? 
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DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Nb. 

the latest results we have 
I think those are 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Have any additional samples been 
done in the past year -- or 11 months? 

DR. TRELA: Mr. Chairman, it is our understanding that 
they are in the process of doing a feasibility study, which 
would mean they were sampling by intervals. But we wouldn't 
get the data from them until we got the feasibility study 
report. They might be sampling, like, every three months or 
four months, but until that was done after a year-- They would 
give us all of the data at once. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Who 1s doing that, EPA? 
DR. TRELA: I think the military has a contract 

through their Installation Restoration Program. That is 
us~ally the way they do it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Then I must be completely 
missing this whole thing. Maybe all of us are. How can you 
give-- Do you mean they have to do all of the data, put it all 
together, and then they give it to you for comments? 

DR. TRELA: They don't have to--
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: They don't have to do it 

that way. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I thought this was all part of 

this new partnership we are supposed to have. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We have been telling you 

for the last 20 or 30 minutes that this new partnership doesn't 
always work out terribly well. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I haven't seen it work yet, 
except we got something at Fort Dix. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We basically get what 
they feel like giving us, when they feel like giving it to us. 

Right now, there is not a whole hell of a lot we can do about 

it. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Have we requested the additional 
data? Maybe we can't criticize someone for not making 
something available if we don't ask for it. Perhaps we should 
at least affirmatively-- I have asked for it, and I was told 
that everything they have is sent to DEP. He said to me--

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Everything that they 
have -- meaning that EPA has -- goes to DEP? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Everything they have given to 
me, they said in the letter to me -- which is the June '86 
data~- I requested all testing of monitoring wells since 
January I 86. I was forwarded the June I 86 data as the only 
data that had been done. Now, if they, in fact, have acquired 
additional data, is there a way-- Is there a way we can verify 
that they have done other tests, and that they are withholding 

information? 
DR. TRELA: We will try to look into that for you and 

see what we can do. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: The problem is, we don't 

necessarily know what they are doing. The reason we are 
sitting here like bumbling idiots saying we don't know what 
theY I ve done--

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I am not trying to do that to 

YO't· 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: No, I understand, but it 
is hard to answer the question. We don't even know whether 
thef have a contractor they have hired to do more sampling, 
what the schedule is, or whether it has been done, or why we 
don't have it. Probably the best thing we could do, is just on 
a very regular and periodic basis, keep writing to them, 
sa!in9, "We would like to know exactly what you are doing, and 
haE copies of the test results." 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Not necessarily; not 
neaessarily. ·I believe we know, at any given time, what has to 
be done. We know, in fact, that this is on the NPL list 
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presently. We know that certain work has to be performed 
there, we know that_ monitoring wells are done, and that unless 
we are there doing it differently than any other non-military 
facility, they are doing regular, periodic tests of those 
monitoring wells. We should only have to basically ask the one 
time, and if we are not given the data, then we take it to the 
next step, in order to find out why. 

I have asked for the data, and was basically given the 
impression that everything they have is given to you. 
Obviously, what I am finding out is that the only data you have 
is that one set that has been given to me. I would have to 
assume that in one year, those monitoring wells-- I understand 
there are 11 sites that we basically consider to be hot, out of 
the 24, and that the tests are being d?ne. I will ask the same 
question to EPA. Someone, somewhere should be receiving that 
data if we are expected at some point in time to comment on it. 

I think perhaps what we have to do is raise the 
consciousness of our citizens -- the public consciousness -- if 
there is, in fact, a lack of cooperation. I think Assemblyman 
Shinn from Burlington County made a point with respect to a 
military facility where there has been cooperation. It would 
appear that we are having some cooperation from Fort Monmouth, 
and we will find out more as we go along. But, where we have 
problems where we are not getting what certainly can be 
anticipated or expected, then I think the public consciousness 
has to be raised. 

I can't sit here year after year and pound on the 
Department for private facilities, and ignore the fact that 
there are Federal facilities that have groundwater 
contamination threats caused by them, and be satisfied to have 
everyone tell me, "It is not in my jurisdiction." I just 
cannot accept that. If it is not in mine, it has to be in 
someone's, and it may be possible for us to raise the 
consciousness to a level high enough that -someone else-- Or, 

New Jersey ·State Library 
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conceivable, gather the information sufficiently to intervene 

as a citizen under SARA. That is another possibility we need 

to use to raise the information with. 

Back in ·as, under the EPA ruling with NWS Earle, for 

instance, they said: .. Migration of the hazardous substances 

may have occurred, resulting in contamination. The ref ore, a 

work plan is under review to investigate the presence of that 

contamination... This is EPA's description, and we will take 

that up with them, but I am going to ask the same question to 

them that I am asking you, because if it is not your 

jurisdiction, and it is not their jurisdiction, then we have a 

real serious problem. I think we probably have a serious 

problem. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: I think EPA has been 

experiencing similar problems to • those we have been 

experiencing in getting information from the military 

facilities. Even though they are a Federal agency and 

theoretically have more to say over it than we do, I think 

there have still been problems with information exchange. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: That is my understanding. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: When the military says 

they have given you all the information they have, they mean 

all of the information that has been assembled in a form and a 

time that they feel like giving you. They have taken the 

position with regard to sampling results that until the 

feasibility study report is in, they don't have the data. 

Obviously, somebody has the data. The contractor has performed 

the work; the laboratory has performed the analysis; the data 

is sitting somewhere is someone's office. But, when they say 

they don't have the data, they mean the report is not done 

which summarizes all of the data. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: At Earle, again -- and I am not 

pounding on Earle --- the Phase Two Study that was done-- I 

believe that was because it was on the NPL list. According to 
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EPA, it had been completed in December '86. Has DEP had an 

opportunity to review that study, having received it from 

either EPA or the Navy directly? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We have not received the 

study yet. 

ASSEMBLYMAN JENNETT: Do we have any idea as to 

whether we can expect to receive that study? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We expected the study in 

December. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Do the Cornmi ttee members have 

any questions with respect to the Department on the Federal 

facilities? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: Just relative to the BOMARC site, 

out of the data you have now, what potential groundwater 

situation is there relative to the most recent data? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: The information we have 

suggests there was a surface cleanup done, and there was a 

concrete pad placed over the site. John, do you want to take 

it from there? (no immediate response from Dr. Trela) 

ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: That's good from a range 

standpoint and adding to the leaching effect, but I believe 

that site is in the Cohansey, right, the aquifer? 

DR. TRELA: Yes, sir, that is correct. 

DEPUTY COMMI SS lONER CATANIA: Directly atop the 

Cohansey. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: And if there is just a cap on the 

top of it-- That doesn't mean much in the Cohansey unless it 

is one awful big cap, because--

DR. TRELA: Well, what they did was-- There were 

n~ous soil samples taken through that area. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: I'm sorry? 

DR. TRELA: There were numerous soil samples taken 

through that area -- okay? -- that characterized the areas of 

contamination. Then what they did was, the areas that were 
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highly contaminated near the fire site were capped over with 

concrete. They put six or eight inches of concrete over the 

top of the contaminated soil. It still sits on the site. 

The water table there is fairly deep. As you know, it 

is up on a ridge, so it is not like in the lowlands as most of 

Fort Dix is in that area-. It is up on a ridge, so the water 

table is 20, 30, 40 fee~ deep. So it is not a typical Pine 

Barrens area, where the: water table is only a few feet below 

the surface, because it is on that big knob of a hill up there. 

The other thing that is rather critical is, they run 

on a regular basis on an annual basis radiometric 

surveys. They take radiation measurements to make sure that 

nothing is coming out of there. It is our understanding that 

that cap-- We were on the site, I guess, probably about 15 or 

18 months ago. I can get you the exact date, if you -want it. 

But we toured the site with military personnel, and the area is 

fenced. It is also patrolled by military police to prevent 

pUblic access into that area. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: My concern, because of the 

Cohansey involvement, is more the groundwater situation 

relative to the contamination, and what the potential is for 

off-sit~ migration of the contaminant. 

DR. TRELA: Well, the monitoring wells-- They 

recently put monitoring wells in. I think at the end of last 

year; I don't know if it was November or December . Those 

wells, I believe, were sampled, but that is the sampling that 

:Mr .. Bennett referred to earlier that would not be available 

~il the end of the study in 1988, or something like that. So 

~ are evidently collecting samples, and they have data, but 

~ are not going to share it with us at this point in time. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: We can't answer the question of 

wtether, let's say, their parameter monitoring wells show 

oE-site contamination, or it's getting better, it's getting 

wc:se? 
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DR. TRELA: We have done sampling off the site in the 
wells in the area -- okay? -- and there is no problem out 
there. Based on our knowledge of the behavior of the-

ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: This is downgrading? 
DR. TRELA: Yeah. Based on our knowledge of the 

bahavior of the plutonium oxide, it is highly insoluable. So, 
it is not something like salt, that is going to readily 
dissolve and leach out. It is highly insoluable. Based on the· 
"scientific theory" in quotes -- there should not be a 
problem if it is capped by concrete, in terms of leaching 
through. It is not in the water table and it is capped by 
concrete. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: It is attenuating the soil. 
DR. TRELA: So it is essentially in a dry zone. I 

emphasize the word .. theory," because· we do not actually have 
the on-site measurements to confirm that. It would be very 
nice to have the data to confirm the theory with the reality. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: Okay. You are satisfied that that 
cap is reasonably -- has good permeability? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Assemblyman, the real 
answer is that we don•t have enough information to tell you we 
are satisfied with it. When they tell us we can•t have the 
results of the monitoring wells until February, 1988, we cannot 

- make a representation to you--
ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: But, as far as the physical 

condition of the concrete cap itself? 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: As far as we know, the 

cap appears to be in very good shape. The area is being 
monitored. There is security; it is fenced off. There does 
not seem to be an immediate public health or environmental 
problem, but absent monitoring well data, we cannot give you 
the assurances we would like to give you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: Okay. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Could you write down some 
documents I would like to have for the Committee for the 
twenty-first? The 1986 Air Force BOMARC report. There is a 
BOMARC report the Department has; it is dated 1986. My 
understanding is that there is also some sort of a memorandum 
with respect to the cleanup of that site that was generated 
internally, or with_in EPA. Could you see that that is made 
available also? 

DR. TRELA: With respect to-
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: BOMARC. 
DR. TRELA: --that report -- that specific report, 

does it repeat--
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Two separate documents. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We have produced a 

summary of what we understand was done there -- is what you Ire 
saying -- as an internal document, and you would like a copy of 
that, as well as~-

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: No, the costs to clean it up 
BOMARC. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: 
estimates. 

I have not seen cost 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: It is just my understanding that 
you have it. I am not saying that you do or you don 1 t. I 1 m 

saying, it is my understanding. 
DR. TRELA: We will check the file. If we have it, we 

will make it available. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Right. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Fairly recently, 

Assemblyman, we prepared some internal memos, in fact, some 
letters, because some people were suggesting that the BOMARC 
site be considered as a storage site for the radon drums. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Correct. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: We prepared a summary, 
kind of a history of the site, and it actually may have some 
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estimates in it. We will be happy to make that available to 
you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: In fact, there was a statement 
saying something to the tune-- I mean, a public statement, I 
think, that the BOMARC site would cost something along the line 
of conceivably .a billion dollars. That was attributed 
somewhere. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Anybody who gives you a 
number before the feasibility study is done is just picking 
numbers out of the air. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: I think it is awfully important, 
because some people get misconceptions about a contamination 
that may have abilities to become a disposal site. I think in 
the deliberations this site should be characterized strictly as 
containment and a cleanup site, and certainly not any potential 
for any future disposal. We are in the Pinelands; we are over 
the Cohansey. You know, any ideas about radon disposal or 
anything on that site is just ill-conceived, as far as I am 
concerned. I hope none of that is coming from the Department. 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: As the documents the 
Chairman just requested will show, the Department has taken the 
position that we are certainly not suggesting this as an 
appropriate site. In fact, when the Federal government-
About the most forthcoming that the Federal government has been 
on this property, was when they offered it to us. They said 
that if we could accept the property, and accept the liability 
of cleaning it up, we could store whatever kind of drums we 
wanted to. We said, "Thank you very much, but we prefer that 
you clean it up." 

ASSEMBLYMAN SHINN: They may be close-mouthed, but 
they·re not dumb, right? 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Exactly. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: Are there any other questions at 

this point? (no response) 
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What I would like to do, if you wouldn't mind-- and I 
am sure you wouldn't mind, Commissioner-- As a result of the 
information you have given me, plus some of the comments, I 
would like to be able to give you some additional questions in 
writing with the site specifics, rather than going through each 
one now. That information, I think, will be helpful as to go 
to the two next ·steps and have EPA and then the i~dividual 

facilities come before the Committee. If at that point I am at 
least able to have the information that the Department has, I 
won't be faced with the possibility of them telling me, "The 
Department has this information," when, in fact, you don't have 

it. 
I will get those questions to you as quickly as staff 

is able to finish them. Hopefully, we will be able to get an 
answer as quickly as possible, because·of the time constraints. 

I compliment you for the rather thorough reports that 
have been given to me, and I appreciate receiving them. I am 
sure the rest of the Committee is going to be just thrilled to 
be able to sit down and read them. 

You cannot deal with pollution isolated. Whatever it 
t.akes for us to see to it that we can have a comprehensive 
program including every facility in the State -- Federal and 
private -- is what this Committee is going to continue to seek. 

I thank you for your private presentations today. On 
t!tat information, I think we are both leaving with additional 
work to do, since you have additional questions to answer, and 
¥! have additional questions to promulgate. But, only through 
·~e ongoing discussions, and the questions and answers, are we 
·~ing to be able to assure the public that, in fact, everything 
that can be done will be done. If it can· t be done, we will 
certainly see to it what impediment is being placed in front of 
us as to why it can· t be done. w·e wi 11 ask quest ions as long 

• we are able to ask questions. 
-Thank you once again for coming today. 
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DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: Thank you, Mr. 
Chairman. We would be happy to have our staff available when 
you have the Federal--

ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I would appreciate that. Thank 

you. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CATANIA: --representatives in, so 

they can•t sit there and tell you they have given us somethi~g, 

without our being able to respond to that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BENNETT: I appreciate it. 

(MEETING CONCLUDED) 
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HAZARDOUS WASTE PROGRAM BRIEFING EXHIBITS 

BEFORE THE ASSEMBLY ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY COMMITTEE . 

New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection 

May 11, 1987 

IX 



THE COMPREHENSIVE 
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

-l> HEJJ£0/AT/ON OF PAST PRACTICES 

-- /1.6 Billion program ov1r 5 y1ars 
- TDDis: CEHCLA/SAHA/HCHA CDrreclive Actkm 

NJ Spill Acl 

REGULATION OF CURRENT PRACTICES 

==- , 4,200 known generators, 260 TSD facilities, 
164 RCRA regulated facilities to be permitted. 

- Ongoing enforcement through inspections and 
compliance monitoring. 

- Strong ECRA law to remediate, regulate and prevent 
at up to 15,000 industries. 

PREVENTION OF NEW SITES 

- Minimization of wastes 
- Enhanced regulatory and enforcement controls 

Program support through a fee schedule 



._. 
II(' 

HAZARDOUS WASTE REMEDIATION PROGRAM COSTS - FY87-FY91 
ALL SITES (NPL, Non-NPL, Water Supply Replacement) 

($ Millions) 

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 TOTALS 

I STATE 77.50 160.70 186.10 141.90 74.30 $ 640.50 

FEDERAL 62.40 132.50 166.10 108.40 28.20 s 497.60 

PRIVATE 66.00 96.00 182.60 132.30 42.50 $ 519.40 

TOTAL 205.90 389.20 534.80 382.60 . 145.00 $1657.50 
. 
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CUMULATIVE FUNDS AVAILABLE 

New Jersey Spill Fund 

General State Fund ( 1985) 

1981 Hazardous Discharge Bond Fund 

1986 Hazardous Discharge Bond Fund 

Federal "Superfund .. 

TOTAL 

Funds Available 
as of 7<=>31 -86 

$ 92 Million 

S 150 Million 

S 1 00 Million 

-0-

S 79 Million 

$421 Million 

Funds Available 
as of 12-31-86 

S 96 Million 

S 150 Million 

S 1 00 Yillion 

$200 Million 

S 81 Million 

S627 Million 

Increase 

s 4.0 

$200.0 -

s 2.0 

$206 Million 



New Jersey Spill Fund 

General State Fund (1985) 

1981 Hazardous Discharge Bond Fund 

1986 Hazardous Discharge Bond Fund 

Federal ,.Superfund" 

TOTAL 

AUTHORIZATIONS 

Funds Available 
as of 7-31-86 

$ 76.6 Million 

$ 99.4 Million 

-0-

-0-

S 78.8 Million 

$254.8 Uillion 

Funds Available 
as of 12-31-86 

$ 84.7 Million 

$119.0 Million 

-0-= 

-o-

S 81.2 Million 

$285.7 Uillion 

Increase 

$ 8.1 

s 20.4 

-0-

$ 2.4 

$ 30.9 Million 



EXPENDITURES 

Expenditurll Expenditures 
as of 7/31/86 _as of 12/31/86 Increase 

New Jersey Spill Fund $ 57.1 $ 61.3 $ 4.2 

General State Fund {1985) S 26.0 $ 13.0 

Federal ... Superfund.. . $ 13.9 $ 18 ... $ 4.3 

TOTAL $ 97.0 Million $118.5 Million $ 21.5 Million 

X 



NEW JERSEY'S SHARE ON NATIONAL SUPERFUND 

National New Jersey Percentage 

FY 86 $ 83.4 Million $ 17.4 Million 21 . 

20 
FY 17 • $ 417.6 Million $ 82.7 Million 

TOTAL $ 501.0 Million $ 99.6 .Million 

. -

NEW JERSEY RANKS NO. 1 

• Projected 

7X 
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WATER SUPPLY PROJECTS COUPLETED OR NEARING COMPLETION 

I of· Resfdences 
County .Project Name Cost Affected 

Cumberiand North Vineland 800.000 155 

Atlantic Pomona Oakl 4.000.000 200 

Somerut Bradley Gardena 120.000 l5 

Somerset Washington Vallty Auto 400.000 200 

Gloucester BROS 990,000 15 

Somerset Krysowaty farms 
. 

1.085.000 23 

Yercer Sharon Road 240,000 8 

Ocean Stafford Twp ~.100,000 200 

Cape Way ~iddle Twp/ 500,000 70 
Cape Uay Court Hou11 

Warren Bran Castle 2.800,000 220 

Ocean Shelter Cove 635,000 65 

QoueaW Upper Deerfield 780,000 89 

Butlngtan Edgnater Park 260,000 92 

Burfington Delanco 195,000 23 

Camdln Winslow 430,000 112 

TOTAL $15.235,000 1507 

S1 o.ooo per retidtnee 

'IX 



PROJECTS ADVANCED SINCE OCTOBER 1. 1986 

NPL Situ 

1. Hopklna Farm 
2. Lodi WaUftllda 
3. UatJaek Truddng 
4. U i T DIUaa 
5. Pomona Oab· 
I. Tang/Chlmacl 
7. Upper Dlcrtlld 
I. Wilaon Farm 

NPl Site1 

1. Shield alloy 

NPL S'rtu 

1. CflfS (L.Gn; term) 
2. Lani Property 
3. Tan;/Chtmaol (Uain) 

NPL rrta 

RI/FS Start. 

RJ/fS Complltiona 

Deai;n Starta 

De1i;n Compfttiona 

1. Foirfawn Wetlfiefcfa (Fiahtr Scientific) 

ConabucUon S~ 
NPL Sita 

1. Bridgeport Rental lc Oil SeMen ~ank Farm) 
2. Fairfcwn Wetlfietd (Fisher Scientific . 

Conatructicn Comefttiona 
NPL Sita 

1. Fairlawn Wenfie!d (Woter Treatment) 

. 

Non NPL Situ 

0 00 1. Cadmua Corporation 
· 02. hudan Corporation 

3. Crave! Pit 
4. ff 
S. Southland Corporation 
I. Unton Carbide -

Poaurntown Road 

Non NPL Sita 

1. JCP i l (Belmar) 

0 0 __ 0 ____ ··-- --·-,-o:x. . . -- ____ .,. __ 

~· 
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SUPERFUND AMENDMENTS 

• Increased funding levels 
- $8.5 8 over 5 years 

- ~ Management oversight 

• Title m 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

- Emergency Planning : 
o State Emergency Response Commission 
o Local Emergency Planning Committee 
o Comprehensive Emergency Response Plans 

- Community Right-Toe= Know : 0 

o MSDS I Ust 
0 Tier I I Tier n Inventory Forms 
o Toxic Chemical Release Forms 

Underground Storage Tank Program 

Cleanup Standards (ARAR•s) 

Permanent Onsite Solutions 
c= Public Participation Impact 

Innovative Technologies 

Community Relations 
== Technical Assistance Grants 
~ Citizen•s Right to Sue 

RESULTS: T/\!(ES LOf~GER, COSTS t,~ORE, 
PRODUCES TECHI·-!lCALLY EETTER SOLUTIOf~S 

/I ,X 



SUPERFUND A~ENDUENTS 

• Curtailed Reimbursement 
c= Remedial Actions 
- Monitoring 

• Management Assistance Grants 
-- $250.000 I Year 
c::o NJ Costs - $10 M 

• Funding Delays 
- Programming rna jor activities difficult 

• Site Inspection "Hammer'' 
- January 1. 1988 - All PA's Con ~leted 
c:o January 1. 1989 - All Sl's Comt--!eted 
- Over 1200 Sites on CERCUS 
-= Approximately 400 Sl's Completed 
-=- Potentially over 800 left -

• Title m 
- No Funding 
~ Risk Communication 
- Complexity of Various Usts 
- Conflicts I Preemption 



RCRA / CERCLA ISSUES 

• POTW I s 

- Liability 
- Use of Federal Funding 

• Land Disposal Bans 

• Off Site Disposal Policy 

c=s Hazardous & Non Hazardous must go to 
RCRA Facility ~ 

c=s Facilities must be in compliance or under 
corrective action program 

- No national system to identify acceptable 
facilities 

• Research Centers 

- RCRA Permits 



THE COMPREHENSIVE 
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

REMEDIATION OF PAST PRACTICES 

- $1.6 Billion program over 5 years 
- Tools: CERCLA/SARA/RCRA Corrective Action 

NJ Spill Act 

. 
~ · H£fJliLAnON OF Cl/HHENT PRACTICES 

- 4,200 known gensralors,., 4.10 TSD facilifiss, 
/59 HCHA regulated facilities lo bs psrmlHed. 

- Ongoing enforcement through inspections and 
complloncs mon1Yonng. 

- Strong ECHA low lo remediate~ regulals and 
prevenl al up lo 15, 000 induslnis. 

PREVENTION OF NE.W SITES 

- Minimization of wastes 
- Enhanced regulatory and enforcement controls 
- Program support through a fee schedule 



, • ~ ... • • : ', ,I , 

RCRA UNIVERSE 

Notifiers 

Active Handlers 

Active TSD F acUities 

Facilities Requiring Permits 

Facilities Which May Require 
Corrective Action 

9,700 

. 4,200 

260 

164. 

640 

• 200 additional facilities pending enforcement resolution. 

15')( 
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HAZARDOUS WASTE REMEDIATION PROGRAM COSTS - FY87-FY91 
ALL SITES (NPL, Non-NPL, Water Supply Replacement) 

($ Millions) 

1987 1988 11989 1990 1991 TOTALS 

STATE 77.50 160.70 186.10 141.90 74.30 s 640.50 

FEDERAL 62.40 132.50 166.10 108.40 28.20 $ 497.60 

PRIVATE 66.00 96.00 182.60 132.30 42.50 8 519.40 

• 
TOTAL 205.90. 389.20 534.80 382.60 145.00 $1657.50 

~ OBTAINED THROUGH AGGRESSIVE ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM 

. 

! 

I 

...._ 
I 



COUNlY 

Bergen 

Salem 

Hudson 

Burlington 

Middlesex 

Hudson 

Morris 

Morris 

Middlesex 

Warren 

Bergen 

RESPONSIBLE PARTY SETTLEMENT • 
Between January 1. 1986 through September 31. 1987 

NAME AMOUNT ($ M) 

Am land s 1.00 

Hercules 2.00 . . 

Hudson County Chromium 
o Diamond Shamrock 0.35 
oPPG 0.35 

International Storage & Timeline 0.75 

Koppers (Distriggs) 2.00 

Koppers (Kearny) 2.00 

L.E. Carpenter 1.00 

Marotta Scientific 0.50 

Rhone Poulenc 2.20 

Southland 1.00 

u 0 p 5.00 

• Enforcement Administrative Consent Orders with Financial Assurance greater than 1100,0.00 

t7X 



RESPONSIBLE PARTY SETTLEMENTS * 
October 1, 1986 - April, 1987 

COUNlY NAME AMOUNT ($M) 

Middlesex 
Bergen 
Morris 
Passaic 
Monmouth 
Morris 
Morris 
Middlesex 
Middlesex 

BFI/Monroe Twp. 
Cadmus /Westgate 
Dover Well I 4 
Givaudan 
IFF 
Radiation Technology 
Rockaway Twp Wellfield 
Sayreville Landfill 
Union Carbide 

TOTAL 

• Enforcement Administrative Consent Orders with Financial Assurance 
greater than S 1 00,000 since October 1, 1986 

s 1.0 •• 
2.5 
0.7 
1.0 
4.0 
0.8 
0.7 
0.9 
1.0 

$12.6 M 

•• Responsible Parties have initiated work; ACO signed in this report period. 



ENFORCEMENT DOCUMENTS ISSUED 
BETWEEN JANUARY 1986 THROUGH MARCH 1987 
WITH PENALTY ASSESSMENTS UNDER $100,000 

TOTAL HAZARDOUS WASTE PROGRAM • 

Document 
Type 

, Administrative Consent Order 

Number Amount 
Issued Assessed 

1 $ s.ooo 

Administrative Order w/Penalty 166 $966;420 

Civil Administrative Penalty 63 $136.428 

Notice of Violation 233 $680.225 

GRAND TOTAL 463 $1.788.073 

• Additionally 104 Directive Letters were issued which require the 
party responsible for the hazardous waste discharge to remediate 
the problem. No penalties are associated with this documenl 

Number 
Collected 

0 

124 

,37 

136 

297 

Amount 
Collected 

$ 0 

$358.214 

$ 63.815 

$265.917 

$687.946 



Environmental ·cleanup Responsibility Act (ECRA) 

Facifity Name 

JJr Products fc Chemicals, ·Inc 
Burroughs Corp. Carlstadt Faclrey 
CBS. ·Inc., CBS Toys Division 
Continental Flber Drum. Inc. 
Seacoast Laboratories, Inc. 
Union Precision t.lfg •• Inc. 
Weston Instruments 

~_p_roved Cleanup PJans • 
{Since October 1, 1986} 

Total 

Consent Order • 

Number 

April 1. 1986 c= October 1, 1886 

October 1, 1986 - Uarch 1, 1887 · 

11 

144 

• Greater than S 1 00,000 

.. With fmancial assurance greater than S t 00,000 

I sos.ooo 
144,000 
250,330 
292.787 
470,000 
280,000 
151,625 

$ 2.2 Million 

Amount 

S 124 UUiion 

$ 120 Million 



THE COMPREHENSIVE 
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

REMEDIATION OF PAST PRACTICES · · 

- 11.6 Billion program over 5 years 
~ Tools: CERCLA/SARA/RCRA Corrective Action 

NJ Spill Act 

REGULATION OF CURRENT PRACTICEs· 

..... 4,200 known generators, 260 TSD facilities, 
164 RCRA regulated facilities to be ermitted. 

- Ongoing enforcement through inspeL _·)ns and 
compliance monitoring. 

..... Strong ECRA law to remediate, regulate and 
prevent at up to 15,000 industries. 

PREVENTION OF NEW SITES 

-- Nlnimizolion of wastes 
Enhanced regulatory and enforcement controls 

-- Program support through a fee schedule 



WASTE MINIMIZATION INITIATIVE 

1 Hazardous Waste Fee Schedule 
- Volume of Waste Generated 
- Toxicity 
- Facility Type 

2 Waste Audits 
c:::s Non-regulatory 
c:::s NJIT /Rutgers involvement 

3 Research in Innovative Technology 
- A-2536 
- Matching Grants 

4 Financial Incentive Evaluation 
- ·Taxes 
- Grants/loans 

5 Technical Advisement/ Assistance Program 
Information sharing between 
industry and DEP 

6 Regulatory Review 



ENHANCED·- REGULA TORY AND ENFORCEMENT CONTROLS 

• Five Year Program Projections - Total $ 1.6 Billion 

- First year (FY87) S 66 Uillion in Private. Funds 

• Current Status of Private Funding • 

- S 12.6 Million 

NEED : 

• Enforcement Program Support 

- $ 3 Million per year for 5 years 

• 1 00 : 3 Leverage 

Cost 
Saving 

$ 3 Million I Yr 
$100 Million I Yr 

:zJX 

5 Yr $15 Million 
5 Yr $500 ~illion 



· ENHANCED REGULATORY AND ENFORCEMENT CONTROLS 

RECOMMENDATION: 

• Short Term : 

Appropriation: 

c= Establish 40 site-specific positions (Spill Fund) 
- $ 700.000 Resolution for program operation cost 

• Long Term : 

Legislation : 

- HAZARDOUS WASTE FEE PROGRAM 

-= Legislation to place penalties in the 
Hazardous Discharge Cleanup Fund for 
future actions. 

<=I Legislation to provide oversight costs 
for Aco•s. 

c= Enactment of stiff legislation to increase 
penalties and criminal liabilities for 
polluters. 



• ' ' j-
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PROGRAM SUPPORT THROUGH A FEE SYSTEM 
IMPOSED ON THE HANDUNG OF HAZARDOUS WASTES 

CRITERIA 

- Volume of Waste Generated 
- Toxicity 
~ Facility Type 

REVENUE TARGET: 

- $8 to $1 0 Million 



COMPREHENSIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

Remediation of Past Practices -== $1.6 Billion over 5 years 

$500 M 
$64(J M 
$519 M 

Federal 
State 
Enforcement - Penalties/Oversight/Fees 

MINIMIZATION -== Waste not generated doesn't have to be 
TREATED. STORED. DISPOSED 

- Fees - Financial Incentives 
- Audits - Technical Assistance Program 
- Research -== Regulatory Review 

REGULATORY CONTROL - for waste which can't be minimized or reduced. 

- Permitting 
- Enforcement 

SmNG C:D for the inevitable residuals that must go somewhere 

- SARA requirement in 3 years for Capacity Assurance 

HAZARDOUS WASTE FEE SCHEDULE c:=D 

11Po11uter Pcys11 for the Program 

- Incentive for reduction 
- Support Regulatory. Enforcement. & 

Minimization Program 



;:.;· 

FEDERAL FACILITIES 

Federal Role : 

E.O. 12088 - EPA responsible for monitoring federal 
·facility compliance with environmental laws 

Superfund Amendments 
o Greater EPA involvement in oversight 

o Mandatory schedules for assessment and remedial action 

State Role 
o Document Review 
o Compliance with State ARARS 
o States and citizens can enforce schedules, 

terms & conditions of cleanup 

Jurisdiction at Federal Facilities - COMPLEX PROBLEM 

Federal EPA Enforcement power may be weakened if DOJ 
opinion to have OMS settle disputes holds · 

State -- Advisory Role - No REAL CONTROL 

Solution : Congressional Action to provide EPA with 
necessary enforcement authority 

cJ7X 



Hazardous Discharge Site Cleanup 
Status Report Summary 

Part I - Alphabetical Listing 
Part II - Listing by Status 

SCF 

GSF 

EPA 

MULTI 

SCF-000 

New Jersey Spill Compensation Fund 

General State Funds and Capital Appropriations 

US EPA Super!und 
CT - Contracts 
CP - Cooperative Agreements 

All "MULTI" Site Authorizations Shown are 
Summaries. Details are on file with FIU. 

Sites that Amounts were Expended Prior to the 
Formal Authorization Process 



PART I 

The following list reflects the change in status, if any, 
between July and December of 1986 of hazardous waste si~e cleanups 
based on monies spent to effect remediation. Several facilities 
of particular concern appear on the list which is otherwise a 
random sample of all sites listed by the Department of 
Environmental Protection. 

Site No. Site Name Auth.No. Status Chancre 

884-021 Amer.Cyn.BoundBrook SCF-197 no change, all spent 
884-020 Amer.Cyn.Linden SCF-198 no change, $ left 
884-038 A."ffi Labs SCF-232 no change, all spent 
882-052 BaroneBarrelPaterson SCF-000 no change, all spent 
MULTI Blanket Field Analy SCF-375 $ spent, $ left 
080-069 Bog Creek Farm EPA-CT01 no change, none spent 
080-069 -Bog Creek Farm EPA lead GSF-033-1 ::.10 auth. 
080-028 Bridgeport Ren~al SCF-000 no change, all spent 

GSF-011-1 no ch&nge, none spent 
GSF-077 no change, none spe:::1.t 
GSF-078 $ spent, $ left 
SCF-151 no change, all spent 
SCF-151.:0. no change, all spem: 
SCF-151C no cha::.1ge, all spen't 
EPA-CT02 no change, none sper.t 

080-028 BrosTankRemoveEPA lead GSF-030-2 no auth. 
080-021 Burnt Fly Bog SCF-000 no change, all spent 

GSF-129 new entry, none s;:;er:.t 
SCF-177 no change, a, ; spent 
SCF-177A $ SPe!".t, $ :eft 
SCF-204 no change, all sPent 
SCF-350 :1.0 change, $ le::: 
EP.r..-CP04 $ sper.'t, $ left 
GSF-PE}o"'D no change, no auth., 

$ spent 
GSF-063 no change, none spent 
GSF-105-1 no auth. 
SCF-268 no change, $ left 

886-020 Caldwell Trucking EPA-CT03 no change, none spe::t 
789-017 Chemical Control SCF-000 no change, all spent 

SCF-000 no change, all spen't 
SCF-114 
SC?"-114A ? 
SC?"-1143 ? 
SCF-114C ? 
SCF-114::> ? 
EPA,..CT04 no change, ::.1one sper.t 

( 



885-002 Combe Fill North SCF-245-1 ? 
886-037 CottBeverageAbandDrum SCF-357 no change, none spent . 
080-104 Derewal Chern Co SCF...,.306 ? 
885-114 Diamond Shamrock GSF-095 no change, none spent 

SCF-344 no change, $ left 
886-069 Edgewater!ndusPark SCF-393 $ spent, $ left 
080-063 Ewan Property EPA-CT08 no change, none spent 
080-017E Friedman Property SCF-137 no change, none spe:::t 
884-019 GAF Linden SCF-200 ? 

SCF-320 no change, none spent 
884-023 Givaudan Corp SCF-199 no change, $ left 
080--017A Goose Farm SCF--000 no change, all spent 
789-005. Hammonton SCF-000 new entry, all spent 
884-035 Hildemann SCF-219A new entry, no auth. 
886-011 Indus. Latex Co. SCF-336 no change, $ left 
884-036 Jersey City Chromium SCF-229 ? 

SCF-254 new entry, $ lef't 
080-062 Kearny Drum Dump #3 GSF-042 no change, none spent 
080-043 Kin Buc SCF-0117A no change, all spent 

SCF-117 no change, all spent 
EPA-CT11 no change, none spen't 

080-038 Krysowaty SCF-390 no change, all spent 
887-006 Landfill&Develop LF GSF-125 new entry, $ left 
080-049 Lone Pine Landfill SCF-118 no change, all spent 

SCF-118A ? 
GSF-122 $ spent, $ left 
GSF-123 no change, none spen1: 
SCF-359 ? 
EPA-CT16 no change, none spent 
GSF-032 no change, none spe:::t 

886-059 Loveland Corp A D GSF-PD-I'"D no change, no au'th. , 
$ spen1: 

883-037 Manascruan Wildlife Ref. SCF-173 no change, $ left 
080-079 Millmaster Onyx, Gulf GSF-039 no change, $ left 
882-058 Mvers Prop.Pittstown EPJl.-CT18 no change, none spent 
885-003 New-con Creek SCF-248 no change, all spent 
886-002 OldDeseaDr Malaga AD GSF-134 all spent 
080-059 PJP Landfill GSF-010-1 $ spent, $ left 

GSF-090 $ spen't, $ lef't 
GSF-091 no change, none spent 
GSF-096 $ spent, $ left 
GSF-097 $ spen't 
SCF-201 $ spent 
SCF-201A no change, all spent 

885-130 PJP Landfill SCF-283-1 $ spent, $ left 
SCF-283A new entry, no auth. 
SCF-283B $ spen't 

887-031 Paterson Maint.Yard SCF-446 new ent:-y, $ left 
887-012 Perona Tire Fire SCF-413 new en1:ry, $ left 
887-005 Phila.Ave aband.drum SCF-426 new entry, ~ le:t 
885-065 Pratt Gabriel SCF-347 no change, $ lef't 
885-143 Pulaski Skyway SCF-303 $ spen1:, $ lef't 
882-057 Quanta SCF-000 new entry, all spent 
884-042 Radon GSF-035 $ spent, $ left 
MULTI Radon SCF-253 ? 

SCF-349 no change, none spent 
VARIOUS Radon GSF-092 new entry, none spent 

GSF-130 new entry, $ left 
884-042 Radon GSF-0001 $ spent, $ lef't 



884-040 Radon GSF-103 $ spent, $ left 
SCF-234 $ spent 
EPA-CT23 no change, none spent: 

884-042 Radon GSF-102 $ spent, $ left 
SCF-233 $ spent 
EPA-CT22 no change, none spent 

884-041 Radon GSF-101 $ spent, $ left 
SCF-227 $ spent 

887-004 Ringoes Aband Drum SCF-425 new entry, $ left 
887-060 Rt 9 labpacks SCF-453 new entry, $ left 
885-124 Shirley Ave SCF-278 no change, all snent 
MULTI Small drum roundup SCF-156A no change, $ left 
080-042 Storer Dump SCF-179 no change, none spe!'lt 
080-056 Syncon Resins SCF-150C new ent:ry, no auth. 
884-030 Upper Deerfield TWP SCF-224 ? 

885-145 Wheeler Point Rd. SCF-305 ? 

080-073 Woodland TWP Rt 532 SCF-262 new entry, no auth. 

.JIX 



PART II 

TABLE l 

All funds authorized for the following cleanups were 
expended prior to July 31, 1986; no status change was reported in 
the December 31, 1986 update provided by the department. 

Site No. 

884-021 
884-038 
882-052 
080-028 

080-021 

789-017 

080-017A 
080-043 

080-038 
080-049 
885-003 
080-059 
885-124 

Site Name 

Amer.Cyn.BoundBrook 
AMR I..abs 
BaroneBarrelPaterson 
Bridgeport Rental 

Burnt Fly Bog 

Chemical Control 

Goose Farm 
Kin Buc 

Krysowaty 
Lone Pine Landfill 
Newton Creek 
PJP Landfill 
Shirley Ave 

Auth.No. 

SCF-197 
SCF-232 
SCF-000 
SCF-000 
SCF-151 
SCF-151A 
SCF-151C 
SCF-000 
SCF-177 
SCF-204 
SCF-000 
SCF-000 
SCF-000 
SCF-0117A 
SCF-117 
SCF-390 
SCF-118 
SCF-248 
SCF-201A 
SCF-278 

Status Change 

no change, all spent 
no change, all spent 
no change, all spent 
no change, all spent 
no change, all spent 
no change, all spent 
no chanae, all spen~ 
no change, all spen~ 
no chanae, all spen~ 
no change, all spen~ 
no change, all spent 
no chanae, all spent 
no change, all spent 
no change, all spent 
no change, all spent 
no chance, all spent 
no change, all spen~ 
no change, all spent 
no chance, all spen~ 
no change, all spen-: 



TABLE 2 

Funds were available for the following projects; however, 
no remedial action was taken between July and December 1986. Some 
monies were spent prior to July 1986. The figures represent 
authorized sums not yet expended. 

Site No. Site Name Auth.No. Status Change 

884-020 Amer.Cyn.Linden SCF-198 no change, $5445 
080-021 Burnt Fly Bog SCF-350 no change, $100 

SCF-268 no change, $2614 
885-114 Diamond Shamrock SCF-344 no change, $1250 
884-023 Givaudan Corp SCF-199 no change, $3700 
886-011 Indus. Latex Co. SCF-336 no change, $705 
883-037 ~!anasquan Wildlife Ref. SCF-173 no change, $8750 
080-079 Millmaster Onyx, Gu-lf GSF-039 no change, $5100 
885-065 Pratt Gabriel SCF-347 no change, $2402 
MULTI Small drum roundup SCF-156A no change, $2729 

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 2 I 7 9 5 

.JJX 



TABLE 3 

Funds were expended for cleanup activities for the 
following projects during the July - December 1986 period; 
however, additional funds are available. 

Site No. Site Name Auth.No. Status Chan.ge 

MULTI Blanket Field Analy SCF-375 $94,897 
080-028 Bridgeport Rental GSF-078 $3201 
080-021 Burnt Fly Bog SCF-177A $2,622,960 

EPA-CP04 $7,104,501 
886-069 EdgewatetindusPark SCF-393 $4155 
080-049 Lone Pine Landfill GSF-122 $7584 
080-059 PJP Landfill GSF-010-1 $2,005,329 

GSF-090 $10,235 
GSF-096 $122,689 

885-130 PJP Landfill SCF--283-1 $41,281 
885-143 Pulaski Skyway SCF-303 $399 
884-042 Radon GSF-035 $4,419,864 
884-042 Radon GSF-0001 $4,897,638 
884-040 Radon GSF-103 $20,740 
884-042 Radon GSF-102 $9321 
884-041 Radon GSF--101 $115,053 



TABLE 4 

The following sites received no remediation during the 
five month period evaluated although funds were available for such 
work. 

Site No. Site Name Auth.No. Status Change 

080-069 Bog Creek Farm EPA-CT01 no change, none spent 
080-028 Bridgeport Rental GSF-011-1 no change, none spen-: 

GSF-077 no change, none sp~nt 
EPA-CT02 no change, none spent 

080-021 Burnt Fly Bog GSF-063 no change, none spent 
886-020 Caldwell Trucking EPA-CT03 no change, none spent 

J 789-017 Chemical Control EPA-CT04 no change, none spent 
886-037 CottBeverageAbandDrum SCF-357 no change, none spent 
885-114 Diamond Sh~mrock • GSF-095 no change, none spent 
080-063 Ewan Property EPA-CT08 no change, none spent 
080-017E Friedman Property SCF-137 no change, none spent 
884-019 GAF Linden SCF-320 no change, none spent 
080-062 Kearny Drum Dump #3 GSF-042 no change, none spen-: 
080-043 Kin Buc EPA-CT11 no change, none spent 
080-049 Lone Pine Landfill GSF-123 no change, none spent 

EPA-CT16 no change, none spe!1t 
GSF-032 no change, none sper.t 

882-058 Myers Prop.Pittstown EPA-CT18 no change, nor.e sper.: 
080-059 PJP Landfill GSF-091 no change, none spent 
MULTI Radon SCF-349 no change, none sper.t 
884-040 Radon EPA-CT23 no change, none spen: 
884-042 Radon EPA-CT22 no change, none sper.t 
080-042 Storer Durr.p SCF-179 no change, none spent 

JI)( 



T1l.BLE 5 

Authorizations for the following projects are not listed 
in either the July or the December reports from the department. 

Site No. 

080-069 
080-028 
080-021 

Site Name Auth.No. 

Bog Creek Farm EPA lead GSF-033-1 
BrosTankRemoveEPA lead GSF-030-2 
Burnt Fly Bog GSF-105-1 

Status Change 

no auth. 
no auth. 
no auth. 

The following projects appear on the December 1986 update 
from the department but do not appear on the July 1986 status 
report. 

Site No. Site Name Auth.No. Status Chanoe 

080-021 Burnt Fly Bog * GSF-129 new entry, none spe:1": 
789-005 Hammonton SCF-000 new entry, all spent: 
884-035 Hildemann SCF-219A new en1:ry, no a'..lt:~. 
884-036 Jersey City Chromium SCF-254 new entry, $ left 
887-006 Landfill&Develop LF GSF-125 new entry, $ left: 
885-130 PJP Landfill * SCF-283A new entry, no au'C.h. 

.887-031 Paterson Maint.Yard SCF-446 new ent:ry, $ left 
887-012 Perona Tire Fire SCF-413 new entry, $ left: 
887-005 Phila.Ave aband.drum SCF-426 new entry, $ left 
882-057 Quanta SCF-000 new entry, all spent 
VARIOUS Radon GSF-092 new entry, none spent: 

GSF-130 new entry, $ left 
887-004 Ringoes Aband Drum -· SCF-425 new entry, $ left 
887-060 Rt 9 laboacks SCF-453 new entry, $ left 
080--056 syncon Resins * SCF-150C new entry, no au'Ch. 
080-073 Woodland TWP Rt 532 * SCF-262 new entry, no auth. 

* These are Superfund sites. 



TABLE 6 

Authorized sums are consistently carried through from one 
update to the next and running totals of expenditures are 
presented. However, for the following projects, authorized 
amounts for the December renort were the same as exnended amoun~s 
in the July report, while additional sums authorized prior to July 
were dropped. 

Site No. Site Name Auth.No. Status Change 

789-017 Chemical Control SCF-114A ? $117,679 
SCF-114C ? $5265 
SCF-114D ? $3285 

884-019 GAF Linden SCF-200 ? $4715 
884-036 Jersey City Chromium SCF-229 ? $6718 
080-049 Lone Pine Landfill SCF-359 ? $4295 

SCF-118A ? $7940 
MULTI Radon * SCF-253 ? 
885-145 Wheeler Point Rd. * SCF-305 ? 

* Indicates possible accounting error as follows: 

Radon 
Wheeler 

July auth. July spent 

$700,000 $658,866 
$25,000 $9530 

Dec. auth. Dec. snent 

$652,509 $658,866 
$9530 $11,272 

The following is a list of projects for which funds were 
listed as authorized in the July 1986 stat~S report but for which 
only zero "0 ·· sums a'..lthorized and spent are listed in the Decerr .. ber 
update. 

Site No. Site Name 

789-017 Chemical Control 
885-002 Combe Fill North 
080-104 Derewal Chern Co 
884-030 Upper Deerfield :wp 

Auth.No. 

SCF-114B 
SCF-245-1. 
SCF-306 
sc::-224 

Status Chanae 

? $230,000 
? $1940 
? $21,000 
? $20,000 



TABLE 7 

Mote monies were spent for the following si~e cleanups 
than were authorized. The amounts listed are the excess 
expenditures. 

Site No. Site Name Auth.No. Status Chanae 

080-059 PJP Landfill GSF-097 $18,214 
SCF-201 $813 

885-"-130 PJP Landfill SCF-283B $492,939 
884-040 Radon SCF-234 $838 
884-042 Radon SCF-233 $2263 

Funds were expended for remedial work at the following 
sites prior to July 1986 but without authorization. No monies 
were spent during the July to December 1986 period in question. 

080-021 Burnt Fly Bog 

886-059 Loveland Corp A D 

GSF-PEND 

GSF-PE~"'D 

)/,( 

no change, no auth., 
$3365 s-oent 

no change, no au~h., 
$3364 spen~ 
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We are submitting our semi-annual update of the Hazardous Waste Management 
Program, including our accomplishments and a summary of issues which may impact 
on future program success. 

Since our last report (October 1986), numerous federal, atate and citizen 
actions have occurred to provide the stable long-term financial commitment 
necessaty to achieve the goals identified in our five year program for hazardous 
discharge site cleanup. The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) 
of 198.6 is expected to provide $8.5 billion over five years; a five .... fold 
increase over the previous level of funding provided under the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response Compensation Act (CERCLA-Superfund). Revisions to the 
New Jersey Compensation and Control Act, Corporate Business Tax, 1981 Hazardous 
Discharge Bond Act and passage of the 1986 Hazardous Discharge Bond Act are 
expected to yield approximately $635 million in sta~e funding over five years. 

The Department has advanced Superfund sites throuah the remedial process, 
despite delays in the availability of federal financial support and confusion 
and delays associated with the new SARA provisioDSo Lookin& into tbe future, we 
project the new Superfund law will both increase costs and the lenath the time 
needed to complete projects, but ahould Jield better euviroaaental aolutions. 

The pioneering ECRA progra continues to achieve aipiflcant private party 
commitments to clean up sites. Implementation of recolillllendations from the 
Office of Management and Budaet and legislative overai&ht have reduced backloas 
and case processing ttme in most areas. Waterline replacement and responsible 
party cleanups under enforc.ment have also produced success atoriea. 



External recognition of New Jersey's program was recently provided by an 
independent Washington-based environmental group. The Fund for Renewable Energy 
and the Environment chose New Jersey's hazardous waste management program as the 

·best state program in the nation • 

. Number 1 program ranking based upon past performance is one thing; maintaining 
that stature for the future requires that additional actions, which are 
described in t~e action agenda (Section IV) of this report, be taken now. 

In 1986, we dealt with a long-term financial commitment to •olve hazardous waste 
problems. In 1987, our action agenda focus shifts to program development. 
Briefly, out agenda encompasses the completion oi a comprehensive hazardous 
waste program, through the pollution prevention initiative; an evaluation of 
the structure and procedures necessary to accommodate the sianificant remedial 
construction activities anticipated by 1989; and the steps necessary to assure 
adequate disposal capacity in the future. 

The heart of our action agenda, the pollution prevention initiative, consists of 
three important items: waste minimization, a strong regulatory and enforcement 
program and a fee program to support these initiatives. Implementation of this 
program will reduce the amount of waste which must be stored, treated or 
disposed, assure that the remaining waste inevitably produced is properly 
handled, and shift the burden of financial support from the citizens of this 
state to those who benefit frott the generation of hazardous waste. 

I look forward to meeting with you to discuss our issues, accomplishments, and 
recommendations for assuring our continued success. 

' . n· 
Richard T. Dewling 
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HAZARDOUS WASTE CLEANUP PROGRAM 

I. FINANCIAL STA'IUS INFORMATION 

A. Sources of Fund ina 

In October, the Department provided a projection on atic.ipated funding 
needs of $1.6 billion over the next five years to aupport the b~ard()US site 
cleanup program (see Attachment I). This total was expected to be derived 
from three aeneral cateaories of funds: 

State o $640 million 
Federal • $497 million 
Private - $519 million 

Total - $1656 million 

Since then, significant federal, state and citi&en actions have occurred to 
provide the stable, long-term financial commitment necessary to support the 
hazardous waste cleanup program in New Jersey. 

On October 17, 1986 the President passed the Superfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act (SARA) which is expected to provide $8.5 billion, 
to aupport cleanups over five years. Of this $8.5 billion New Jersey 
anticipates receiving approximately $500 million over five years. In 
addition, New Jersey expects approximately $500 million in contributions 
from private responsible parties to meet the total program aoal of $1. 6 
billion. 

In 1986, the state legislature approved revisions to the Spill Compensation 
and Control Act, Corporate Business Tax Revision, 1981 Discharge Bond Act 
and approved the 1986 Hazardous Discharae Bond Act, which was subsequently 
approved by referendum. These state actions are .xpected to provide $635 
million to aupport publicly funded hazardous waste cleanup actions over the 
next five years. 



These actions have provided the financial support necessary to achieve the 
aoals identified in our five year projections for a strong remedial 
program. In only a few short months our financial picture has changed as 
follows: 

Funds Available 
as of 7·31•86 

Funds ·Available 
•• of 12·31o86 

N.J. Spill fund 

1985 General Fund 
Capital Approp. for B.W. 
Cleanup 

1981 Hazardous Discharae 
Bond Fund 

1986 Hazardous Discharge 
Bond Fund 

Federal Superfund 

$ 12 llillion 

150 million 

100 ilillion 

- 0 -

79 million 

$421 million 

$ 96 ~aillion 

150 aillion 

100 l!llillion 

200 million 

81 million 

$627 million 

In future years, the funds available to the program are expected to continue to 
increase significantly. An additional $40 • $50 million per year is anticipated 
from the changes to the Corporate Business Tax, totalling over $225 million over the 
next five years. Changes to the Spill Tax have also been impl•ented which are 
anticipated to produce $110 million in 1987 through 1992. These amounts will 
increase substantially the future sums available to the pro,ram. 

B. Authorizations and Expenditures 

As of December 31, 1986 approximately $286 million bas been authorized from public 
sources to support remedial actions; this represents an increase of approximately 
$31 million between July 31, 1987 and December 31, 1986. 

The breakdown of authorizations fr0111 individual fmlds 1• u follows: 

Autbori&atiODS Authori&aticma Increase 
•• of 7·31o86 u of 12•31·16 

N.J. Spill Fund $76.6 $84.7 $8.1 

General State Fund 99.4 119.1 20.4 

1911 N.J. laz. Diaeharp 
Bond Fund 0 0 0 

1986 N.J. Baz. Diacharse 
Bond Fad 0 0 0 

Federal Superfund 78.8 81.2 2.4 

Total $254.8 $285.7. $30.9 

0 2 -
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Consistent with our previous report, the laraest proportion of total 
authorizations and areatest increase since July 31 is ••en aaainst the 
General State Fund Appropriations of 1985. The noticeable lack of increase 
in federal support is evident in the above and reflects the fact that the 
reauthorized Superfund is still in an early startup phase. In fact, at 
Dearly the mid point :Ln FY87 the fiDal federal EPA apendin& plan under 
SARA is still in draft form and New Jersey atill has Dot received a cent 
from the Dew Superfund. 

Expenditure data which follow exhibit similar conclusions. 

N.J. Spill Fund 

General State Fund 

Federal Superfund 

Total 

Expenditures 
as of 7.,.31•86 

$57.1 

26.0 

13.9* 

$97.0 

Expenditures 
as of 12 ... 31·86 

$61.3 

39.0 

18.2* 

$118.5 

Increase 

$ 4.2 

13.0 

4.3* 

$21.5 

*Expenditure figures for those sites where federal EPA acts as the lead 
in administering the program are not maintained by the State. 

The overall increase in expenditures over five months is $21.5 million, the 
bulk of which was made against the General State Fund Authorizations. A 
detailed site specific financial report is provided as Appendix A. 



I I . PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

A. Progress at Haior Sites (Publicly and Privately Funded) 

The Department has continued to •ake •ubstantial proaress in initiating new 
actions and in advancing ongoina projects toward final remediation. New 
Jersey now has 100 sites proposed or !Deluded on the National Priorities 
List (NPL). Three new aites: Curcio Scrap Hetal, Cosden Chemical and 
Horstsman' s Dump, were proposed by EPA for inclusion :lD Januaey 1987. 
The three· new sites are currently underaoing enforcement investigations. At 
the 97 remainin& Superfund aites, remedial tDvestiaations/feasibility 
studies have been initiated at 94 aite~. Of the remaiDiDa sites yet to be 
initiated: 

o 1 site (Cooper Road) has underaone a removal action and is being 
evaluated for deletion from the NPL. 

o 1 site (Hannheim Avenue) has underaone a removal action and an 
RI/FS for groundwater contamination is necessary. EPA is 
currently negotiating with the PRP. 

o 1 site (PJP Landfill) bas underaone an extensive Remedial Action 
and request for proposal to perform a post closure Rl/FS is 
currently being finalized. 

In summary, since October 1, 1986 the following proaress bas occurred at 
Superfund sites: 

0 RI/FSs 8 initiated 
1 completed 

0 Designs 3 initiated 
1 cOmpleted 

0 Construction 2 initiated 
1 Completed 

State funded activities for sites Dot OD tbe NPL include: 

0 RI/FS 6 initiated 
1 eompleted . 

A aummary of specific sites !Deluded 1D these cateaoriea is provided :l.n 
Attachment II. A detailed listin& of all sites, both publicly and privately 
funded, where atatus chana•• have occurred aiDce October 1, 1986 ia provided 
:ln Appendix 1. It. should be noted that llUltiple projects ••J take place 
concurrently at a siven lite. 

- 4 -
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Despite 11lodest federal support and delays. the Department has continued to 
effect site -stabilization activities a,nd to ensure the provision of safe 
drinking water to residents around hazardous waste sites. Since the 
conception of the Contaminated Wellfield Prosram over three years ago • 
approximately 1500 residents_ have 'been provided with Dew potable water 
supplies • primarily through the extension of existina water uius or the 
construction of Dev municipal water •upply •yate.a. This bas been augmented 
throuab the availability of the 1985 Ge~eral fund. 'lbe Department is 
currently vorkina on 20 Dew ~rejects which will provicle water •upplies to 
over 2200 additiODal residences. A complete liatilll of completed vater 
aupply ~•placement projects (or those neartDa completion) appears in 
Attachment III. lunda committed to the projects underway total $15 ~llion. 

B. Enforcement 

The Department's five year Responsible Party 
million in privately financed remedial actions. 
achievable aoal. 

(RP) aoal includes $500 
This is an ambitious, but 

The Responsible Party (RP) remedial process involves identification of 
enviroumental concerns at a site by aeaus of a RCRA facility Assessment. a 
CERCLA PA/Sl or other regulatory/enforcement mechanisms; confirmation 
sampling of waste • soils, around water and/or surface water by either the 
RP or by the Department; preparation of a comprehensive Administ!'ative 
Consent Order (ACO) to address all environmental concerns at a site by means 
of a Remedial Investigation /Feasibility Study; ueaotiation with the ltP on 
the particular terms of the ACO including the scope of the RI/FS and the 
remedial measures to be taken. the amount of •tipulated penalties to be paid 
by the lP if they fail to meet the conditions of the ACO. and the amount 
of oversight costs incurred by the Department that will 'be retmbursed by the 
ltP. 

It is in the best interests of bo~h private industry and the Department to 
conduct Temedial actions throuah this IP process; by voluntarily aigning 
ACOs end conducting privately funded remedial actions • iudustry and the 
Department save the taxpayers millions of dollars a year. yet the Department 
ensures that the remedial action is conducted :l.u accordance vith its ow 
requirements throuah its overai&ht of the IP raedial proeeas. 

Since October 1986, the Department has euterecl :lnto aisht ujor 
Mminiatrative- Consent Orders (ACOs) with Us totallms approziutely $14 
aillion (aee Attachlilent IV). rour of these asreaenta provide for conduct 
of the etudy by the RP, While the other three involve coat rataburaemeuts 
for DEP conducted •tucliea. 

'l'brouah the 1986 hazardous waste proaraa t"eOI"I&nizaticm and the 
establishment of the Bureau of Case Manaaemeut vitbin the E11forcement 
eleme11t of the Division of Bazarcloua Vaate Kaua•eDt, aev focus eau be 
placed on achieving our aoal of $500 a1111on over five J••r• i1l reapousible 
party c~itmenta. 

CD 5 SD 
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( . Co Environmental Cleanup Responsibility Act Results 

Another facet of the responsible party remedial action proaram is achieved 
through the Environmental Cleanup Responsibility Act (ECRA). Established in 
1984, ECRA has proven to be highly auceessful in assuring cleanups prior to 
the sale or trans fer of property o This unique proaru has led to the 
:ldatification and ruediatioD of DUIIerous mdustrial eitu that •i&ht 
otherwise have aone undetected for an indefinite period into the future. 

This proaram :ls now entirely fee eupportecl, aeneratina a 'budget of $4.5 
million to aupport a ataff of 104 employees aeeded to process the followfDs 
activities 011 an unual basis: aite :reviews of 1300 &ubject industrial 
establishments; issue over 7000 applicability detenaillations and execute 350 
Administrative Consent Orders. In calendar 7ear 1986, 45 •ajor cleanups 
occurred entailina $25 million dollars worth of privately fullded cleanup 
work. nae program also issued over .5000 applicability determinations and 
executed 310 Administrative Consent Orders. The total estimate of financial 
assurances from executed ACOs was $260 million. In December 1986, over 1000 
actions were conducted in response to the changes in the Dew federal tax 
laws. 

Since our last report of October 1986, the ECRA proaram bas approved seven 
major (over $100,000 in cost) cleanup plans totalling over $2 million 
(Attachment V). For the period October 1, 1986 to March 1, 1987, 144 such 
major Administrative Consent Orders (ACOs) were executed representing SO 
percent of all ACOs executed under the ECRA program to date. These 
companies have posted an aggregate of $120.1 million in financial assurances 
(ae~ Attachment VI for a list of projects in this cateaory). 

The ECRA program was also recently uparaded to Eluct atatus, thereby 
enabling greater responsiveness to industry in the futureo 



III ISSUES AFFECTING THE HAZARDOUS WASTE CLEANUP PROGRAM 

A. Superfund Am~ndments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA) 

On October 17, 1986 President Reagan aiped the Superfund Amendments. and 
Reauthorization Act of . 1986 (SARA). Althouah SARA establishes the 
•echaniam to secure over five times the ori&iDal faDdfDa level provided in 
the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation ad Liability Act 
(CEICLA) of 1980, it also !Deludes ••veral provisions that are expected to 
dramatically affect the remediation process. The followina provides a 
brief discussion of the areas expected to 110at aipificatly Ulpact New 
JeTaey'a proaram. 

1. lundina Delays 

Although tn October, 1986 SARA reauthorized the Superfund Proaram to 
$8. S billion over five years·, the taxing and appropriation authorities were 
not effective until January 1, 1987. Starttna in January the Federal Office 
of Management and Budget (OHB) and EPA bad to begin allocatiq the funds. 
Although this is simply a paperwork exercise, it has been very time· 
consuming, since the funds have to be aiven to EPA by OKB and EPA 
Headquarters then allocates to the Regions. All new projects which were 
eeheduled for funding in November and Dec•ber are now acheduled to be 
funded in late Karch. 

The money New Jersey will receive in FY87 is likely to be .uch lower than 
our Status Report of September projected. The potential ahortfalls appear 
due to the high construction costs at BROS and Lone Pine; at this time, it 
is uncertain which project will be funded, if either. Discussions are 
currently underway with EPA to resolve this issue. 

2. Remedial Process 

The Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS) phase will change 
eipifieantly as a result of SARA. It will talte lonaer, coat more and 
produce environmentally better solutions. The basic underlying shift in 
CEICLA is the reversal by Consress from requ!rina proven tedmoloaies for 
cleanup to encouraging the use of new and emeraing or ixmovative cleanup 
methods that will achieve permanent aolutions (r .. ediea that aisnificantly 
reduce the volume, toxicity or aobility of the huarcloua aateriala). 

a. Treatability Studies 

Previously, treatability studies were optional dur.f.D& the II/FS and were 
primarily illt.aded to acquire deaip par•etera. they were therefore 
conducted mainly in the remedial desip phase. However, .t.D order to 
detem.f.De which new technoloaies are appropriate ad will actually work, 
treatability atudies will DOW uadoubtMlJ be a !Dtearal part of allloat. all 
RI/FSs, and will therefore extend the t~eframe aa•ociated with the 
II/FS. 
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b. Cleanup Standards 

Another important change in the law acknowledges the need to systematically 
incorporate State requirements into the remedial action process. 
Specifically, SARA requires that the proposed r•edy ·eeet o.r exceed all 
applicable relevant and appropriate requirements (ARARs) of all federal 
aDd atate enviroamental laws and reaulationa. All exceptioDS .ust be fully 
justified. Althoqh for many of the sites iD New Jersey, the Department 
already incorporated federal and •tate ARARs, 41Ala have GDly been 
applied to the aelected Remedial Actio.o. This provision of SARA 
zeiDforces the· aeed for treatability atudies prior to the eelection of the 
remedy to usura that new tecbnoloaies will achieve acceptable atandarcls. 
A1Wls ns1~ now be formally identified within the l•edial Investiaation 
(RI) for every technoloiJ beiDa considered before remedial alternatives are 
developed. 

c. New Teclmologies 

The use of new technoloaies may require pilot studies in the design phase. 
Pilot studies may be needed to "seale up" the tecbnoloaies to bring it out 
of the laboratory and test its actual operational paraeters needed to 
design the action. Although we foresee the •eraenee of 1t0bile treatment 
units, on•site construction of the uew techlloloaies l'emedies also ••Y be 
necessary and would be expected to affect the duration of· the remedial 
action phase, but should reduce future Operation and Maintenance (O&M). 

d. Increased State Cost 

The cost of the r•ediation process will also aip:lficantly iDerease under 
SARA. The intent of Conaress wai to reduce overall the long-term cost of 
remedial action by reinforeina the land disposal restrictions in RCRA and 
preventin& what Congress describes as the "Shell Game", simply moving 
material from one site to another and possibly haviJl& to remediate that 
site in the future. Because SARA will result in an overall increase in 
tbe eost of remedial actions, the atate's coat ahare will increase 
comparably. However • SARA also provides New .Jersey with more liberal 
means of receivina credit against our future coat share for state funds 
previously apent at NPL sites. SARA aleo CODtaias a provision that 
provides 901 federal funds for up to 10 Jeara to operate aa·aite treatment 
facilities that restore around water and aurface water. This ahould reduce 
the atate' • cost ahare of Operation ad MaiDtuuce which vas previously 
interpreted to be 90/10 for the fir•t 7ear aad 100 perc.Dt •tate funded for 
the raamder. 

In the lona tem, the approach of eatiafJiD& A1Wls ad favoriq pemanent 
remedies ia expected to achieve a better cleaup. BCili!lever, the above 
requirements of · SARA are expected to aipificutly illpact the previously 
anticipated duration of the entire r•edial acticm proeua (RI/FS, desip, 
construction). The impacts of this have thus far been 'aeu iD the desip1 
phase. Of the 28 •cheduled to atart iD FY87, it ie expected that at •ost 
15 will be funded. Conatet interaction with EPA ia uaiatiq in definiq 
the full impact of.SARA. · 

- 8 -



3. Publicly ~~ed Treatment Works CPOTWs) 

In numerous Superfund cleanups, the disposal of treated leachate is a 
question of critical concern and has been a eontributina factor to 
construction delays. Traditionally, the acceptance of waste by PO'IWs had 
been reaulated under the Clean Water Act. Pursuant to the reauthorization 
of CERCL&, POTWs that accept treated effluent are aow aubject to Superfund 
liability, consequently, they are in danaer of loatna their liability 
wurace carriers. To address this concern .the Department has ·requested 
that the Office of the Attorney General analyze this iaaue. !he Department 
is aeekin& to identify the cues where an overridina public and 
uvii"ODIDental health risk justifies action. 

4. Enforcement Acti\'ities 

The provisions affecting the remedial process diseuaaed above will similarly 
impact the enforcement aet:h,i.ties and cause consistent project delays. 
Exist ina enforcement aareements with Responsible Parties, where remedial 
investiaation are Dot in conformance with SARA, may be subject to 
reneaotiation and judicial review. 

SARA also provides EPA with significant discretion in its enforcement 
actions. In addition, and at the same time, it specifies tiiDeframes for 
negotiation. 

EPA's decision to settle with a potential responsible party (PRP) is not 
subject to judicial review in federal court, i.e., a PRP cannot aue EPA in 
federal court to compel a settlement. In addition, SARA specifically 
outliDes those EPA actions which are subject to judicial review, e.a. 

·citizens riaht to sue, cost recovery, etc~ EPA is also allowed to settle 
with "minor" PRPs; this discretion was previously afforded only to the 
Justice Department. SARA also allows EPA to establish non-binding 
preliminary allocation of responsibility and allows for the pa~ial 
contribution of private funds towards the cost of eonductfn& remedial 
actions. 

In relation to timeframes of neaotiation, PRPs nat be aiven 60 days 
Dotice to provide a proposal to perform the RI/FS uiDa public funds and 
an additional 30 clays is allotted for fteaotiatiODB of a eouent order. 
Duriq this time, EPA cannot initiate an RI/FS with public fu.ncls. 

For raedial desip and aetiOD, PIPe ~mat be aivu 60 da)'8 aotice ad 60 
days to Deaot:late. Al thouah ue of public f1mU for a :•edial action 
cannot be initiated durina this timeframe, a remedial desisn can. 

Ill addition, all publicly funded actiooa are. aubject to these time frames at 
the completion of each phase. 

These provi1ions can result in PRPa refu!D& to aeptiate with the state, 
whose position historically·baa·been •ore strict. It is currently UDclear, 
whether or not the state can be afforded these powers of discretion and/or 
EPA will decide Dot to utilize them. This 11ay seriously affect our ability 
to develop and maintain our effective PRP enforcement proaram. 

- ' -



5. National Priorities List CNPLl Process 

SARA also mandates the completion of Preliminary Assessments (PAs) and 
Site Investiaation (Sis) for all sites .iDeluded on EPA's CERCLA 
information ·system (CERCLIS) within ape~ified timeframes and requires 
revision of the Hazard Rankin& System (IRS) aaed to determine the 
eliaibility of aites for federal fundtna. 

By Jauary 1. 1988 PAs a.uat be COIIpletecl em all •it.es :I.Aelucled . :l.rl 
CERCLIS; those requirina additional evaluation tbroalh the II process 
IDUSt be completed by January 1 1 1989. In adcliticm, citiaeu aay petition 
EPA to conduct PA/Sis at any aite. 

New Jersey eurrtmtly has appt·oximatelJ 1,200. aites on CERCLIS, however, 
this number could increase based on citizen petitiaaa ADd the identification 
of new sites throuah incident notifications, compliance aud .onitoriDa. We 
expect to complete PAs on all 1,200 New Jersey sites by October 1, 1987. 
However, because there is the potential to bave approximately 750 sites 
requiring Sis, we anticipate problems :I.D aatisfyin& this •andate. New 
Jersey and EPA are evaluatina several alternatives tn order to satisfy this 
requirement, :~.Deluding the use of contractor services. 

Within four years of enactment, all aites 9 where de•ed Decessaey, must be 
evaluated utilizing the HRS: SARA does not, however, •andate the listing 
of sites on the National Priorities List (NPL). 

Over the last year the Department has .developed a atrateu which involves 
the use of p~ivate funds . in effeetuatina timely and appropriate remedial 
actions and utilizes the NPL with its associated aforcMeu.t leverage and 
fundina as an intearal tool. The strateay alao illtearates into one 
Comprehensive Site List (CSL) all sites from all of its hazardous waste 
programs. This will be used in conjunction with CERCLIS as an expanded 
and more useful database for enhanced •easement ad trackina. From the 
CSL the Department will. evaluate and prioritize ita •ites to maximize all 
proaram tools and options. Onl7 that portion of •ites where RPs are 
unwilling or unable to take appropriate actions will require public funding. 

Altbouah SARA requires that prelillinary uaeasmuta and aite :l.nspeetions 
be conducted for those aitea included em CERCLIS, it would be 
abort•aipted to consider this list a finite. Therefore, the •trateay·. 
will also include procedures for •i~e diaeoveQ acl uae1aaaent ud the 
appropriate additioas to EPA'• CERCLIS databaae. 

6. Community Relations 

The previously diacussecl emphasis of IDA 011 the aelecticm of permanent 
remedies tied with the constant reduction iD available capacity at replated 
ICRA facilities acl l:llaitatiOila ilaherat ill tbe_IPA off•aite disposal policy 
result in a emphasis for on aite aolutiou for r•ediation. This fact ia 
expected to result ill considerable public opposition. The only way to 
effectively address this issue ad avoid aaaaive dela)'s in the ultimate 
cleanup is throuah the contin~oua involvement of the public in the decision 
makina process. 
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At least four specific SARA mandates will areatly increase the public's 
involvement in the Superfund cleanup pz:ocess. 'Ibese are: 

1. Technical Ass !stance Grants . of $SO, 000 to local aroups for 
consultants to critique aaency proposals and decisions. 

2. The explicit "Citizens' Ript to Sue" if they feel the qencies 
are not performtDa as they should in the cleaoup process. 

3. Health effects data to be dias•mated to local eOIIIIDUJlities. 

4. Formal transcripts are DOW required for all Superfund public 
•eetixlas. 

The individual and synergistic effects of these eandates will areatly affect 
the volume and nature of the discourse between the public aod the DEP. It 
is apparent that our pr~gre~s and success in achieving cleanup will be 
dependent on our ability to eodify and/or amplify our uistiD& system of 
Community Relations and the cooperation of New Jersey's citizens. 

7. Site Access 

The issue of site access has two separate and distinct problems associated 
with it. We need site access for RI/FS studies. In several instances 
this bas been a problem and in at least one instance, (JIS), the owner has 
promised to contest our right to visit the site and to do the necessary 
work. We have addressed this type of site access problem by aoina to court 
and obtainin& an order to aain access. It would appear that this problem is 
goina to occur frequently enouah that remedial .leaislation miaht be 
appropriate. 

The second type of site access problem involves lona•term utilization of a 
site. The problems at GEMS reaardin& the lona·term remedial proaram are the 
best examples that we can identify at this time reaardina this type of 
problem. The type of access needed at these sites is of a lona·term nature 
and may necessitate some form of condemnation in order for the cleanup to 
take place. Specific legislative author·ization to enable this type of 
access/condemnation are needed, and becomes increaatDaly more critical as we 
enter the major construction activities expected iD 1989. 

8. State Adyaneement of Funds to EPA 

Durin& the uncertainty associated with the reauthoriuticm of CERCLA, the 
state was prepared to advance over $31 million to continue or initiate 
actions at Superfund aitea. 

Between October 1 acl December 31, 1986 the atate advuced a total of 
$300,000 to EPA to mitiate Remedial Inveatiaaticma/Feaaibility Studies at 
three aitea: POIDODa Oaks, Lodi Wellfield and Upper Deerfield. This 
was not the first time the state bad forwarded fads to allow projects to 
proceed. Between late 1985 ad early 1986 approxillately fl. 2 ail lion was 
advanced to provide an alternate water supply near the lryaowaty Farm lite. 
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However, these actions did not come without costs. To date, the advancement 
of funds for lrysowaty Farm bas resulted in a loss of $75,000 of interest 
to the a tate . and a tot a 1 of approximately $3. 000 for Pomona Oaks • Lodi 
Wellfield and Upper Deerfield. 

The loss of this interest is tDsianificant when compared with tbe benefits 
· of providina potable water to New Jersey eitiuu and ecmtiDuiDa to advance 
remedial actiona at hazardous waste aitea. · 

I. RCRA/CERCLA Issues 

1. Land Disposal Bans 

The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 (HSWA) to the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act impose bans on the land disposal of certain 
types of hazardous wastes in accordance with a timetable established in the 
Act. · 

The HSWA land disposal bans began in November 1986 for spent solvents o A 
lack of available treatment capacity nationally resulted in a two=year 
delay of the ban for certain types of aolvents and dioxin-containing 
wastes. A statutory exemption has extended the effective date of land 
disposal restrictions for contaminated soils and debris from CERCLA 106 and 
104 response actions and RCRA corrective actions until November 8, 1988. 
All listed wastes will be ranked and evaluated by EPA for possible land 
disposal restrictions by 1990. 

The HSWA land disposal bans may have aipificant impact on the disposal of 
wastes removed during the site remediation processo LaneS disposal of 
wastes affected by the bas is no lonaer a viable option. Plans for 
remedial actions developed prior to the passaae of HSWA or cleanup actions 
that are ongoing when the bans become effective may be severely impacted by 
restrictions on land disposal. Remediation . schedules or cleanup costs 111ay 
need to be revised to account for wastes newly restricted from land disposal. 

2. OffmSite Disposal Policy 

SARA madates that waste resul tiq from aetiOJlS taken UDder CERCLA. be 
disposed of at RCIA and TSCA facilities. The definition of nCERCLA waste" 
would !Delude both huardoua and aon·huardous waste as defiDecl by RCRA. 
Only facilities and anita where there is a abaeDce of a naipifieat" 
Violation (facility) and where DO release baa OCCUrred (aDit) are eli&ible 
to accept CERCLA waste. In addition, any other un-its at aucb f-acilities 
with releases 1111st be controlled under an approved Corrective Action Proaram 
tDeorporated !Dto a facility permit or federally approved order. 

The off•aite disposal policJ aet forth uader CERCLi ad SARA, althouah 
theoretically reasonable, has prova to be ilrpractieable. The policy bas 
halted •any cleanups already in proaress and prevented the iDitiation of 
others. The policy has substantially increased expenditures for cleanups by 
establiahiq requirements that are well beyond what· is appropriate .uld 
prudent us iDa sound environmental practices. 
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The Department bas identified additional problems and potential solutions to 
the offasite disposal policy. For example, there is DO D&tional system to 
identify acceptable disposal facilities. Facilities move in and out of 
compliance from month to month. Consequently, acceptable disposal sites are 
unknown, delays and rebidding of cleanup contracts result, and cleanup 
actions are delayed. A national trackiD& and reportin& ayatem ehould be 
established to provide atatea vith current liatiraa• of acceptable disposal 
facilities. · 

The off·aite disposal policy should be amended to allow disposal of 
DOn•huardous waste at DODo hazardous facilities to reduce overall costs, 
~etaiD limited capacity and _atill provide the appropriate level of 
envirouental and health protection. The Department furthe~: reeo~~~~~ends that 
EPA ahould work to expand available capacity by aeeeleratf.Ag the Part I 
iaaucce ad associated corrective action proarms for noncocompl:yi.Da RCRA 
facilities. 

3. Research Centers 

Sections 209 and 311 of SARA require the establishlllent of hazardous waste 
research centers for the research and development of new, innovative 
technologies to treat and dispose of hazardous wastes. SARA, however, 
fails to exempt these academic research centers from the extensive research 
facility permitting requirements mandated by the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA). The result of this inconsistency is that few, if any, 
academic facilities will be established since they are subject to extensive 
RCRA permit requirements. 

Academic research in several areas should be aimed at exploring and 
perfectin& scientific tecbnoloaies to control hazardous wastes. These areas 
are of major economic, environmental and political iDterest. They encompass 
recycling and destroying or rendering harmless danaerous chemicals through 
bioloaical, chemical and physical treatment. Investiaative research into 
new technologies requires the use of hazardous waste samples. Health 
effects assessments or toxicity studies of various waste atreams also rely 
on the availability of hazardous waste samples. 

Current federal regulations provide for acme research atudies if the 
facility obtains either a Research, Development ud Delloatration (ID&D) 
permit or reaistera as a TreatlleDt, Stor·aae or IU.apoaal (TSD) faeility. 
IW&D permits were desiped for COIIP&D.ies develop!Da ilmovative treat•ent 
technoloaiea for which permit atandards have aot beaD proaulaated. Neither 
of the alternatives available were desisned with acad .. ic research in aiDd. 
Toxicoloaical studies of hazardous wastes are not provided for by the 
curr.nt federal ~•aulatiODS. 

The Depart.eDt believes that to the •ax~ extent practicable, all 
hazardous waste activities ehould be controlled. lD the cue of academic 
research, however, we are explorin& options for alternative control 
mechanisms other than full facility permits acl requeatizla that EPA consider 
a variance for these centers. 

13 • 
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IV. AGENDA FOR ACTION 

A. 11le Compreh.ensive Hazardous Waste Manaaement Proaram 

Throughout this report, we have focused on the Deeds and accomplishments of 
the zuedial · proarams, both publicly ad privatelJ fu.Dded. 'i'be a tate bas 
committed to a $1.6 billion cleanup proaram t.o r•edy aome ·of our worst. 
ujor buardoua waste aites. This, llowever 1 ia onlJ a portion of a 
comprehensive hazardous waste 11aaaement proara. The 11iaaiDa piece, i.e., 
prevention, :La •bodied in the three aew •ajor buardous waste manaaement 
initiatives: 

o minimization of wastes aenerated, 

o enhanced regulatory and enforcement cqptrols. aad 

o program support from a fee BJ&tem imposed on the handlina of 
buarclous waste. 

The integration of these components, toaether with the remedial progxam, 
firmly establish New Jersey's prosra as one of the most comprehensive in 
the nation by providina the proper balaee of r•ediati.na past abuses 
while avoiding future problems. This balance is in the best public interest 
and financial well being of the state. 

a. Waste Minimization 

Over 9.1 million tons of waste is aeneratecl unually in New Jersey. This 
waste must be properly handled in order to avoid future threats to public 
health and the environment. However, waste that isn't produced doesn't need 
treatment, doesn't require a disposal aite and can't cause pollution. 

New Jersey has recently been acclaimed by the Fund for Renewable EneriY and 
the Environment as bavtna the best hazardous waste •anaaement prosram in tbe 
nation. One reason f.or this is our long-standing proaratn in waste 
minimization. Over the past four 7eare the Department bas had a Hazardous 
Waste Advisement Program which has provided information to industries on 
waste minimization alternatives, proar.. tafo~atio.D on RCRA permits, 
ccmductec:l train:ln& aemiDara, provided technical aaaiataee, ad supported 
local household huardous waste colleetioa daye. 

The Department ia ucw propoataa to -ap&Dd tbia proara. to !Delude a waste 
audit program, research· in innovative technoloaies, financial incentives for 
the implementation of waste min~i&atioa techniques, technical assistaDce to 
industry, establish!Da an information udumae ad a evaluation of u:f.st.ina 
re,ulatioDS to promote min~izatiODo 

The ililplementaticm of waste •irlimizaticm · initiative will require 
leaialative, technical, replatory, ud industrial eo~~~:f.mut. 

The leaislature currently bas before it aeveral billa wh:f.eb will represent 
the first step in developina a new atrate11 for waste m~imization. The 
Department atronaly supports the eontiDued evaluation ad refiDement of 
effective le&islation to support this iDitiative. 



b. lnhanced Regulatory and Enforcement Controls .: 

If the legislature, regulatory agencies, and industry are jointly successful 
in the · waste ainimization proaru, even beyond our 1a0st optimistic 
projections, it alone will not be enouah. Hazardous waste is a part of 
the fabric of our modern aociety and we c&DDot be ao aaive to think it can 
be elfminated entirely. We must assure that we have a atrona regulatory and 
aforcement proaram ira place to adclrua the wute which will atill be 
produced. · 

Tbe Department is placiDa new emphasis oa the pe~itt!Da of facilities which 
treat, atore, dispose or handle haztLrdoua wastes throuah the RCRA penait 
proaram, while maintaining its emphasis on atrict enforcement of the etate 
rules nc:l replationa desiped to prevent releases. In addition, the RCR.A 
program was recently consolidated to facilitate increased permit and 
regulatory accomplishments. 

The primary focus, however, rests with the enforcement proara to auard 
against poor waste management practices and potential releases as well as to 
remediate problems from past practices. On the remedial aide, the 
enforcement prosram will continue to be agressive in its aoal to have 
private responsible parties commit to full remediation through 
Administrative Consent Orders. Its new mandate to provide $500 million over 
five years in remediation will drive the program to be more effective in 
the years ahead. · 

c. Program Support 

Neither of the above two initiatives can proceed without a stable long·term 
·•echanism of support. For years the burden of eupport for programs to 
assure the proper storage, treatment and disposal of hazardous waste· bas 
rested with the citizens. 

The regulatory program which permits, .anitora and, where aeceaaary, compels 
the responsible party to conduct remedial actions under enforcement orders, 
currutly eoats approximately $8 million annually; 30 percent of this 
support is provided through federal arants. Increases in enforcement and 
reaulatory activities pursued under the RCRA Corrective 'etion Proaram aDd 
aticipatec:l deer······ in federal aruat aasistuce will l'eault :Ul the need 
for increased fin&Deial aupport. 

To address this issue, and •upport the prevention tD!tiative, the Departeent 
is recommending the establishment of a hazardous waste fee schedule. 
Eatuated revenues of $8 e 10 million UDually are atic:lpated from a fee 
schedule which is baaed on the volume of hazardous waste aenerated and type 
of facility applyws for a permit. Parties which direetlJ benefit from the 
aoat of waste aaerated would be required to aupport 'the activities 
necesiary to assure their eoarpliece with the law. Faeil~ties l'aquestblg 
permits for treatment technologies which aupport the destruction of waste 
would be assessed lower fees than those which have a hiaher potential for 
eventual public and environmental threat, i.e., land diapoaal. · 



In addition, a portion of the·revenues aenerated by the fee prosram could be 
utilized to provide matching arants to •mall businesses to conduct waste . 
minimization audits. Those who implement the recommendations of the audit 
and reduce the amounts of hazardous waste aenerated would be rewarded by a 
reduction in their annual fee, a reduction in disposal costa atnce they are 
aeneratin& leas hazardous waste, and by a rebate of up to SO percent of 
their •hare of the ~aatchiq. portion of the p-at. 

the tDtearation of hazardous waste •iD~i&atiOD and the pollution prevention 
:lllitiative with our exist:l.n& cleanup pacltaae makes our proara whole. It 
closes the circle on the hazuclou wute "problem". Upon impl•eutation of 
these initiatives, New Jersey will be tbe first •tate ill the United States 
to bave an tDtesrated policy eud proaram which reduce and •iDimi&e wastes at 
their source to the areatest clear•• practical, aareasivelJ replates 8Jld 
controls those wastes that are procluced prevent!Da future problem while 
simultaneously addresses cleanup of the problems of the pasto 

B. Construction·Oraanizatiop for the Future 

The construction phase of publicly funded hazardous waste site cleanups will 
likely feach significant proportions by 1989o Contract bids should average 
$100·$300 million per year for five to ten years tbereaftero Present 
oraanizations and procedures within the Department 9 ad within the various 
state support agencies, may not effectively ud efficiently accommodate a 
construction program of this size and complexity without significant 
modification. A preliminary review of state and federal oraanizations with 
similar responsibilities indicates that the Department is understaffed and 
has inadequate authorities, particularly iD the areas of p1·ocurement and la~. 

Accordingly, the Departmut plans to etudy, iD•clepth, the problem of 
accommodating the future construction program and bas already initiated· a 
preliminary strategy. The review will apecifically iDclude identification 
of present constraints, a comprehensive look of atate and federal aaencies 
with similar responsibilities and a determination of feasible alternatives. 
The study team leader has been designated, and the atudy will be initiated 
in April 1987. An interim report of study proaress should be available in 
the fall of 1987. 

c. Capacity Assurance 

A aia:nificant amndment to SARA requires that, b7 October 17, 1989 states 
nat provide aaauraees of the avallabilitJ of lluudcm.a vaate treatment 
atoraae ad disposal facilities which: 

1. Rave eapacitJ for !11 hazardous waate ~cted to be produced ill 
the atate for the next 20 Je&ra, 

2. Are ill the •tate, or for out of atate facilities, the •tate has 
secured interstate aare .. eDte, 

3. Are acceptable to the PreaideDt, aad 

4. Are in compliance with RCRA Subtitle C requirements. 
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If such assurane .. ,. cannot be provided, the state will be ineli&ible for 
federal fundin& under the Superfund proaram. Our ability to satisfy the 
requirement is dependent upon agressive and cooperative activities of the 

·state, EPA, industry, outside states, and the citizens of New Jersey. It is 
necessary to insure that, at a minimum, the current process to site 
faciiities bein& UDdertaken by the Hazardous Waste Facilities Sitin& 
Commission ia not impeded in any way. We .ust also initiate the appropriate 
enforcement ud permittinr actions to allow all uistina facilities to 
operate at •ax~ capacity and to comply with the federal off~aite disposal 
policy. 

In response to this :lasue, our oraau:L&atiOD has ecmsol:ldated all RCRA 
activities under the Assistant Director for Hazardous t.aste Reaulation in 
the Division of Hazardous Waste Mallagement. The Assistant Director will 
also function as the Capacity Assurance Officer. In addition, the 
Departm~nt has developed a nine point strategy to address this issue. 
Elements of the atrateay include: 

1. Continue, throuah the Hazardous Waste Facility Sitin& Commission, 
an agaressive program to establish new facilities; 

2. Plan for more onosite solutions for peraanct remedies at 
abandoned hazardous waste sites. Where appropriate, participation 
in the EPA SITES program of technology development; 

3. Update capacity needs by total volume, waste types, and treatment 
technology over 20 years for all categories of waste (i.e., pursue 

. the Manaaement Plan update by the Hazardous Waste Facilities 
Siting Commission); 

4. Identify those facilities capable· of providin& additional capacity 
for treatment of identified waste types throuah expansion and, 
where possible, expedite their RCRA permit proeessina; 

S. Initiate discussions with other states to eecure agreements for 
treatment of waste types for which there is expected to be a 
shortfall of treatment capacity. Ideally, these states will have 
a shortfall iD areas where New Jersey has additioaal capacity; 

6. Continue discusions with IPA to d•tend.ne apec:lfic requirements 
for "aasurace"; 

7. Continue to initiate remedial actions at existiDa aitea eliaible 
for federal funding as expeditiously as possible; 

1. Urae that the Spill Fund Re1earcb Bill (A-2536) be passed as soon 
as possible and; 

t. Implement the comprehensive waste •anaaemeot iDitiative 
includina waste minimization, prevention of waste aeneration, and 
aet of proaram fees directed at waste handlers. 



V. Conclusion 

This document is the second of a aeries in our commitment to aemi·annually 
report to the Legislature on the proaress of the Hazardous Waste Management 
Proaram. The Department intends to submit Mimilar reports iD the fall (for 
activity throuah June) and sprin& (for activities throuah December) to 
usist :1D the leaislative oversiaht of this proaram. The Department will 
continue to work cooperatively with the Leaislature to insure a strong 
Hazardous Waste Manaaement Proaram aud to advaDce the projects as 
expeditiously as possible. 

Cit 11 ... 
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HAZA.RDOUS· WASTE REMEDIATION PROGRAM COSTS - FY87-FY91 
. 

ALL.SITES (NP~ Non-NPL. Mater Supply Replacement) 
IS MllllansJ 

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 mu 
I STATE 11.50 160.70 186.10 ~~~ .90 7.t_._30 s 640.50 . 

" FEDERAL 62.~0 132 .. 50 166. tO 108.~0 28.20 s .il97.60 

~ PRIVATE 66.00 96.00 182.60 132.30 42.50 s 519.~0 

TOTAL 205.90 389.,20 534.80 382.60 1.45.00 St657.50 

t 
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PROJECTS ADVANCED SINCE OCTOBER 1. 1986 

Rl/f! .Start. 

NPL Sita Non NPl Sita 

1. Hopkina farm . ~ . .. . 1. Cadmua Corporation 
2. LGdi WeDrllldl 
J. Uatlack Trucking 
4. U i T DILJaa 

' ... · 1 Glvauclan Corporation 

I. Pomona Gab' 
I. Tang/Chlmacl 
7. Upper Dllrf'llld 
I. Wilaon Fann 

NPL Site1 

1. Shield alloy 

NPL rata 
1. CWS (Long term) 
2. tang Property 
3. Tang/Chemaol (Uwn) 

NPL Sita 

RI/ES Completion• 

Design Start. 

Desi;n Completions 

1. Fairlawn Wellfiald• (Fiahtr Scientific) 

Construction Starta 

NPL·Sfta 

1. Bridgeport Rental 6 Oil Serviea (rank Farm) 
2. Falrfawn Wellfitld (raaher Scientific) 

Con1truction Completiona 
NPLSftu 

1. Fairlawn WeDfield (Water Treatm~nt) 

6r,X 

3. Gravel p-Jt 
4. fF 
I. Southland Corporation 
I. Union Carbide -

Pollumtown Road 

Non NPL Sita 

1. tiCP ' L (Belmar) 

- ........ _. --------. . . ·---·---- .. ·- ··~- -----~-_. ... _. ... . ··- ---........... . .. . . . 
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WATER SUPPLY PROJECTS COMPLETED OR NEARING COMPLETION 

I of Residences 
County Project Name Cost Affected -

Cumberland North VaneJand 800,000 155 

Atlantic Pomona Oakl 4,000,000 200 

Somerset Bradley Gardens 120,000 35 

Somerset Washington Valley Auto 400,000 200 

Gloucester BROS 990,000 15 

Somerset Krysowaty Farms 1,085.000 23 

Mercer Sharon Road 240,000 8 

Ocean Stafford Twp 2,000,000 200 

Cape May Middle Twp/ 500,000 70 
Cape Way Court House 

Warren Brass Castle 2,800,000 220 

Ocean Shelter Cove . 635,000 65 

Gloucester Upper Deerfllld 780,000 89 

Burlington Edgewater Park 260,000 92 

Burfington Delanco 195,000 
0 

23 

Camden Vf&nllow 430,000 112 

TOTAL $15.235,000 1507 

11 0.000 per ruidenee 

,,~. 
-~ • ·---~---~·•o .. •••-••· 



RESPONSIBLE PARTY .SmLEMENTS • 
Since ·october 1. 1986 

COUNlY 

Middlesex 
Bergen 
Passaic 
Uonmouth 
Gloucester 
Uorris 
Uiddlesex 
Uiddlesex 

NAME 

BFl/Uonroe Twp. 
· Cadmus/Westgate 
·Givaudan 
IFF 
Uatlack 
Radiation Technology 
Sayreville Landfill 
Union Carbide 

.. AMOUNT (IM) 

s 1.0 •• 
2.S 
1.0 
4.0 
2.5 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 

TOTAL $13.7 M 

• Enforcement Admtntatrative Consent Ordera wfth Financial Aaauranct 
greater than 11 00,000 line• October 1, 1111 .. 

.. Reaponaible Partie• have initiated work: ACO aigned In thia report period. 



___ ,_,_ ____ ---- . ---.......... ~--.-.. ·-.. --· . ...,·--····~------·-·--- .... -~-··-----

Environmental Cleanup Responsibili~ Act (ECRA) 

Facifity Name 

Nr Products i Chemicals, ·Inc 
Burroughs Corp. Carlstadt Facirrty 
CBS, Inc., CBS Toys Division 
Continental rmer DNm, Inc. 
Seacoast Laboratories, Inc. 
Union Precision Ufg •• Inc. 
Weston Instruments 

Approved Cleanup Plans • 
tSince October 1, 1986) 

Total 

Consent Order • 

Number 

~ril 1, 1986 - October 1, 1886 

October 1, 1986 - Uarch 1, 1887 · 

61 

144 

.. 
• Greater than 1100,000 

.. With fmancial assurance greater than 1100,000 

I eos.ooo 
144,000 
250,330 
292,787 
470,000 
280,000 
151,625 

$ 2.2 Million 

Amount 

1124 Uillion 

$ 120 Million 



- -~ ···,··--,··-;-.. - ..... ------·-·-·-

ENVIRO~'TAL CLEANUP USPONSIBILITY ACT (ECllA) 
ADMINISTRATIVE CONSENT ORDERS WITH FINANCIAL ASSURANCE 

GREATER THAN $100,000 

-:coMPANY NAME 

A.L. Byde Co. 
Abex Corp 
Ac• Tool & Machine Co. 
Advanced Process Supply Co. 
All Purpose loll Leaf Corp 
Allamuchy Sanitary Landfill 
American Can Co. -Edison 

SINCE 1()....1-86 

American Can Co. - s. Brunswick 
American Can Co. - Wasbinaton Tvsp. 
Art Copy and Print Division 
Art Metal-USA, Inc. 
Artisan Electronics Corp 
Bagcraft Corp. of America 
Bekelaar Machine Co 
BASF Corp. 
Beattie Manufacturing Co. 
Beckley Perforating Co. 
Berton Plastics, Inc. 
Best Block Co., Inc, Edison 
lest Block of Camden -
Best Block of New Jersey 
l·est· Block of Tomi lliver, S. Toms River 
lest Block of Toms liver, Belmar 
lest Block of Trenton 
Bloomfield Metal Fabricators Corp. 
lrassbestos Mfg. Corp 
Buckeye Pipe Line Co., Woodbridge 
Buckeye Pipe Line Co., Woodbridge 
Ceragraphic, Inc. 
Charles of the IU.tz Group, LTD. 
Cbem-Mark, Inc. 
Coluab1a Cbaieal• Co. 
Coaecttn, IDe. 
Continental Can Co., Inc. 

- Continental Precision Corp. 
Cooper l:l.oae41cal, Inc. 
Coopermatica Inc. 
Cortland Fashions, IDe. 
Craia Mbeal••• 
Creat Foam Products Corp. 
Cuatom Alloy Corp. - Califon 
Custom Alloy Corp. - Bi&hbridae 
D•ka Plastics Inc. 
Diversified Concrete Products, IDe. 

FINANCIAL 
ASSURANCE 
AMOUNT (iM) 

.s 

.s· 

.5 
2.0 
1.0 
.3 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

.25 

.25 

.s 

.s 

.25 
1.0 

.25 

.s 
·' .s 
.s 
.s 

1.0 
1.0 
.s 
.s 

1.0 
.s 
.s 
.5 
.5 
.25 

2.5 
1.0 
1.0 
.s 

1.0 
1.0 
.5 

1.0 
1.0 

.15 

6fX 

.15 

.5 
1.0 



Dorran Photonics, Inc. 
Dynamit Nobel of American, Inc. 

. Edison Foam Processing Corp. 
Electronic Measurements, IDe. 

· ·Ia graph. Inc • 
lsaelte Peuclaflex 
Everlon, Iilc. 
Pee 6 llaaon .Mfa. Co. 
Graphic Controls Corp, Cherry Bill 
Graphic Controls Corp., lavark 
Balcon Catalyst lDduatries 
Iampton Products Corp. 
Bandy 6 Karman Electronic Materials Corp. 
Hayden PublishiDa Co. , IDe. 
Byarade PriDtiDI Corp. 
Int'l Permalite, Inc. 
Johnson 6 Johnson 
Johnson Machinery Co., Inc. 
K-Trou Corp.Process Control Div. 
Kayaam Corp. of America - Totowa 
Eaysam Corp. of America - Paterson 
Keystone Camera Corp. 
Lab Giass, Inc. - Vineland 

· Lab Glass, Inc. ..... Vineland 
Lear Siegler Inc. 
Lipo Chemicals, Inc. 
Luna Machine Co. 
Lyco, Inc. 
Lydo Precision Products, Inc. 
M.C. Canfield Sons - Edison 
M.C. Canfield Son.e - Union 
M/A Comlaser Diode, Iuc. 
Mack-Wayne Closures, Marlboro 
Hack-Wayne Closures, Newton 
Majestic Industries, IDe •. 
Mark controls ReconditioniDS 
Meluor Industries, Inc. 
Mepco/Electra, lac. 
Meta Lite, Inc. . 

·:Middletown Leather Co~., luc. 
Mirauol Chemical co., IDe. 

· Mle•bre~er Screen BDaravtni T/A Excel 4 
Moliai Mach be Co. 
Monmouth Commun:Leations Corp 
~urray Tool 6 ManufacturiDa Co., IDe. 
·n Chemicals (USA) llac. 

.. . • Borth Atlantic Iuctustriea, IDe. 
Nova Medlcal·Speciaitiea IDe. 
Onyx Cbem:Lcal Colapany 

. · . Pantaaota inc. , Printilll 
Pettit ra:tnt Co. 

·. Polychrome Corp. 
.Pope Chemical Co. 

... 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.25 

caS 
1.0 
.25 
G2 
.5 
e5 
al 
.5 

2.0 
.25 
.2 

1 .. 5 
1&0 

.2.5 

.25 
1.0 

ca25 
loO 
leO 
.s 
.5 
.s 
.5 
.2 

1.0 
1.5 
.5 

leS 
1.0 
1.0 
.s 
.5. 
e25 

1.2 
.5 
.5 
.5 

1.0 
.25 
.25 
.5 

1.0 
-.5 

leO 
3.0 
1.0 
.s 

le5 
leO 



Attacbnent VI 

Private Formulations, Inc. 1.0 
PV/T Inc. .15 
Quartz ladiation Corp. .5 
1.1. Sandblasting, Inc. .5 

·lheem Textile Systems, Inc. .75 
llidaewood Water Dept. .25 
IKO Tape Corp. 1.5 
loben Mia. co., Inc. .5 
ItT! Power/Mate Co. 1.0 
Sealy Mattress Co. of New Jersey .S 
Sbultou, Inc. .25 
Simmons manufacturing Co •• Inc. 1.0 

. Sun Cbeaical Corp, Carlstadt 2.5 
Sun Chemical Corp., General Printin& IDk. 

E. Rutherford 1.5 
Sun Chemical Corp., General Printing Ink 

Teterboro .5 
Sun Chemical Corp., Pigments Div. -Newark 2.5 
Superior Fuse & Mfg. Co., Inc. .5 
Superior Tape Corp .75 
Supermarket Services, Inc. 2.0 
Titan Corp., Indiana General Ferrite Div. 1.5 
Toms River Publishing Co., Inc. .25 
Transamerica Corp. -Trenton .75 
Transamerica Corp. -Trenton 1.5 
Transamerica Corp. -Florence .75 
Transamerica Delaval, Inc. .15 
Tri-Aerotecb, Inc. .25 
Tronteeh, Inc. 1.5 
Troy Lighting, Inc. .5 
United States Printing Ink Corp. laO 
Universal Manufaeturins Co., Inc. .5 
US Steel Corp. - American Bridge Div. 3.0 
Versatile Metal Fabricators, IDe. .5 
Vinyl Building Products 1.0 
Vonderabe Printin& Services, Inc. .5 
W.R. Grace & Co. - Dewey & Almy Cbem. Div. 1.0 
Waltrich Plastic Corp. 1.0 
Warner M&uufaeturiDI Corp. 1.5 
Ve'bcraft Technoloaiea, IDe. - Metuchen 3.0 
Veberaft tecbnoloaies, IDe. - llda. 3 

Korth lrunsvict .5 
- Webcraft Technologies, Inc. - Bldg. 1 & 2 

North lrunsvick 1.5 
Whippany Paper Board Co., Inc, - Cliftcm .• 2 
Whippany Paper Board Co., Inc - s.nover 2.5 
Whippany Paper Board Co., he - laover 2.5 
William Zinnser 7 Co. 1.0 
Wilmad Glaaa Co., IDe. 1.0 
Wilmad Class Co. , he. • 5 
Yelof Corp .5 

t120.1 

'?IX 



APPENDICES· 

A. Detailed Fiuncial hfoi'Uticm. ly Site (All l'tmds) as of 
December 31, 1986 

1. Major Site Statue luonaticm (DetaUecl) 
(April 1, 1986 - Marcb 6, 1987) 

lilX 



Detailed Fiuancial Iufo~tiou by Site 
As of December 31. 1986 

***DYS*** 

SCf l'J Spill Compensation Fund Pre .bel Post .let 
CSF General State lUDde AD4 .Capital jppropriationa 
EPA 'OS EPA Superfuuct 

(1) 

(3) 
(4) 
SCF-000 

MULTI 

CT - Contracts 
CP - Cooperative Aare .. enta 

***RO'l'!S*** 

'The "Ret Authorized Aaoat" ColUim le The Bet Of Oriaiul 
Authorization Less Any De-Authorizations 
The "Expended Amounts" Column lu.eludes Accounts Payable 
Includes 'l'be $8M Radon Appropriat:l.cm ADd Yhe $1 "2M Woodland Tvp 
Transfer 
Includes Only Amounts Authorized By Tbe EPA 
Figures Unavailable 
All Authorizations Codes "000" Are Tb.oae Sites That Allowta Were 
Expended At Prior To The Formal Authorization Process 
All "MLTL'Il" Site Authorizations Shown Are Summaries. The detail 
is on file with the Fiscal Integrity Unit. 
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BITE 
NUMBER 

APPROVED AUTHORIIATION!I 
AS OF DECEMBER 31. 1986 

BITE NAME/DESCRIPTION AUTH 
NO 

NET AUTHOR I ZED 
AMOUNT 

EXPENDED 
AMOUNTS 

-~~-~----~-~---~-~---~-~-~-~----------------~--~----------~------~--~-~~-798-··· A 0 POLYMER BCF-8011 3.433 3o433 
eae-ee3 A 0 POLYMER SCF-080 594.f'44 SCJ4.e44 
eae-ee3 A 0 POLYMER SCF-106 15,785 IS,78S. 
eae-ee3 AD POLYMER EIPA-CPIIII 861,.491 • eae-ets A-Z CHEMICAL scF-eee 1,3S7,67'J a,3S7,&7CJ 
eae-et& A-Z CtEMICAL SCF-115A 8.348 8,3411 
MULTI ABAND DRUM - CENTRAL POST-ACT SCF-243-1 31,267 31,267 
MULTI ABAND DRUM - CENTRAL PAE-ACT SCF-243 •• 949 1,949 
MlL"tl ABAND DRUM - METRO POST-ACT SCF-3N-I 29,817 25,174 
MULTI ABAND DRUM - NORTH POST-ACT BCF-278 25,Me 28,794 
887-845 ABERDEEN A D OLD BRIDGE SCF-4~ e 4,923 

·88&-078 AGWAV F'ERTILI ZER PLANT A D SCF-41 I s.Ne 2,S•7 
886-1125 ALBERT STEEL IDM/PIAENTI88 DIRUS AP- etbl 269 i'N • 886-825 oALBERT STEEL DM/PREINTIBS DAUS EPA-cPe2 77 ....... • . 886-875 ALFRED PACKABlliNCI A D SCF-486 3,eM SIS 
884-021 AMERICAN CYANAMID IOUND BROOK SCF-197 2.285 2,285 
884-1'2. AMERICAN CYANAMID LINDEN SCF-198 7,Ne 1 1 SS5 
884-038 AMA LABORATORIES SCF-232 4.,638 4,&3e 
ea4-e3a AMR LABORATORIES SCF-232A u.a&9 68,869 
789-013 ARLINBTON WAREHDUBE NEWARK SCF-eM t. 239,634 1,1!39,&34 
886-8131 ARTHUR ~ER PROPERTY BCF-345 28eeN 

. 
.. 12,713 

885-126 ATLANTIC CITY'RDN SCF-274 t.eee t,eae 
798-814 1 ATLANTIC DEVELOP 8AYREVIL.LE 8CF'-8M se,sa& sa, sa& 
eae-N? I ATLANTIC DEVELOP SAYREVILLE SCF-N8 306,998 JM,998 
885-1:56 ATLANTIC RESOURCES SCF-348 1,Me s,&al 
885-IM ·ATLANTIC RESOURCE& SCF-348AI 48,8111. 3S,6N 
81&-ls& ATLANTIC RESOURCES SCF-3488 24,eN 7,25-J 
183-l'26 AVERS PURITAN BCF-162 3.6ee • aa?-e:ss BAIRDSMDAE ROAD UIN9LOW SCF-461 12,896 3,814 
886-866 BALTIMORE AVE LINDEN A D BSF-•Be • • 886-866 BALTIMORE AVE LINDEN A D SCF-397 &.,see 7,488 
885-135 ll'ARONE BARREL & DRUM KEARNY SCF-291 5.697 s.&CJ7 
882-881 BARONE DARREL & DRUM NEWARK SCF-M8 4,748 4,7"8 
882-052 BARONE BARREL & DRUM ~ATERSDN SCF-80~ 276.872 276.872 
eae-018 · BARRIER CHEMICAL BCF-313· 14,00. 14,875 
882---·~ BAYONNE INDUSTRIES SCF-808 16.213 16,213 
884-f'06 BEACHWOOD/BERKELEY EPA-CPt'J 632. s~uB 158.696 
ea&-f'ea 8ECKERVILLE ROAD A D SCF--32t; 15,0~ 0 ........... ---~..-. 

..._ _______ .. ___ ..... ---.... -. ~ - ............ ,.,.,._...._ .. -. - Gfl.ff!. 

.. 

I 
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APPROVED AUTHDRI!ATIDNB 
AS IF DECEMBER 31, 1986 

SITE BITE NAME/DESCRIPTION RUTH NET AlmfDR I ZED EXPENDED 
NUMBER NO AMOUNT AMOUNTS 
-~~---~-~~~~-~-----------~--------~-------~----------~-~-~~------------~--~ I 

885-123 BEEF INTERNATIDtA.. GSF-137 116 II& 
. 885-123 BEEF INTERNATIONAL SCIF-273 3.378 3,378 
887-833 BELLEPLAIN STATE PARK SCF-447 4,108 2,268 
886-0881 BELLEVILLE TURNPIKE A D SCF-414 5.208 1,538 
886-1832 BELLMAWR. IBOAO ABAND DIRUM SCF-346 5,800 3,338 
886-032 BELLMAWR BORO ABAND DRUM OSIF-PEND • 1,424 
eae-IIJCJI BERRY'S CREEK RP- 01112 Slfi,II'N • 887-044 BIONDI AVE OLD 8RIDBE SCF'-45S • 5.362 
ee&-eee BLANCHARD GT IEBSEX CO SCF-384 132,588 1116,934 
886-074 BLANKE & BALTIMORE AVE A D SCF-It0S £.eee 4.S96 
MULTI BLANKET FIELD ANALV POBT-ACT SCF-37S IM,N8 5,183 
MULTI BLANKET PIAOPOSAL RI\FB GSF-058 s,eee •. Ne • Mfl-827 BLUE SPRUCE SCF-888 12,94. 12,948 
eBIB-027 BLUE SPRIUCE SCF-190 7,898 7,ege· 
885-13& BODDER REB JI DENCI! SCF-289 2,846 2,846 
e&8-069 800 CREEK. IFAAM . EPA-even 1,3:.,818 • 

~ eae-069 · 809 .CREEK FARM EPA LEAD GSF-833-1 • • 884-087 BORNE CHEMICAL os1F-ee2 2.37S,IDM 82,&62 ~ 884-ee? BORNE CHEMICAL SCF-2S8 aa,eee 8,815 
186-083 80XTEA RESIDENCE SCF-329 2,SN ll, 786 
886-813 BRAIDLEY GARDENS MATER MAIN ssF-ee3 119,621 0 74,8811 . 

' 1184-834 BRADY I RDNI. I METALS SCF-22S 41,133 41,133 
884-834 BRADY IRON I METALS SCF'-22SA 3e,ses 38,MS 
884-03~ . BRADY I RON & f!ETALS SCF-22SB 16,517 lta,517 
884-834 .RADY I Anti & METALS BCIF-221C 12,3S3 12,3S3 
884-031 ~RADY'B PUB BRANCHVILLE BCF-223 4,e74 4,.74 
886-81& AASB CABn.E WATER MAIN EXT GSF-816 2, ....... 11 MS,337 
886-053 BRICK TWP OCEAN COUNTY 8SF-e47 . &7s,eee • eae-828 · BRIIDBEPOAT RENTAL C8R09, SCF'-I'M 381,867 38,867 
M8-028 BRI D9EPOAT RENTAL C BROS» SSF-811-1 969.1JI88 • eae-e2a BA I DGEPOAT RENTAL C BROS) GSIF-e77 3,168 • •ae-02a IBR I DBEPOAT RENTAl. C BIROS) GSF-1178 3.268 S6 
eee-028 BRIDGEPORT· RENTAL f8R09) SCF-ISI 887,808 ae7,&t'e 
eae-02a D.R JrDOEPORT RENTAL C BIROS J SCF-ISIA 2.873 2,973 

I eee-02e 8RBDGEPOIRT RENTAL CBR09) SCF-ISIC 2,2~· ~,228 
eee-02a BRIDGEPORT RENTAL CBIROSJ EPA-CTec: 12,S93,£31 0 
eee-~28 BROS TANK REMOVAL EPA LEnD GSF-Ifl'3e-2 • Ill'· 
eoe-002 PU"NICK PISCATAWAY SCF-CftM !3,511'5 13,50'5 
886-042 ~URLINGTON F.NV MOT SERVICES SCF-:l63 £,~~.~~0 ~ )I 
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SITE 
NUMBER 

APPROVED AUTHORIZATIONS 
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1986 

SITE NAME/DIBCRIPTIDN AUTH 
NO 

NET AUTHORIZED 
AMOUNT 

EKPENDED 
AMOUNTS 

--~--~-~~~-----~--~-----------------~~---~----~-----------~~-~----------~~~ 
l'&e-e21 . BURNT FLY BOB SCF-Me 74,659 74.659 
888-021 BURNT FLY BOB BSF-129 17,2111,201 • 888-821 BURNT FLY BOO BCF-171 2,328 . 2,32 •. 
888-021 BURNT FLY 809 BCF-177A 2,629,574 6,614 
•ae-e21 BURNT FLY 800 SCF-284 6,486 6,486 
eee-021 BURNT FLY BOG SCI_='-350 4,759 4,639 
eee-e21 BURNT FL V BOO EM-CP84 13,M3,91"J 5,899,418 
eee-021 BURNT FL V BOG BSF-PEND • 3,365 
eae-e21 BURNT FLY BOB REMEDIAL DESIGN GSF-863 191,276 • 888-821 BURNT FLY 809 WEBTERL Y 8SF-Ie5-l • ft 
11'88-821 BURNT FL V BOO/TYLER'S LANE SCF-268 &,aee 4,186 
eee-047 C P S MADISON SSF-899 71S.981t • 1'88-847 C P 9 MADISIJN GSF-aee l3.,4N • eae-e&\7 CPS MADISON SCF-148 22,648 22,648 
0ae-e47 C P 8 MADISON SCF-148A 34,816 34,816 
88&-l'J2e CALDWELL TAUCKI,_ EPA-CT83 6N.eN • 883-848 CALBON HAWTHORIE SCF-192 2 9 M8 2, ... 
ea7-e41 CARBON PLACE ABMD LAB PACKS BSF-Ie8 2S,Ne 6,6SI 
887-841 CARBON PLACE ABAie. LAB PACKS SCF-377 • • eae-e75 CHEESQUAKE STATE PARK SCF-236 II, 732 . 11,732 
789-817 CHEMICAL CONTROL SCF--- 24,797,187 e•,?97,te7 
789-817 CHEMICAL alNTROL BCF-etJe s&,"S7 S6,4S7 
789-817 CWEMICAL-CONTROL BCF-11._ :1,198 5,198 
789-817 CHEMICAL CONTROL 8CF-114A 17,321 17,321 
789-el7 a CHEMICAL CONTROL SCF-1148' • • 7&9-et7 CHEMICAL CONTROL BCF-116\C 4,735 4,735 
789-817 CHEMICAL CONTROL SCF-114D 4e,7as 48,715 
789-817 CHEMICAL. CONTROL BSF'-139 .2311 .... • 789-817 CHEMICAL CONTRnt. EPA..;.CTe4 782,3N • eee-065 CHEMICAL INSECTICIDE SCF-188 48.,718 .8,718 
•ae-065 ICHEMICAL INSECTICIDE SCF-188A 11.443 11,443 
886-021 CINNAMINSON TWP EPA-CT05 71'Cl',M0 e 
PEND I INS i COAL GAB ~EVEL EFFORT SCF-38CJ· ~-.I'N • 885-082 . COMBE FILL NORTH . BSF-11155 lt7,31'0 23,&1'7 
885-002 ICOMBE FILL NOR~ SCIF-245-1 • • 885-082 'COM~E FILL NORTH 9CF-31\tt7 28.,748 20.,74R 

.-..~ ................. All. .. tft11111rU I=IPQ-tr:!PM~ 47fll,313 '~U20 7l'l 

... 

I 
>' 



APPROVED AUTHORIZATIONS 
AS lF DECEMBER 31, 1986 

BITE SITE NAME/DESCRIPTION AUTH NET AUTHORIZED EIPENbE:ID 
NUMBER NO AMOUNT · AMOUNTS 

------~-~-~-~~--~---~~~~----~----~--~~~---------------~---------------~~--~ eae-e&a COMBE FILL SOUTH GSF-1'93 3, ••• • eae-06a COMBE FILL SOU~ GSF-119 I 17,991 4,4M 
.188tll-868 COMBE FILL SOUTH .SCF-3e4-l 46,899 39,159 
888-068 COMBE FILL SOUTH SCF-3e4A 143.473 1es,e~;s 

eae-e6a COMBE FILL SOU~ EPA-CP06 813,673 377,883 
•ee-esa COMBE FILL SOOTH CFS) GSF'-083 n.-.Ne • 880-868 COMBE FILL SOU~ SAMPLING GSF-128 t·N,25e :59,858 
884-027 COOPER RIVER ABAND DRUM SCF-218 • • 885-129 COBDEN CHEMICAL COATINGS GSF-005 367,8M 3te,99a 
885-129 COSDEN CHEMICAL COATINBB SCF-288 155,0,.. IS49 l21 
8BS-129 COBDEN CHEMICAL COATINGS GSF-IPEND • 156 
886-837 COTT BEVERAGE ADAND DRUM SCF-357 25,Me • · 886-837 COTT BEVERAGE ABMD DRUM GSF-PEND • 11,591 
885-IM 'CURTIS PROPERTY GSF-015 35,18N) 2e,SI8 

· ·aas-tse CURTIS PROPERTY GSIF-868 24,158 • 
~ eas-t~ CURTIS PROPERTY SCF-31:5 se,eee 32,768 
'-I 885-1:541 CURTIS PROPERTY GSF-PEND • I, 715 
~ ·ese-0~4 D'IMPIERID SCIF-132 374,797 374,797 

eee-eS4 D'IIJIIPERIO EPA-CT87 S,321,437 • 888-054 ID' IMPERIO EPA LEAD GSIF-1'31-2 • • . 
884-839 DALES TAVERN SCF-235-2 ....... . S8,446 
M&-084 DATA ACDUI91TION SCF-IM 7S,eH 7,.34 
884-888 DATA ACQUISITION SCF-II'CJ u, ... SIS 
eae-894·. DELILAH ROAD EPA-CP87 577,638 I88,4SI 
886-8:52 DENZER I SCHAFER G8F-f'4S ?ee,eee • 885-125 DEPTFORD DRUM DUMP SCF-279 t, r.se s,ese 
eae-••• DEREWAL CHEMICAL CO GSF-121 21,eMI • M8-184 DERENAD.. CHEMICAL CO &CF-386 • • eee-te4 DEAEWAL CHEMICAL CO EPA-CT86 6N,fMllle • 

~DEVELOP HAZ MaT PLAN CleF· INC)GSF-N4 247.,469 123,2!55 
eee-e&4 DIAMOND ALKALI GSF-886 1,483 48,517 

I e8~064 iDIAMOND ALKALI .GSF-121' 3e,t40 • eae-e&4 DIAMOND ALMALI SCF-187 118,781 I,!, 781 
e&e-064 · 011 AMOND ALIKAIL.I SCF-187A 48, 517' e 
888-064 ! DIAMOND ALO<AL I SCF-242 8., Ill a. II t 
•ee-064 ·DIAMOND ALKALI . SCF-266 128.450 1~8.,450 )" 

885-114 DIAMOND SHAMROCM GSF-095 28,11'1'0 0 
185-114 DIAMOND SHAMROCK SCF-341t t7,51i'f' 16,2!-)ft 
885·-114 D I AMONO SHAMROf:K I'~UAL IT V REV GSF-140 1 r, u • ~"'"' ·~ 



... 
81TE SITE NAME/DESCRIPTION RUTH NETeAUTHOAilED EXPENDED 

NIUMBER NO AMOUNT AMOUNTS 

~-----~----~~~~--~-~----~-----------~--~-~--------~------~---------~~~--
DISPOSAL 8UIDELINE9 GSF-026 101',0N • 

885-1~4 DONOHUE RESIDENCE SCF-322 870 878 
887-883 DOVER TWP WATER EXT SCF-42' 6349 4N • 
IICJLTI DRUM DUMP ROUNDUP POST'-RCT SCF-238 91,985 91,985 
MUJ...TI DRUM DUMP ROUNDUP PRE-ACT SCF-238 • • 
eae-066 DUCK ISLAND SCF-189 l7, 31.'5 17,385 
eae-tea EASTERN CHEMICAL SCF'-i\96 7 ••• 4,e0e 
886-069 EDGEWATER INDUSTRIAL PARK SCF-3CJ3 511,11180 45,845 
798-018 EDGEWATER PARK WILLINBBORO SCF-I'N 16,2"73 16,273 

. 881-01111 EDGEWOOD 8DRD LF E EIRUN9WICK SCF-I'M 76,949 . 76,9~9 

aa?-eea EDSAL. BLVD ABAND DRUM SCF-422 7,Me 1,616 
887-011\ ESB HARGOA WATER MAIN SCF-4e9 2,243,808 • 
8811-lll'IS EL Cl D HOWELL TWP SCF-t'N 2S,SIS 2S,!IIS 
eas-n2 ELl ZABETH I RON WORKS BSF-1'82 se,Me 18,824 
88~-IS2 ELI ZABETM I RON WIAK8 SCF-316 a,•ee s,eea 
882-0118 .ELLIS PROPERTY IEPA-CPrJ· 4S8,Me 26,218 

~ 
MlLTI EMEABENCY SAMPLINBI POST-ACT SCF-178 16,M4 IS,931l 
MULTI EMIERBENCY SAMPLINB PRE-ACT SCF-17e 748 748 

~ 886-1'38. ENFORCEMENT SAMPLES SSF-PEND • '7,596 
883-043 ETRA LAKE HIBHT8TOWN SCF-184 1,177 1,177' . 
•ae-est EWA-PHILLIPB SCF-111'4 7,912 

. 
7,912 

' eee-0s1 EVOR-PHI(LIPS RI\F8 BSF-851 714,838 • •ee-e&3 EWAN PROPERTY SCF-183 ·12, 747 12,747 
eae-eu ENAN PROPERTY EPA-CTe& see .... • 
•ae-et3 . FABOCA · .JAME91BUR8 BCF-eee ae,4S9 te,4s-t 
186-049 FAIRCLOUBH OIL SPILL BCF-378 t2,eM 8,977 
aa7-ea• FEND PROPERTY SCF-428 fl8,SM 8,734 
887-013 IFIEABU90N RESIDENCE GSF-1'58 6 ...... 83e 
MULTI FIELD SAMPLING POST-ACT BCF'-37- ...... 4,895 
798-016 FLORA ST ELIZABETH SCF-e0e 25,961 29,961 
eae-tee . FLORENCE LANDFILL SCF'-214 658 &58 
eae-nM I FLORENCE LANIIJF ILL SCF-2'98 • • I eae-tl'e FLORENCE LRNDF ILL EPA-CPie 956,678 ese,4s7 
885-122 FOUNDRY STREET SCF-272 7,262 0 

7,262 
8J88-Gl'tb8 ~FRANKLIN MINES FRANKLIN TY!Jl SCF-0M 11,298 i 1,289 
883-089 FRANKLINVILLE DRUM DUMP SCF-153 6,49&· 6,498 )' 

8~~-147 FRELINGHUV~EN AVE C280) n 1D SCF-318 25,~0 7 9 89A 
885-142 FRELINGHUVSEN AVENUE SCF'-301 A. leAf' 1,35~ 

------- ------------ .... 



APPROVED AUTHORIZATIONS 
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1986 

BITE SITE NAME/DESCRIPTI-ON AUTH NET AUTHORIZED EXPENDED 
NUMBER NO AMOUNT AMOUNTS 

~~~--~-~~---~-~~~--~--~--~-~----------~------------------------~~-----~ 
eae-817E FRIEDMAN PROPERTY SCF-1137 24,249 • 880-017E FRIEDMAN PROPERTY EPA~CPI I 204,277 14.,149 
888-861 FRONTAGE IROAD SCF-168 10,0N • 884-019 GAF CORP LINDEN SCF-2N £~. 205 2,285 
884-819 GAF CORP LINDEN SCF-328 21,"-'N • 886-079 BAMERAL ELIECT 8UPP HILLSIDE SCF-412 21.2,075 !5,9117 
886-846 GARDEN STATE PKV EXIT 159 SCF'-369 5,0M 176 
886-046 GARDEN STATE PKY EXIT 159 BSF-PEND • ,3.472 
eae-e1t1 GEMS LANDFILL SCF-8N 22,333 . 22,333 
88S..I28 BEM9 LANDFILL GSF-064 J7s,eee 117,564 
eae-e~t1 GEMS LANDF IU. GSF'-187 2se,0ee 162,981 
eae-e41 BEMS LANDFILL GSF-1189 15,569 4,999 
eae-e~ta BEMB LANDFILL GSIF-1118 7S,Ne 54,924 
eae-041 BEMS LANDFILL GSF-111 • 2,485 
88tll-841 'GEMS LANDFILL GSF-112 • • 

"' eae-e4l BEMS LANIDFILL SCF-113A 2S8,11M r.se., ... 

"' eae-e4a BEIMS LANDF I~ SCF-1·138 33,SM 33,see 
~ 8818-841 BEMB LANDFILL SCF-1130 as.,eee as,.eee 

eae-e41 BEMS LANDFILL SCF-li31E 3,729 3,729 
ese-e41 &EMS. LANDFILL SCF-113F • • eee-e41 GEMS LANIDF liU. SCF-275 318,4 .. . ..... 
885-128 BEIJIIS LANDFILL BCF-276 . S,294 !1.,294 
eae-e4Jl o OEMS !LANDFILL SCF-284 112,211 118,931 
eae-041·· I BEMS LANDFILL SCF-2848 48.,864 28,542 
865-21.28 BEMB LANDFILL BCF-366 124 .. 2!1 46 
ee&-041 , BEMS LANDFILL EPA-CPJI2 2,293,936 • eae-e4Jl BEM9 t.ANIDFILL EIPA-cTI8 472,SM •• 
885-128 BEM9 LANDFILL . 

BSF-PEND • 223,521 
eee-041 BEMS LANDFILL 9SF-IPEND • 4M 
885-!28 BEMB LANDFILL EMER 8A9 COLLECTSCF-3SI 5N,II'N 373,261 
eee-1841 BF.M9 LANDFILL ~ LEAD GSF-834 5,325,0M 212,938 
IPENDINIJ IBENEAAL BITE LEVEL OF EF'F'ORT SCF-388 S00.0N • 

I 884-023 GIYAUDAN CORP SCF-19'1 7,008 3,308 
887-036 9LA99190RO WILDLIFE SCF-43111 5,428 2,317 
883-ti'38 GOLD LDON TAVERN SCF-172 9611' 96ft 
?78-0Gitl2 SOLDLERF TRUCKlNB SCF-1'00 143.0~2 llt3,022 
ee~-017A GOOSE FARM SCF-0~0 5 9 032 . ., I tll'f' S,03Z,I~0 )' 

•e0-~D7A BOOSE ~ARM ASF-132 ts.~e•~ 0 
.80-~17A GOOSF- FARM !;~F-13£, 11' 

.,. 



RPPAOVED Aln'HIMIZATIONB 
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1986 

SITE 81~E NAMEIDE8CRIPTIDN AUTH NET AUTHORIZED EXPENDED 
Nll.JMBER NO AMOUNT AMOUNTS. 

-~----~---~-~~-~---~~--------~~--~-~--~----------------~~-----~~-------~ • 
e88-8l7A GODSE FARM SCF•I368 34,595 34.S95 
eee-et7A BOOSE FARM· EPA-CPI3 211'1,0N 165,398 
aaa-eeg GORDON SERVICES .JERSEY CITY SCF-eee 222,713 222,713 
181-043 BRAND ST BARFIELD Clt4) SCF-008 18,762 18,762 
881-843 GRAND BT BARF' IIELD C lt4) SCF-171 94'S 94S 
883-041 BRAND ST PATERSON C316D SCF-182 25,332 25,332 
eae-egs GRAVEL PIT PLUMBTEAD ,-.., GSF-061 700,f'N • 880~044 BREEN ACRES LANDFILL WARREN SCF-008 ae.274 18,274 
885-1'46 GREEN ACRES/FAELINGHUVSEN SCF-26~-1 98,Ne 64,389 
88:5-046 BREEN ACREB/FRELINSHUVSEN f9SF-PEND • i.,8i'9 
aa:s-1~1 BREEN BROOK SETTY SCF-31.4 2,836 2,436' 
aa7-el9 BUND INDUBTAIIE8 SCF-432 12,058 2,41t2 
78CJ-NI HAMMCJNTON SCF-N'Je 49,762 49.762 
789-085 HAMMONToN SCF-808 195 195 
883-813 HAALEIBH SCF-163 2,192 e,192· 
887-028 HARRIS STEEL SCF-437 3,4se 918 
eae-e25 HARRISON LANDFILL CAMDEN SCF-eee 12,162 12,162 

~ 
884-025 HARVEY CEDARS DPN ABRND DRUM SCF-2116 482 482 
886-076 HAWTHORNE PAAK A D SCF-487 3, ... 11 M4 

~ 887-858 HEALEY IIIIJBPVG BCF-PEND • 1,845 . 
ae7.:..ee& HENRY HARRIS ~ILL SCF-448 • 0 11,43. 
885-877 HERBERT PLACE NEWARK SCF-261 2,SCJ9 2,599 
886~868 HIGGINS F'ARM FRANKLIN TWP SCF-392 9S,M8 34,336 
885-137 HIBH CA099 BAIDBE DRUM BCF-298 1,899 1.,899 
88~-849 ~HIGHPOINT SANITARY LANDFILL BSF-N&•I 3,7M,Me 3,397,.72 
885-849 HIB~INT SANITARY LANDFILL SCF-297-1 2,185,1'N ti26,2M 
885-1'49 I HIGHPOINT SANITARY LANDFILL SCF-482 77,ese • 
··~·49 HIBHPOINT IIANITMY LANDFILL BCF-429 71',Ne • 88-\-835 HIL.DEMAI'ft SCF-21'9 SA,I98 Sl, 198 
884-835 HILDEMANN SCF-219A • • ea7-eea HILLCREST BLVD Cee&t A D BCF-431 5,1'N • 883-01'6 HOECHBT HOUSE BCF-161 3.ese 3,86e 
886-812 HOLLY CHEMICAL SCF-3~· 150,11lN 55,234 
886-012 HDLLV CHEMICAL GSF-IPEND fb 28.607 
ta8fi-IIB86 ·HOPKINS FARM CRI/FBJ GSF-865 900.~ • 

' 
•ae-0a3 HORSESHOE ~DAD BAV~VILLE BSF-1822 2fb,8l'0 6.408 
l'88-f'83 HORSESHOE ROAD SAYREVILLE 9CF'-2':f'J 25,00el' I 7, 2~-:Pf' 
eee-0a3 HORSESHOE ROAD SAYREVILLE SCF-365 700,0fl'Cle f' 
080-.,_83 f.fORSIESUOF. nnnn SAVtU:VILl.E OSF-rl~ND ~ 5'87 



APPROVED 'AUTHORIZATIONS 
AS IF DECEMBER 31, 1986 

SITE SITE NAME/DESCRIPTION AUTH NET AU1MJRI ZED EXPENDED 
NUMBER NO AMOUNT AMOUNTS 

-~----------~-~~~--~~-~-~---~~~-~~~~~~~~---~----~-----~---~--~~~~-~---~~-
886-836 'HUNTER BT PUMP STAT WOODBURY SCF-3~6 6,831 &,372 
887-027 HYLAND RESIDENCE SCF-442 750 713 
88~-~~~·· I-29S CONSTRUCTION BITE SCF-246 14,88. 14,888 
897-048 IIDAIKAAR RESIDENCE ROXBURY TWP SCF-4S7 4,ate • eee-035 IMPERIAL OIL SCF-1'108 3,841 3,841 
eae-e3S IMPERIAL OIL EPA-CP14 842,614 • 886-811 INDUSTRIAL LATEX CO SCF-336 IS,Ntl 14,2CJS 
887-834 INTER FLAVOIAS & FRAB RI/F'B GSF-141 7fllll.ll'l'0 • ~TI INTEADEPARTMENT BAMP POST-ACT SCF-178 32,~ .,.32 
MULTI INTERDEPARTMENT SAMP PRE-ACT SCF-178 lfJ7,5M 11,462 
886-··· ISLAND BERCH STATE PARI< GSF-138 1,246 251. 
886-041 ISLAND !PEACH STATE PARK SCF-339 S48 I,S62 
886-867 3 T IBAKIER PHILLIPSIBUAO SCF-382 711,0N • 886-0:17 3ACKSON TWP LAB PACKS SSF-133 6,066 s.•~• 
886-8S7 JACKS«M TWP LAB PACKS SCF-388 e 1,1118 
882-061 J'ERSEY CITY SCIF-f'N 27, 113 27,113 
885-148 JERSEY CITY AlAND TANKERS GSF-094 128,Me 12&,96& 

~ 
885-148 3ERSEV CITY ABAND TANKERS SSF-PEND • 8,245 
885-148 J'ERBEY CITY ABANDONED TANKER SCF-3e8-l 714 714 

~ 884-836 .JERSEY CITY CHRII»> liM SCF-229 13.282 ·13,282 
884-836 JJEASEV CITY CHAOMIUN SCF'-254 2 1 42S,5M . 94,178 
887-l'IS JERSEY CITY STATE CDLLEBE SCF--21' 6&,8H 23,1M 
887-el& JONES INDUST 8EAY CRI/FS)CJI8)GSF-e67 7M,eM • M8-0&2 KEARNY s.:.S/KEARNY SCF-164 5,528 S,S28 
eae-862 ,KEARNY DRUM D\IIP NO 3 &SF-842 ....... • 886-081. KEARNY IIDEA PLMT A D SCF-415 8 9 4M 3,759 
eee-11ee KENILWORTH NORTH 9TH BT SCF-241 1,4S4 11 4S4 
eae-043 KIN 8UC SCF-81l7A 8,463 8,463 
Me-043 · KIN BUC SCIF-117 311,111 . 311,111 
e&e-e43 KIN-BUC EPA-CTII e,aee,eee • eas-e~ 1KINSLEV LANDFILL SCF-2~ 2s,eee 8,184 
884-832 KOOPEAS COKE CO SCF-226 25,Me • eae-e37 .iKAAMEA LANDFILL MANTUA SCF-0M 424,813 424,.13 
eae-037 KRAMER LANDFILL MANTUA Ef'A-CTI2 2,42S,II'M • .S8-037 'KRAMER LANIDFILL MANTUA EPA GSF-829-1 • • i ea&-0e7 KRUZ RESIDENCE SCF-334 2,SN 2,461 
eae-038 ,KRVSOWATV 8CF-I'i0f' 18,~92 DO, •9•:0 
eae-03a KRVSOWATY GSF-071 3.540 l, 9ft 7 ~· 
880-038 KAVSoe.BATV scr--10~A 3~.~0* 31A,t'011t'b 

)I 



• 

BITE SITE NAME/DESCRIPTION AUTH NET AUTHOAIZIEID EXPENDED 
NUMBER NO AMOUNT AMOUNTS 

-----.-----~ ... --._ .... ....._ __________ ._~-------~----------------------------~---------.. -~----
eae-e3a MRYSOWATY BCF-10518 28,474) 28,479 
eee-e38 IKAVSDWATY SCF-2e1e 7,614 7,614 
eae-e3a IKRYSOWATY SCF-282 81'8,127 &e8.,127 
eae-e38 IKAYSOWATY SCF-282A 2,929 .,.12 
eae-e3a IKRVSOWATY SCF-3911 368,008 368,1108 
.ae-eJa KRVSDWATY EPA-CTI3 3,990,000 • eae-e3a IKRYSOWATY WATER MAIN EXT G9F-836 372,261 3SCJ,&&e 
186-063 LAKE OWA9SA OIL SPILL GSF-862 • • 886-.. 63 LAKE OWABSA OIL SPILL SCF-398 14, IN . l2,S74J 
I&S-131 LAKE STOCKHOLM SCF-285 2,108 1,728 
·886-864 LAKEHURST EXXON STATION IBSF-881 • • ·886-11164 LAKEHURST EXXON 8TATJlDN SCF-4188 ese,eee 235,885 
aa&-eeCJ LAKEHURST NAVEL AIR STATION BSF-114 ae0,eee 17,39S 
886~089 'LAKEHURST NAVEL AIR STATION SCIF-337 74,8M 63,141 
aa&-ee9 LAKEHURST NAVEL AIR ·sTATION SCF-362 • 62,119 

~ us-en LAKEHURST NAVEL AIR· STATION BSF-PEND • te,9&2 
881-884 LAKELAND REB ..... ABAND DRUM .SCF-eM 282,483 282,e\83 

:x. aaa-••• LAKELAND REB H9 8M ABAND DRUM SCF-143 s .... 3-979 
881-N4 LAKELAND IAEB HS 8M A8AND DRUM SCF-143A 3M, eM 165,121 
887~821 LALOR BT ABAND DRtM BCF-434 3,4SII 2,742 
887-08& LANDFILL & DEVELOP LF CL I Dt BSF-125 13,948 .. 12,825 
884-828 LAVELLETTE ABAND DRUM SCF-228 99e ,.,. 
882-888 LEONIA PETROLEUM 8CF-128A ...... 93;355 
882-888 LEONIA PETROLEUM BCF-1288 288, ... • ........ LIBERTY STATE ~ SCF__. 42,832 42,132 
eae-e55 LIPARI LANDFIU. SCF-133 279,638 e74J,&38 

·--·35 LIPARI LANDFILL 
e 

S,26S s,e&s SCF-133A --eee-e~ LIPARI LANDFILL EPA-CTI4 S,ISI'I,744 • eee-e~s LIPARI LANDFILL SPA LEAD 89F-e28-P. • • 884-824 !LITTLE E9B HARBOR AlAND DRUM BCF-215 3,eM 2,7!5e 
883-84e LITTLE SILVER BCF-185 &9 392 8,392 
881-815 iLITTLE SILVER CLEANERB SCF-l'M 33,ta&7 33,1867 

I 886-GI27 LODI WELLS . osF-eae S3,~M 27.7311 
886-027 LDDI WELLS GSF-IIS 7M,0f'l' · 711tb,e.f8 
886-1'27 ; LODI WELLS EPA-CTIS • • •a~e~9 :LONE PINE LANDFILL RCF-118 33,333 33.333 
8881-11149 'LONE PINE LANDFILL SCF-IIBA 2,et;e 2,8f.G' )II •ae-e4CJ LONE PINE LANDFILL GSF-~22 7.94ftl 356 



. 

~ 

~-· . 

BITE 
NUMBER 

.. APPRDYED AUTHORIZATIONS 
AB tDF DECEMBER 31, 1986 

BITE NAME/DESCRIPTION AUTH 
NO 

NET AUTHORIZED 
AMQUNT 

EXPENDED 
AMOUNTS 

-~----------------~-~~~-~~~--------~-------~-~--------------~~------------~--
eae-e4CJ LONE PINE LANDFILL SCF'-3~9 3,2t'S 3,285 
eae-e~t9 LONE PINE LANDF IU. EPA-CT1l6 3el',0ee • eae-e49 LONE IPINE LANDFILL EPA LEAD BSF-832 a4,et&,0N •• 
886•059 LOVELAND CORP A D SCF·-386 II', Me 3,166 
.a86-fll'S9 LOVELAND CORP A D GSF-PtEND e :1,364 
887-087 LOWER MILL ROAD SCF-335 138 • 887-1'07 LOWER MILL ROAD GSF-PEND e 138 
886-833 LUTHERAN HOME DENNIS TWP SCF-352 13,3M' 187 
.866-11133 LUTHERAN HOME DENNIS TWP GSF-PENID e 8,881 
eae-011 . MADISON CIRCLE RD EAST RUTHER SCF-M0 16. (11711 t&,e7t 

883-··· MALeR TRAILER PARK SCF-181 1,863 1,863 
883-837 MANASDlDAN WILDLIFE REF\&: SCF-173 t•,eee 1,2S8 
884-(1129 MARMJlRA GiROUNDWATER SCF-222 28,8S2 28,8~2 
884-082 MATCHAPONII RD SCF-286 6Nt see 
886-eae MEADOW AD WOODBRIDGE SCF-338-a 34, ... 29,2S9 
887-817 MEDFORD ABAND !DRUM BCF-433 4,6 •• 7,661 
PENDING METALBAAPHIC SCF-PEND • 125 
886-823 METAL TIEC/AERD8Y8TEMB EPA-I:Tl7 see,..., • 886-839 Ml DOLE TWP WATER 8U'PL Y BVB 8SF-e43 72:1, ... • 887-822 MIDDLESEX lOAD HALL A D BCIF-436 4,e2S . 1,344 
aa&-e7e MILLER PARK DMJG DtJIIIP SCF-394 ...... ' &,3ae • 
Mf8-879 MILLMABTER·DNYX, 8ULF asF-e39 7,508 2,4N 
eB&-1879 . MILLMA9TER ONYI, 8lLF SCF-191 s,eee 3,3M 
887-f'M Ml NSE I KoaYO BI«JJ I SCF-41'8 181,8N • eee-eas MIREX . 8CF-21e 3,:.e 1,958 
•ee-0as MIREX SCIF'-269 9,eee l&,e74 
884-eea MOBIL OIL .. SCF-2eS-2 61l,286 &e,ee& 
885-141 MODERN TREND AUTO l'OIDY BCF-286 2,898 ~,898 
aa&-e5t MONITORING DEVICES SSIF-844 7N,eN • 
884-0118 MONSANTO CHEMICAL CAMDEN SCF-213 ..... ..... 
eee-1'99 ,.aNTGOMERY TWP EPA-cPI6 643,434 248,127 
•a7-0e2 MONTVILLE TWP MORRIS CO SCF-443 719,4M • 887-013 MOVIE LABS ABAND DRUM SCF-417 15,Mt' 7,216 
&BS-058 MT LAUREL DRUM DUMP SCF-251 a, 7•2 . 1l' 71'2 
886-004 ~LICA TWP POLICE BARRACKS SCF-33e 10.,000 4.388 
886-004 MULLICA TWP POLICE 9ARRACK9 BSF-PEND 0 53 
·882-058 MVERS IPROPERTV PITTSTOWN SCF-f'l'l'f' 4,000 4,•~~ 
882-059 MVERS PROPERTY PITTSTOWN EPn-CTBB 525.0~0 "' 096-fi'f'D Me GRtnF:: llFil fPOMOnC, ~CF-~~'l ~"'·"'"'~ J~. 6'• 8 

I 
>' 



RPPRDVEID AUTHORIZATIONS 
AS IF DECEMBER 31, 1986 

SITE SITE NAME/DESCRIPTION AUTH NET Mn'HORI ZED EXPENDED 
NUMBER NO AMOJJNT AMOUNTS 

~~~-~-----~~-~~-~~~---~---~------~--~------------------~-----~-~~~---
887-817 N l. INDUBTRIIE8 . AP- M3 se,eee 22,248 
886-854 NABISCO ABAND DRUMS SCF-372 6,lN 1,(1167 
aa&-es• NABISCO ABAND DRUMS GSF-PEND e 3,,188 
ea&-el& NASCDLITE OSF'-087 4e,t'N • aas-eas NASCOLITE EPA-CPI7 S4e,eee sa7.ssa 
887-824 NATIONAL DIABNOBTIC WATER MAINGSF-046-1 l,467,1b08 • 887-1'24 NATIONAL DIABNOSTICS SCF-439 ll,ttN • Ms-127 NAVEL WEAPONS STATION EARLE GSF-113-1 41,635 e,eee 
88~-127 NAVEL WEAPONS STAT ION EARLE SCF-271 18,315 19,453 
1&7-e2S NAYLON AVE A .D SCF-441 34J,II'N !!6,448 
886-865 NEWARK BAY ACID DAUN GSF-11169 • • ea&-e&s NEWARK BAY ACID DRUM SCF-395 6,28e 3t'711 
886-828 NEWARK DAIYE-IN DIOXIN SCIF-341 4,328 2,168 
e88-812 , NEWARK STAMP I DYE SCF-eee 113,934 113,934 
aas-~e3 NEWTON CREEK SCF-248 1,843 1,843 
886-035 ININTENDO AMERICA A D SCF-354 s.,eee l,9e4 
886-835 NINTENDO AMERICA A D &SF-PEND • 1,174 
887-835 NINTH AVE AD SCF-449 4,SM 2,1.2 

~ 
MULTI NON-SUPEIFtJtt&JD INVEST PaST-ACT SCF-176 64, ... 7,916 
MULTI NON-SUPERFUND INVEST PAE-IET SCF-176 a,Ne • ~ MULTI NON-SUPERFUND ....,._PRE-ACT BCF-175 89, ... . 18,493 -·--- NORTH 2S HDUSIN8 TRENTON SCF-eee 31, 141 . 31,141 
... 82Mo NORTH BERGEN DRUM DUMP BCF-eN 8,836 8,836 
H8-822AI NORTH BEAGEN DfUII DUMP SCF-134 62,1.3 62,183 
aa?-eaa NORTH HOOK ROAD AIIAND DRUM GSF-184 48, ... 4,31. 
eae-en .NORTHERN ·FINES FRANKLIN TWP SCF-eM IS7,3~8 157,348 
886-829 NORTHVALE DPW AJPAND DRUM SCF-342 s.eee 2,-ns. • 
18:5-878 OAKLAND MILLS RD · BCF-259 e,e24 e,ee• 
887-e49 OAKRIDGE SCORE SERVICE 8TATIONSCF-4S8 3,3N • 
884-818 OLD 8RID8E ABAND DRUM SCF-212 488 488 
ae&-eR DLD DELBEA DR MALABA A D BSF-134 273 273 
886-082 IOLD DELSEA DR MALAGA A D SCF-328 • • 
MlLTI DBA BITE PLAN REVIEMB PRE-ACT BCF-17~ ..•. ., e,9&4 

i ea&-ets DTT·ILLIO LANDFILL GSF"-M6 Sl8,661t .. 
886-8~3 .OVBTEA SEED ~ED IRUTBEA'St SCF-364 15,1000 &,Me 
eae-esg ~ J P LANDFILL OSF-Ibltll-1 19.898,550 17,885,221 

· eee-e59 P 3 P LANDFIILIL BSF~III9tt 19,11'21 8,786 
ea!l'-059 P .J P LANDFILL SSF-091 200,11l'N fb :.-
eae-0sg P .J IP LANDF I Lft.. GSf-"-0'36 4.,366,0~3 4,243~JI 1o 



RPPROYED At.n"HDRIZATIONB 
AS OF DECEMBER 31 9 1'986 

SITE BITE NAME/DESCRIPTION Atn'H NET AUTHOR I ZED EXPENDED 
NUMBER NO AIMOUNT AMOUNTS 
~------~~-~~--~-~-----~---------------~--~--~~-~----~~-~------------~-----~ 
.eae-817D PI.JAK FARM EPA-CPI9 292,5M 167,895 
888-81170 PIJAK FARM - 8AMPLIN9 SCIF-36e • • 88S-146 PILOT WOODWOIIKIINB DRUMS SCF-31le 1,219 1,219 
884-089 POMONA OAKS GSIF-1898-1 2,SCJ59 973 141,345 
884-089 POMONA OAKS GSF-1117 7f'CIJI,008 7 .. , __ • 
ea4-eM POMONA OAKS SCF'-239 1,4as,e27 1,469,478 
ea4-eeg POMONA DAMS EPA-CTI9 • • POTABLE WELL ....._liMB esF-041 I018,0M • 882-896 POWER TEST SCF-141 25.404 . 25,484 
887-051 POWERS FARM DCEM CC SCF-454 68,0M • 88S-86S PRATT 8A8RIAL SCF-32t\A ae•.•• • 883-065 PRATT GABRIEL SCF-324 se,eee 4., ... 
aes-e&s PRATT GABRIEL SCF-31t7 s,et~~e 3,598 
MULTI PRE-AUTH BITES •••• POBT-ACT SCF-808 189,824 189,1824 
Mli..TI PRE-AUTH BITES •••• PRE-ACT SCF-Ne 28,146 28,146 

~ M8-034J PRICE' B LANDFILL SCF-0M 37,471 37,4711 

4 eee-e39 PRICE'S LANDFI~ SCF-146 1,236,265 ae.,&92 
eae-039 PRICE'S LANDFILL SCF-146R2 2,865 e,ess 
eae-e39 PRICE'S LANDFI~ SCIF-11.468 2,887 2,887 
eae-039 PRICE'S LANDFILL BCF-146C • . • eae-e39 PRICE'S LANDFILL SCF-1460 214, ... 'et4, ... 
eae-039 PRICE' 8 LANDFILL EPA-CPM 6,835,736 4 1 8761 S3'J 
eae-e39 PRICE'S LANDFILL EPA-CT28 225, ... • Me-839 PRICE'S LANDFILL ee I .3 GSF-118 308,935 • 884-N9 . 'PRINCETON TWP WATER DEPT SCF'-211 I, 125 1,125 
184-034 PUBLIC INFO DIOXIN BRADY I & MSCF-244A ~ sea 
888-864 PUBLIC INFO DIOXIN DIA ALKALI SCF-244 93 Ml 
885-143 PIULABK I SKYWAY BCF-383 ..... 3,&•• 
88S-ttS4 PYRAMID TRUa<IMI BCF-2~8 6.,766 &,766 
182-057 !OUANTA SCF-t'08 988 988 
882-857 QUANTA SCF-169 448 448 

i 882-057 ~QUANTA EPA-CT2l 2.839,SN e. 
882-0~7 IOUANTA - STATE SHARE BSF-1'17 • • 884-042 11RADON CONSTRlJJCTliON MBT GSF-039 &.·SN,N0 2.eae,t36 !:(• 
MULTI .RADON PILOT SOIL RF-M POST-ACT SCF-253 6~2,50~ 658,866 
MULTI RADON PILOT SOIL REM ~·OST-ACT SCF-349 • fb 

)It 

VARIOUS 'RADON PILOT SOIL REMOVAL GSF-1'92 89,151 " WlRIOU9 RADON PILOT SOIL REMOVAL GSF-138 47,4'31 a\P-:,964 
884-~lt2 RAOON P II_OT 9fJ VI. RW::Mf1VAO . · GSF-Cf1'0i "·"'~"'.~"'~ 3, n .,.;? • 3t:.•~ 



IAPPROVED AUTHDRIIATIDNS 
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1986 

SITE 81TE.NAMEIDEBCRIPTION AUTH NET AUTHORIZED EIPENDED 
NJMDER NO AMOUNT AMOUNTS 

~-~--~-~-~---~-~--~---~-~~--~~~--~~----~------~----~~----~--------~-~----. 
•ae-esg P .J P LANDFILL GSF-M7 23,11167 41,281 
eae-~CJ P 3 P LANDFILL SCF'-2e1 5.979 6,792 
eae-esg P 3 P LANDFILL SCF-201A 11,732 1&,732 
eas-t3e P cl P LANDFILL SCF-283-1 356,933 315,652 
885-138 P .J P LANDFILL SCF-283A • • 88~-138 P ,J P LANDFILL SCF-2839 1,133,996 1,626,935 
886-tll77 P P 8 ABAND DRI.IM . SCF'-418 3 .... &38 
886-0~ P. B E I 8 ROW HAMILTON TWP GSF-135 944 944 
ae&-e:ss P 8 E & 8 ROW HAMILTON TWP SCF-376 • 35 
886-072 PALISADES AYE A D Cl658, SCF-4181 6,8M s,:r.s3 
886-045 PARSIIPPANV-TROY HILLS A D SCF-'368 3,Ne • 886-045 PARSIPPANY-TROY HILLS A D GSF-PEND • 1.,823 
887-831 PATERSON MINT YARD SCF-446 9,1M 1,989 
186-844 PATTERSON IROAD JACKSON TWP BSF-859 s.Ne 1.,699 
886-fl44 PATTERSON ROAD .JACKSON TWP SCF-367 98, ... 9e,923 
885-132 PENN AYE I:SN BLOCK/LINDEN SCF-287 1.,428 1,428 
eae-ega PEPE FIELD EPA-CPI8 &S2,924 288,767 

" 
88:5-1~· PEA ICE PROPERTY HILL TOP SCF-294 3,.21 3,.21 
aas-ass PERILLO RESIDENCE SCF-327 1,876 .,.7& 

~· 887-11112 PERONA TIRE FIRE HAMMONTON SCF-413 l2,5M te,9s3 
887-812 IPEAIJNA TIRE FIRE HAMifciONTON SCF-459 &e,eM . • 77a-0e1 PERRINEVILLE SCF-eN 11,387 • at,3e7 
881-887 PERTH AMBOY F'lllll SCF-He 17,84& 17,846 
181-828 PERTH AMBOY PCB f.WJTCO» SCF-fJM 95,474 95,47~ 
881-828 . PERTH AMBOY PCII. CWITCO) SCF-193 2S, ... 24,44. 
181-028. IPERTH AMBOY PCB .CWITCO) SCF-193A 478,8M 3851 S85 
881-e2e PERTH AMBOY PCB CWITCO) BCF-1938 35e,eee . 48,816 
881-028 PERTH AMBOY PCB CNITCO) SCF"-193C &,fiJM • 881-8281 PERTH AMBOY PCB CWITCOt SCF-283. s,eee • eaa-e2e PERTH AMBOY PCB CWITCD»«RI/FStiSSF-e48 t,eee,Ma . ..... 
MULTI PHASE Ill DIOXIN INVEST I'LANKETBSF-8S4 se,Me 3,158 
IJftJL Tl PHASE II DIOXIN POST-ACT SCF-24fl l1ti,57S 141,344 
MULTI PHASE llll DIOXIN POST-ACT SCF-24M 174,788 171,87-' 
MULTI PHASE II DIOXIN PRE-ACT SCF-241' 6,425 6,429 

I MlLTI .PHASE II DIOXIN PRE-ACT 9CF-24f'A 4,212 4,212 
887-085 PHILADELPHIA AVE ABAND DRUM SCF-426 4 9 lN 2,653 
eae-0170 PI.JAK FARM SCF-008 961; CJfl6 
.98-0170 PIJAK FARM GSF-1'72 25,f'l'0 f' 
eae-et7D PIJAK FARM SCF-135 250 60~ Ill' 

·)t 



e 

APPROVED AUTHORIZATIONS 
AS OF DECEMBER 311 .1996 

·- BITE BITE NAME/DESCRIPTION AUTH NET AUTHOR I ZED EXPENDED 
NJ.IMBER NO AMOUNT AMOUNTS 

-------~--~~----- ---~~-~~~~-~~-~------~---~~---~-~----------~--------~--
884-e~ee RADON/GLEN RIIME BSF-183 26,6f'S 5,865 
884-048 RADON/GLEN RIDGE SCF-234 27.371 28,209 
884-848 RADON/OLEN RIDGE EPA-cT23 ?ee,Me • 884-042 RADON/MONTCLAIR SSF-1e2 46,670 37,349 
884-842 RADON/MONTCLAIR SCF-233 67,945 78,288 
884-042 RADON/MONTCLAIR-WEST DRANOE EPA-CT22 70e,eee • 884-1841 RADON/WEST ORANBE BSF-181 117,672 2,&19 
884-041 RADON/WEST OAANBE SCF-227 7,737 a.e~g 

887-823 RAND AD DRUM DUMP SCF-435 12,185111 1,867 
887-032 RARITAN'& VAL ST SAYREVILLE SCF-445 &,see 3,926 
aa1-eaa RENORA SCF-202 6~6 656 
e83-e47 RESEARCH OAGANIC/INORBAINC SCF-383 11,eee • 883-847 RESEARCH OAORNIC/INDAGAINC SCF-421 788,8N • 883-847 'RESEARCH ORGANIC/INOROANIC BSF-eS2 5S,M8 • 883-847 RESEARCH ORGANICIINORBANIC SCF-186-1 gs,eee 78,!181 

"q 
883-847 RESEARCH ORBANIC/INDABANIC BCF-277 n,e&e,Ne 1,167,969 
883-847 RESEARCH OAGANICIINOABANIC SCF-277A 142,8M . 188,153 

~ 884-022 RHONE PDlLINE SCF-194 ..... ..... 
88:J-139 RICCARDI OIL SPILL SCF-295 s,eee 3,187 
1185-818 IRIDBEFIB..D BCF-265-1 32,45 3:!,4S6 
ea7-ee• RINGOES ABAND DM»> SCF-425 a,?M .. 4,389 
881-014 RINBWDDD WEST MILLFDRD SCF-111'11 l,e97,482 1,897,482 
aa&-ees ROBBINS RESIDENCE SCF-332-1 ~-.-- 23,&52 
186-I'CIS ROBBINS RESIIDENCE . BSF-PEND • 4,945 
88S-0S2 ·ROBERTS RD/WRTERB NURSERY SCIF-~5 S,63S s,us 
184-f'84 ROCKAWAY 8DRD WELLS BCF-296 • • 
884-884 ROCKAWAY 80RD WELLS· EPA-cP22 421,447 284,445 
887-11112 ROCKAWAY 11IP RIIF8 GSF-11'6 857, ... • 886-826 ROCKY HILL WEU.FIELD EPA-cP23· 62e,aCJ2 182,4ea 
182-11139 ROEBLINB COMPLEX BCF-8M 215 213 
882-839 I ROEBLINB COMPLEX SCF-247 7,353 7,353 
M2-039 . RDEBLIINB COMPLEX EPA-CT24 SN,I'N • 

I 
887-1'29 'ROUTE I & 9 DRUM FIRE SCF-43e 7,..-e s.&ee 
884-026 ROUTE 22 LAKEWOOD A D SCF-217 892 892 
881-~08 tROUTE 35, MILE MARKER 49 BCF-I'M 2,.78 2,.78 
881-111'0& .ROUTE 35, MILE MARKER 49 SCF-312 2.237 2,237 
887-068 'ROUTE g LAl'PACKS DEAM£LEV SICF"-453 5,Gt00 2,464 :.-· 
884-043 S C P CARil..SDADT SCF-237 Ill' 0 
885-834 9 C P NEWARK SCF-292 12,987 12.,987 



RPPMMED AUTHORIIAT1DNB 
AS OF DECEMBER 31 1 1986 

BITE BITE NAIE/DDJCRJPTION AUTH NET AUTHOR I ZED EXPENDED 
MJMBER NO AMOUNT AMO&.:t~TB 

-~-~~~--~~~~----~------~-----~----~-~-~--~-----------~------------~--~-~ 
885-134 8 C P NEWARK SCF-292A 247 247 
886-038 SAMPLE DISPOM. ENFORCEMENT SCF-3SS 96.,672 •••• 798-81? SAMPSON TANK CONRAIL YARD 3 C SCF-0 .. I48,M7 14e,ee7 
eae-025 SAYREVILLE LANDFILL SCF-eM a,g&e 1,96. 
eae-e26 SAYREVILLE LANDFILL RI/FS GSF-C8121 9111,2112 • 1187-883 SCHUESSLER RESIDENCE SCF-468 7,735 • 886-838 SECOND RIVER OIL SPILL SCF-385 s,·eee 3,&15 
884-837 SERIN PROPERTY FRANKLIN BORO SCF-231 2.,eee • 886-871 SERVICE RD •F• A D SCF-396 e,eee 241 
e&e-078 SHARKEY LANDFILL EPA-CP24 6118,008 527,418 
eaa-e7e SHARKEY LANDFILL CLA8 ANALY) BSF-127 144,3M 144,647 
886-017 SHARON AD H20 MAIN MERCIER CO GSF-el3 • • 886-817 SHARON IRD H20 MAIN MERCER CO SCF-423 4ei,SM 126,213. 
885-124 SHIRLEY AVENUE SCF-278 1,189 1,189 
886-838 SHOTMEVER MOBIL/LABAR REBID SCF-343 2s,eee • 887-1882 .SHUNPIKE RD A8AND DRllt SCF-419 3,S2e 1,799 
886-834 BIBNAL STAT A D SCF-3S3 s, ... 881 
886-034 SIGNAl. STAT A D GSF-PEND • 2,49-
aa:s-es? BIBNO 80MERVIU.S .JMR WARE BCF-~7 ese, ... 1!47,&23 

~ 885-857 81GND 8DMERVILLR JANR WARE SCF-2S7A 2,978,eN e,793,424 
-~--:17 81GNO SOMERVIUJ! ~-~~ WARE SCF-2:178 32,SM . • ~ • 
885-857 BIGNO SOMERVILLE .IANR WARE SCF-2S7C 47,508 • 884-M3 BIBNO TRAD,Na 89F-814 ..... 41,148 
ea+-ee:t 81BNO TRADINS SCF-287 ...... 48,848 
884-M3 SIGNa TRADINB SCF-287A s, ... •wS32 
184-883 816NO .TRAD·IING SCF-2878 525, ... II!S,Me 
884-ee3 · 819NO TRADINB SCF-2111~ ase,eM 8S8,N9 
884-883 BIGNO TRADINB SCF-2e7D e.~.•• e,433,S92 
MULTI SMALL DRUM ROUNilltP POST-ACT. SCF-156 39,133 39,133 
MlLTI SMALL DRIM ROI.JNIJI.P PDBT-ACT SCF-IS&A. 121,929 lt4f,2M 
MlLTI SMALL DAlM ROUNDUP PRE-ACT SCF-156 74 74 
MULTI isMALL DRUM ROUNDUP PRE-ACT SCF-IS6A g,e71 9,.71 . 

I MtLTI SMALL BITE METRO GBIF-PEND • I,S3e 
MULTI SMALL BITE NORTH BSF-PEND • 0 5e7 
eae-e48 :SOOTH 13TH STREET NEWARK «618t9CF-8018 91,&76• 411,676 
887-01.4 SOUTH RIVER BAND PIT A D 199F-e53 te,eee 4.,828 
8Be-ei7C SPENCE FAIRM 9CF-M8 12.,673 12,673 > 
e88-017C SPENCE FARN BSF-11174 25,01'0 0 
eae-•t7C SPENCE FARM SCF-138 0 .,. 



... 

-. 
RPPROVE:D AUTHDRIZATIDNB 
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1986 

BITE SITE NNE/DESCRIPTION AUTH NET Atln«JRIZED EIPENIDEID 
INUMBEIR NO AMOUNT AMOUNTS 

--~--~~--~~-----~~--~--~--~-~--~-~----~-------------------~----~~~~-~-~ 
eae-et7C SPENCE FARM EPA-CP2S 381,741 24CJ, .. 4 
eae-et7C SPENCE FARM - SAMPLING SCF-3611 • • 885-133 SPRINB VALLEY EXXON SCF-288 see 27e 
887-845 BT CHARLES BT NEWARK SCF-452 s,00e • us-e sa BT CHARLES BTIIEET SCF-268-1 5,18~ S,l84 
886-019 STAFFORD TWP WATER MAIN EXT BSF-1'123 1,868,808 929,488 
eae-e42 STORER DUMP sc~-t7CJ 238.,8N • 882-878 STORM DITCH PLAINFIELD SCF-128 1,208 l,eetb 
886-048 STRATHMORE BCHDDL MATAWAN SCF-371 13,111018 8.,264 
886-862 BTUMPTAVEAN RD A D GSF-8S7 • • 886-862 STUMPTAYERN AD A D SCF-399 s,eee 2,589 ...... BWOCO HILLSBORO SCF-808 39,528 39,528 
798-812 SWOCO HILLSBORO 1W' 9CF-0M 181,297 181,297 
888-048 SWOPE OIL BCF-eM 439 439 
818e-048 'SWOPE ·oiL SCF~ll9 7,:538 7,s3e 

~ 
eee-e4e SWOPE OIL BCF-119A 3,241 3,241 
eae-e4e SWOPE OIL EPA-cT25 215, ... • 

~ eae-e4e SWOPE OIL DEBIM 1M l.ERD GBF'-827-2 • • eee-e:s& 8YNCON AE81N8 GBF-481 19,433 • •ae-e~ BYNCON REBlNB SCF-1~ .,,see .,, .. 
···--~6 BYNCDN AE&lt.NS SCF-I~M 188,486 

. , 92,4s• 
eae-es BVNCDN RES'INB SCF-1~·8 2,1M t,ees 
eae-es 1 SVNCDN RESINS SCF-1~ec • • eae-1115 1&YNCON RESINS EIPA-cP26 3,87:1,179 e,se5,1a& 
883-843 &VNFAX INC BCF-18e l,t129 .... 
884-et3 TABERNACLE DRtiM DUMP EPA-C1'26 375, ... • 887-814 TAMARACK DIESEL .ILL SCF-c\18 s,&ee e,r.sa 
789-flll4 TEANECK . BCF-8N 1&,756 1&,7S& 
887-889 THEATRE ·EFFECTS· SCF-427 16,488 &,946 
eae-0es THOMAS COOK NEWARK SCF..;•0e !8,233 IC,233 
886-886 THOMA& ST C67-69) ABAND DRUM BCF-333 1lS,N8 :S,7S7 
885-153 ITIIDAL CREEK RTE 3S CLIFTWOOD fiCF'-321 4,817 4,M9 
885-1:53 TIDAL CREEK ATE 35 CLIFTWOOD BSF-PEND • 718 

I 88S..l38 TOWNE & COUNTRY BAOUNIDWATEA SCF-293 se,eee 18,1582 
885-144 TYLER AVENUE BCF-302 S,I'N 4,~92 
7ag-111ea 'UNITED CHE"ICAL 3ER9EY CITY BCF-e00 673,836 673,836 
88--8381 UPPER DF.ERFIIELD TWP LF OSF-116 708,00. 7C!D0,00alll 
ea~-.-3• UPPER DEERFIELD TWP lF 9SF'-l31 2~.000 fa )II 

884-0311'1 UPPER DEERFIF.LID TWP LF SCF-22'• 0 
,. 



~ 

~-D AUTHOAIZATIONB • 
AB OF DECEMBER 31, 1986 

IJITE SITE NAMEIDEBCRIPTIDN AUTH NET AUTHORIZED EXPENDED 
NUMBER NO AMOUNT AMOUNTS 

---~--------~~~-----------~--~-~-~~--~--~---~~-~~~---------------~-----~~~-~ 
884-838 'UPPER DEERFIELD ,..., LF EPA-CT27 • • 187-11'47 WA RESIDENCE ORANGE SCF-444 11,280 4,91'6 
888-11!58 VINELAND STATE SCHOOL SCF-167 9,955 9,955 
eae-057 VINELAND STATE SCHOOL DESIGN GSF-8211 75,t'JNII • 
eae-e~7 VINELAND STATE SCHOOL RI/F9 BSF-019 r.se,·eM • 886-068 W ORANGE RESERVOIR OIL SPILL SCF-381 75,0188 59,878 
887-818 WADE AYE ABAND DRUM SCF-438 12,858 1,851 
886-02~ WALDICK AEROSPACE IEPA-CT28 70f.ll,tlll'8 • 886-11882 WALECK RESIDENCE OIL SPILL &CF-~16 25,808 S,753 
884-033 WASHINGTON VALLEY AUTO SCF-228-1 45,322 45,.322 
887-848 WASHINGTON/TEWKSBURY WATER MN SCF-~St S,3311,0N • 882-063 WAYNE ABAIND DRUM SCF-8N 11,4311 11,43. 
.886-814 WEST MILFORD WATER PAO.JECT BSF-e37 2,3ee,Ne • 886-056 WHEELER PARK OIL SPILL SCF-379 311l,8f'e 17,842 
88S-84S WHEELER POINT ROAD OSF-136 •• 113 1,113 
885-I~S WHEELER POINT ROAD BCF-305 9,S3fl 11,272 
88~-814 WHITE CHEMICAL BCF-193 7,Me 3,eee 
798-015 WILLIAMS PROPERTY SCF-Me 149.711 149,711 
798-815 WILLIAMS PROPERTY 8SF•II75 48,41115 4,&2. 

~- 798-0215 WILLIAMS PROPERTY SCF-IIb8A 21,617 21,&17 ~ 
~ 79&-eas WILLIAMS PROPERTY BCF-267 14,733 13,885 

798-815 WILLIAMS PROPERTY SCF-267A II,SCJS . 16,373 
79&-eas WILLIAMS PROPERTY EPA-cP27 628,&46 339,11'8 
79&-eiS WILLIAMS PRoPERTY RI/F8 BBF-e4e aa, ... • 886-e47 !NILLIAM9/THOMPSDN PROP A D 8CF-37e -.•es 1,9!!1 
886-847 :WILLIAMS/THOMPSON PROP A D &SF-PEND • 462 
888-8178•WILSON FARM BCF-eM 122,1N 122,188 
eae-8178 NILSON FARM BSF-868 ?ee,eee • ~ 

. 885-1851 UISSE PROPERTY 8CF-2S2 2M • eae-e72 WOODLAND TWP CS32 & 721 IBBF-812-11 1,195,843 l,le4,891 
Cl'ae-e73 WOODLAND TWP CS32 I 72t B9F-CN2 1.288,8M • eae-e73 WOODLAND nP L. F ROUTE !532 SCF-262 • • 
eee-e72 WOODLAND twP L F ROUTE 72 SCF-263 • • 
1'88-872 WOODLAND TWP PETIT VEHICLE SCF-309 7,782 7.7112 

I. ---~-------~-.-~-----~-~~~~----------------------------~-----~-~-------~---~-~ 
TOTAL.S •2&6.264,212 .118,426,516. 

•••••••••••••••••••••=••••••••••••m•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••=m••••••~s 

)' 
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aKlJS MASTE IEJDIL ETION PDRAR Mlki&HTS CADril 11 198& - lllffh '· 1987) 

.• tatus Otlnge as of lllreh 6, 1987 
1 New S1tt SiN.'~ Seut•ber 31, 1916 

PUBbiC F&N> PIIVATE Rim 
81\. OTtER 11\. Dll£R 

SITE IRE STATE FE» STATE STATE FED IT ATE IDIOTS 
-~. ~~--- ... -·--~--

:m STUDY STARTS II 
II 

.bert Stel/Prtntiss I II 
llf"iCU Cylftllid II I 
0., Pol,.- I II 
II Craie,.,. I II l...,_ntil fllldiag 
•ick T...,.ip biNifill II I 
l,l"ftt Fly log I II 
fcl•us CorDOJ'IhOft l II I 
zer I Schafer I II 

vtr Uell14 I II 

" --Alillips I II 
TldlftlC:Il Canter II I AddihOMl 6 11t11 16dea to 

II origiMl 5 DliftD iM'IKhgatea 
II· I 

I II 
I II Prelillfti~Y RI results belft9 e~iluatec 

I II 
I II 

ill Oil I II 

kloft T•P Llftdfill II I Delay Clue to JUdicial troceecnngs 
y City &e.ers CSW lftvest-NJ TrlftS) II I 
Jftdustrill Slrv1et CJIS) LF I II 

II I 
I II 

II I 
I II 

i I II 
laek Trcking II I a silflld FtbPU.-y 11. 1917 
T DIL.iu II I Suppl111nt1l Work Pllft 
·tr Deric:a I II 
lftd•trin II I 11 Morkolan NVi...S by IEP 
11 io Llftdfill I II 

Dlkl I II 
iation TldmolOIY II I 

0.,Mic/lftDi'11"ic: I II 
y TOIIftlhip 111111 I II 

kllftd a.ical II I 
hllftd Coroorat iOft II I 

pe Oil I Ch11ic11 Coffasitt) II I ., reilbuPIId EPA for 11/F& eost 
/0\iaOl II I DieD ADuifer II 

Oft Clrbidt=Pol.t .. ld II I 11:0 ligftlcl 2/S/17 
v~r~~l Oil Produets II I 

Dltrfitld I II 
lftd O.ieal I II 

!and St1t1 School II I 
10n Farw •• II 
eo Corp C• litt) II I 

Publiely Fuftdld Starts s eofttraets •ardld or txocetiCI to bl aardld by tnt Ml of~~~~ 

Privately Funded Starts • .aJ ligfttd lnd/Of' fiMftCill IISUflftel proviOfd to iaitiltl ltuay 

9/X 



• • • 

f 
• Status Chlft!t 11 of Mlfdt ~ 1987 

" 11e11 Sitt SiYn ltptRbfr 31, 1986 
PUii..IC F&N) 

tk lmER 
liTE IRE SI'ATE FED STATE 

11/FS STARTS PENDING 

HAtlafttie Cftty l•prov~~~~"t a.Rnmaity 
HIEJIS I 
ttCalhlll Truc:kiftl CSuac»lllllfttll) I 

Cooper lold I 

HElizlblth Coal &Is Site 
lllnnhi• htftut I 

Htlltaltic: Alrolyst•s CSupfll-ntaU I 
IPJP Llftdf i 11 I 

HRockaly lol"' (SuppltRtltal) I 

11/FS CtlMPLETl~ 

Cllaeaell Truekulg I 
Coabe Fill llloi-th LlftCifill I 
Coloe Fill South Laftdflll I 
~ics Llbarator, lae. 
Edge..ater Ia' s 
Esux CoUftty Rtsouret Rteowr1 
tF'airl~~m Well field «SinavikJ 
Flortrft uftCI ~t~ecmt.-i"' I.F I 

HJCP I L lllar 
tlet&ltee llrolyltiB I 
Priee's Landfill I 
lckllely len 111111 I 
lha~kly Landfill I 

Hltlitld Alloy 
IYftCOI' IIIIi• I 

II 
II 
II 
It 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I I 
II 
t I 
II 
ll 

II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 

lot11 Upari Llftdfill-AIINIICI ~~cord of Dleisi• CIIIU 
llsc:olitt-Feuibility Study tc.plltt/B rot sipld 

Publitly Flftded Colpletion equals sigftiftg of ADD 

PRIVATE RH> 
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Mr. Chainnan, I ccmrend you and the Enviromnental Quality Catmi. ttee 

for reccmnencing the unfinished business of investigating and forcing 

cleanup of toxic and hazardous waste sites at military bases located in 

this State. 

As you know, in September, 1985, the General Assembly, by unaninous 

Resolution sponsored by Assemblyman Doyle, created a Special Ccmn:i.ttee to 

Investigate Hazardous Waste Practices at Military Installations (A.R. 

168, September 12, 1985.) The Assanbly Special Ccmnittee, which I was 

privileged to chair, was endowed with all the powers available to such 

legislative ccmnittees under Title 13, including but not limited to the 

pc:Mer to subpoena witnesses and canpel the production of docurrents and 

other relevant infonnation e 

In adqition to myself, then Speaker Karcher appointed Assanblywanen 

Kalik, Walker, and Assemblymen Baer, Albohn and yourself to serve on the 

Special Catmi.ttee. Knowing of your own personal ccmn:i. tment to this 

State's environment and associated issues of public health, it was with 

great disappointment at the time that I learned of your decision not to 

participate in the work of the Special Catmi.ttee. However, it was with 
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an equal measure of gratification that I learned, this past January, that 

you had placed the question of military dumping near _the top of the list 

of this State's principal environmental concerns o -
The Special Carmittee identified aver 200 toxic waste sites at 11 

federal facilities scattered throughout New Jersey o Based on a vast 

quantity of info:mation collected mainly fran DEP, EPA and the various 

federal military branches, we documented environmental problems at the 

following locations: Anny facilities at Fort Dix, Fort Mol'lRDllth, the 

Picatinny Arsenal, the fonner Raritan Arsenal (Raritan Center), the 

Bayorme Marine Terminal, and the Pedricktown Support Facility~ Navy 

facilities at Fort Earle, the Lakehurst Naval Air Center, the EWing Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory, and fonner facilities now located on the grounds 

of the Federal Aviation Administration Technical Center in Pcm::>na; as 

well as Air Force facilities located both at McGuire Air Force Base and 

on property leased to the Air Force at Fort Dix (i.e., the Banarc missile 

fire site). 

The Special Carmittee identified then present or potential threats 

to groundwater associated with military toxic sites at and/ or. around 

Lakehurst, Picatinny, Dix, McGuire, Earle, Mormouth, FAA Parona, Ewing, 

·and- Pedricktown. We identified existing or potential threats to surface 

water associated with Earle, Picatinny and Bayonne. We fO\md radiological 

problems at Dix-McGu:ire (Banarc) , several sites at Fort MonnDuth, and the 

Raritan Center. 



Of the 11 bases investigated, evidence presented to the Canmittee 

indicated that as many as 10 posed envirormental concerns of a Superfund 

level of seriousness o During and subsequent to the course of ,gur 

investigation, several of the bases were designated or proposed for 

inclusion on the federal National Priorities List. 

A principal finding of the Special Ccmnittee .was that leadership in 

CC!Tq)elling enforcement of applicable environmental laws at military bases 

and other federal facilities is sadly lacking.. While DEP consistently 

testified it looks to EPA for such leadership, the severity of EPA 

inaction on this front, and the gravity of federal-State uncoordination, 

are, in a word, outrageous. 

During the course of the Special Ccmni ttee' s investigation, this 

administrative debacle was characterized by the_ DEP Assistant 

Ccmnissioner then responsible for federal facilities as follows: the DEP 

is " .. 0 • the last to know about environmental problems at military bases 

in New Jersey." (EPA Regional Administrator Daggett testified that 

legislative oversight was critical to progress in addressing the military 

dumping issue.) 

Mr. Chainnan, I am afraid the reality is that, in the absence of 

ongoing and vigorous legislative oversight, you may find yourself in a 

s:imilar position of being "the last to know." 

less than three weeks ago, DEP disclosed to residents of Montclair 

and Glen Ridge that the site of the Banarc nuclear missile fire at Fort 



Dix - a ~acre concrete slab structure located in Plumstead Township · 

-- is, according to a 1986 Air Force Report, contaminated with plutonium 

giving off between 100,000 and 250,000 pice-curies per gram of radiation .. .. 
'!his, and the DEP' s rep:>rted estimate that cleanup of the site could cost 

as much as a quarter of a billion dollars 1 pranpted the New Jersey 

Network to call the Banarc site possibly the worst single hazardous site 

in the countcy .. 

Mr .. Chail:man, the lack of infonnation and ccmnuni.cation relat.&.ve to 

such military sites at every level is atrocious .. 

The case of the Banarc site is particularly illustrative in tllls 

regard.. The nuclear missile fire occurred in 1960, and resulted in 

si9nificant discharges of deadly plutonium into groundwater and the air .. 

New Jersey did not learn even of the existence of the site until July, 

1985, when the Air Force wrote to Governor Kean and disclosed it for the 

purpose of offering the si~ as a dumping ground for the Montclair-Glen 

Ridge radium soil. Apparently the Governor and/or DEP turned this offer 

down when it was learned the quid pro quo for the offer was the 

military's condition that the State assure the cost of cleaning up the 

Banarc site.. You will note DEP's current estimate of the cost of that 

cleanup is roughly . equal to one-half of this· State's five-year budget for 

civilian toxic cleanup under "Bennett-Dalton." 

Despite then Ccmni.ssioner J!U:ghey' s representations to myself and 

Speaker Karcher that all relevant infonnation pertinent to military 

hazardous waste sites had been turned over to my Special Ccmni.ttee in 
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1985, we never did receive the original July, 1985 exchange of 

correspondence moong the military, the Governor and the -EPA ·relative to 

the original Banarc disclosure. These documents, plus the 1986 Air Force 
c:t 

report and a "draft" DEP memorandum on the current· status of the site, 

were acquired by staff only within the last several weeks, pranpting na-1 

Minority Leader Karcher to establish an informal Assembly· Denocratic Task 

Force on Military Dumping, chaired by Assanblywanan Kalik, on which I, 

along with fanner Assemblywanan Walker, presently setve .. 

Mr. Chainnan, I ImlSt caution you as to the travails of legislative 

investigation in this area. I have been infonned that, d~pite your 

recent request of DEP, EPA, and all the relevant base ccmnanders, for 

canplete infonnation pertinent to military hazardous waste sites, none of 

these agencies has provided your Ccmn:ittee with the 1986 ·Air Force Banarc 

report, the original 1985 correspondence in respect of that site, or the 

recent DEP update expressing concem about the integrity of containment 

and security at the site. OUr Task Force is also infonned that there is 

a_ separate DEP rrerorandum relative to cost of cleanup of the site, which 

document has never been made available to us or, we gather, this 

Camd.ttee .. 

Echoing the past, I am also infooned that your Camd.ttee is 

encountering difficulty obtaining accurate current groundwater results 

relative to Lakehurst fran either that base or DEP. Frankly, in light of 

mJ experience with similar difficulties relative to Lakehurst, I find 

this not surprising in the least. 
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As to matters of substantive concem in respect of jeopardy to 

enviro~tal quality and public health, the Banarc case is, I ·am afraid, 

merely archetypal Cl 

You are no doubt aware, Mrco Chaixman, of recent reports regarding 

certain hazardous practices at the Army's advanced weapons research 

facilities located at Picatinny Arsenal, where plans to dispose of 

hazardous explosives have been called into question by local residents 

around the base.. What has escaped publicity, Mr.. Cllail:man, is the 

finding by the Special Ccmnittee in 1985 that groundwater underlying this 

base is severely contaminated with hazardous chemicals, including 

cancer-causing 'lt:E .. 

It 'is vital that such infonnation be brought to broader public light 

in aid of local legal efforts to stem the to-date unbridled tide of the 

military's historical abuse of vital natural resources. Picatinny was 

aroong three bases which failed even to show up to testify to my Special 

Ccmnittee's 1985 hearings, the other two being Fort Monrrouth and Fort 

Earle.. Infonnation garnered fran DEP at the time indicated the S~te was 

generally not allowed on the premises of Picatinny Arsenal for the 

purpose of inspecting State-penni tted activities and sites! 

This brings me, Mr. Cllail:man, to the core question of jurisdiction 

to enforce environmental laws at federal facilities including military 

bases. 



At the start of my Special Ccmnittee investigation, DEP and the New 

Jersey Attorney General took the position that the doctrine of "sovereign 

:immmi ty" likely precluded the State's ability to ccq:el confonnance with -
applicable laws, including the federal "CERCIA" (Superfund) statute and 

the Resource Conservation and ~ery Act ("RCRA"), as amended. EPA 

took the view that enforcement, including cleanup, was ultimately an 

exclusively military responsibility under an applicable Excutive Order 

issued by President Reagan in his first days in office. The Meese 

Justice Department pranulgated a controversial legal opinion to the 

effect that issues of enforcement were not "justiciable" as among the EPA 

and the federal Department of Defense. 

All of these views, Mr. Chainnan, are by now thoroughly discredited. 

As a result of the Special Ccmnittee's 1985 investigation, the New 

Jersey Attorney General was provoked into joining a landmark lawsuit, 

brought by Ohio against the EPA, to clarify RCRA' s applicabli ty to 

federal facilities under Section 3004 (u) of the Act. That lawsuit was 

1000ted in favor of the plaintiffs, in March of 1986, when EPA pranulgated 

replacement regulations making such facilities, including military bases, 

subject;: to the substantive and procedural requirements of RCRA. 

This legal fact, together with the substantive and procedural 

applicability of CERCIA to federal facilities, has subsequently been 

codified in the federal SUperfund Amendments · and Reauthorization Act 

("SARA") of 1986. 



By now 1 Mr. Chaiman1 the view that the mili tal:y is sanehow exanpt 

or :imnune fran federal and State enviromiental jurisdiction is without 

colorable weight. I believe your Carmittee is presently in possession of -
of a wide and canpelling anay of legal authority, recently carpiled by 

Congressman Dingell' s House Subcannittee on OVersight and Investigations, 

relative to this point. Those docmnents reflect the wisdan that SARA 

expressly waives any residual :immmi. ty of ·the milital:y, including 

individual officers 1 fran environmental enforcement jurisdiction at the 

State and federal level1 and conf:iJ:m that the States 1 as well as 

individual citizens 1 have standing to canpel such enforcement. I am 

gratified that Congressman Dingell is following in the footsteps of 

Congressman Florio and Senator Lautenberg in continuing critical federal 

oversight of this issue. 

You will note fran the House Subccmnittee' s files made available to 

this Carmi ttee 1 Mr. Chairman 1 that at least three States - Ohio, 

Minnesota and Washington - have ccmnenced. or are contemplating 

CCII'Itlencement of legal action against federal facilities palpably 

violating environmental laws within their respective jurisdictions. 

Separately 1 I am informed that the National Association of Attorneys 

General is presently reviewing the overall question of civilian 

environmental jurisdiction over federal facilities. 

I urge you 1 at the earliest possible date 1 to seek the testim:>ny of 

the New Jersey Attorney General relative to these matters and as to this 
. . 

State's current legal position in respect of enforcement._ As yeu may 

know, Assanblywannan Kalik has already publicly called upon Attorney 
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General Edwards to ccmnence legal action against the military and the EPA 

in respect of non-enforcement of applicable environmental laws ·to date. 

Finally, Mr. Chainnan, a few points relative to a canplete and 

thorough investigation of these issues by your Cannittee. 

First, I would like to alert you that it appears that two of the 

military facilities investigated by my Special Cannittee have been 

overlooked in the course of your recent requests for infonnation fran 

respective base conmanders, DEP and EPA. These facilities are the Anny's 

so-called Pedricktown "Support Facility" in Salem County, which is 

administered under the auspices of Fort Dix, and whose toxic sludge 

disposal practices were the subject of our scrutiny in 1985; and the site 

of the fonner Raritan. Arsenal, which, ironically enough, is currently 

owned by EPA. 

The latter facility, where EPA presently operates its Region II 

laboratories, was found by us to contain two radioactively contaminated 

buildings fo~ly operated by the federal Atomic Energy Commission. 

Incredibly, al :though his own agency's files contained evidence of this 

finding, EPA Regional Administrator Daggett testified, in October, 1985, 

that he was unaware of this fact. 

In addition, EPA suspects tl=le presence of buried explosives, 

including 100-pound banbs, and buried cyanide and nustard gas, at the 

site. This parcel, Mr. Chainnan, is adjacent to one of the proposed 

sites of a major hazardous waste facility currently under consideration 
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by the Dodd Ccmnission.. Responsibility for cleanup by the military is, I 

believe, under federal law to be coordinated by DOD and DOE officials at 

the Aberdeen, Maryland Proving Ground offices of 000 and the HUntsville, 

Alabama offices of DOE. 

Second, Mr. Chaiman, I Jmlst caution you that the question of 

hazardous waste practices at present or former federal military 

facilities located in this State falls short of addressing ·the full story 

of relevant environmental problems and practices at all federal 

facilities, including especially present or for.mer DOE facilities .. 

I urge you to request of DEP, EPA and the federal DOE a full 

aceow1ting of suspected and confil:med hazardous sites at such "other" 

federal facilities.. I believe DEP is in .possession of a list of 

radiologically active present and former federal non-military sites 

located in this State, many of which sltes were associated with 

"Manhattan Project" research (i.e., the developnent of the atanic banb) 

in the 1940's. 

Finally, Mr. Chainna.n, I urge you to pursue all potential sources of 

relevant infonoation with courage and with vigor. As you know, the work 

of my Special Catrnittee effectively expired when Speaker Hardwick 

declined, after January 15, 1986, to appoint members fran the new 

Assembly which took office on that date. At the tine, two federal 

officials - the base carmander of Fort Mormouth and EPA Regional 
0 • 

Mni.nistrator Daggett - stood in potential contempt of this ~islature 

for failure to appear and testify as witnesses pursuant to legislative 



subpoenas issued by the Special Ccmni. ttee. Although Speaker Hardwick 

took the view at the time that this Standing Ccmni. ttee has all necessacy 

inherent powers to continue the work of my Special Ccmn:ittee, I -
understand this Standing Carmi.tt.ee may lack similar authority. 

In defense of the failure of these federal officials to appear and 

testify before the Special Ccmni.ttee, the u.s. Attomey at the time 

relied upon an obscure, outdated and inapposite Pennsylvania case which 

held essentially that State Legislatures may not engage in "randan 

witch-hunts" of federal agencies in a manner interfering with the charge 

of such agencies. 

My own position at the time was that the business of exposing 

federal abuses of New Jersey's environmental resources, and associated 

jeopardy to public health, hardly canprised a "randan witch-hunt"; and 

noreover that the federal agencies and officials concerned were, and 

ranain:, expressly charged with enforcing applicable environmental la\<ls. 

Since ooth of the officials in question were served within the territory 

of this State, no issue of personal jurisdiction was raised by the 

federal government. 'lhe objection to our subp:)enas was in the nature of 

an attack on the legitimacy of State subject matter jurisdiction relative 

to hazardous waste practices at federal facilities. 

Mr. Chairman, the subject of federal military and non-military 

hazardous waste practices in New Jersey is surely, as your pres~t 

scrutiny affil:ms, the legi t:imate business of this State and this 

Leqislatureo If there were any doubts of this in 1985, disclosures 
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attendant to my Special Conmi ttee' s investigation, and subsequent 

clarifications of applicable federal law, resolve any doubt in ·our favor. 

New Jersey has an affil:mative duty of the highest order to ensure 

that no party is :imnune fran respect for the environment and an 

affirmative obligation to protect diligently the public health of our 

citizens. Federal disregard must no longer ·be allowed; continuing 

federal irresponsibility must be halted forthwith. 

Mr. Chairman, blanket indulgence of the military must not be 

tolerated when it canes to danestic hazardous waste practices affecting 

nature's nost precious gifts, this State's increasingly threatened 

natural resources; and when it canes to the longtenn health of our 

people. 

I applaud you and this Carmi ttee for taking up the gauntlet on this 

critical front. As you know, the entire files of the Special Ccmnittee 

are in the possession of the Office of Legislative Services, and are 

available through the auspices of the Special Ccmnittee' s Secretary, who 

is also your own Ccmnittee Aide. 

'!hank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to assist in 

inaugurating your efforts in respect of curtailing military durcping in ( 

New Jersey; and for confinning the seriousness of this difficult issue, 

which has too long and too often been iqnored. 
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STATE OF NEW JERSEY 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

... RICHARDT. DEWLING, Ph.D., P.E., COMMISSIONI::R 

Honorable John 0. Bennett, Chairman 
Assembly Environmental Quality Committee 
CN-068 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Assemblyman Bennett: 

CN402 
TRJ::N"fON, N.J. OH625 

609 • 292 • 2885 

T am writing this letter in response to your request to provide an 
update of the status of waste management practices at the following 
military installations in New Jersey (please note that FAA is a federal 
facility, but is not actually a military installation): 

Fort I~ix Landfill, Burlington. Cotinty 
Fort Monmouth, Monmouth County :. 
Naval Weapons Station Earle, Monmouth County 
FAA Technical Center, Atlantic County 
Military Ocean Terminal, Hudson County 
McGuire Air Force Base, Burlington County 
U.S. Army Armament Munitions~ and Chemical Command (Picatinny Arsenal), 
Morris County 
Naval Air Engineering Center,:. Ocean County 
Trenton Naval Air Propulsi.on Center, Mercer County 

A status report on the Hazardous Discharge Cleanup program was 
previously forwarded to the· Environm~ntal Quality Committee on March 
18. In addition to providing 1 an update of our ·program status and 
accomplishments, this report provided a description of some of the 
significant impact of :the new Superfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act (SARA) on~· Ne~ Jersey's cleanup program. 

Enclosed you will find updated status reports for the above 
facilities. These status reports reflect any information we have on 
these facilities' restoration plans. We believe that there is now 
better communication between_ DEP and EPA and between the regulatory 
agencies and the Department" of. Defense (DOD) facilities themselves. 
Additionally, SARA provides; for a greate.r .. oversight role of the 
federal facilit:l.es by the states. However, there are three fundamental 
areas that concern our Depurtment: 
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1. Although data on water quality is being collected through the 
Installation Restoration Program (IRP), this data must undergo a 
lengthy review and approval process within each DOP agency before 
the data is released. This process results in a substantial delay 
between the time the sample is taken and the point in time at 
which DEP is able to evaluate any potential impact to human health 
and the environment. 

2. Although the Department"' will continue to issue permits to these 
facilities through State regulatory programs lil we lack any strong 
enforcement authority at mo•t of these facilities. 

3. The "Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986" (SARA) 
was intended to broaden and clarify EPA's existing enforcement 
authorities at federal facilities, yet the Executive Order for 
Superfund Implementation dated January 26, 1987 gives the final 
authority for implementation of SARA to the Office of Management 
and Budget, not to EPA.· It is not clear at this time what impact 
the Executive Order will have on the IRP/Superfund program. 

Enclosed please find monitoring ·well .data for the FAA Technical Center 
(but please note that there is no previous data for comparison). 

Data from the Fort Dix landfill is also enclosed. This includes the 
1984-1985 monitoring well data as well as a potable well survey 
discussion, description of field activities and conclusions, and 
monitoring well and surface water data for 1986 extracted from 11RI/FS 
Proposed Response, September· 1986", U o S. Army Corps of En~ineers/Camp. 
Dresser and McKee, Inc. We have included both the 1984-1985 data and 
the 1986 data for comparison purposeso 

Should you have any specific questions on the data, please call Melinda 
Dower of the Bureau of Case Management at (609) 633-0701. 

The Department looks forward to workin with your Committee in the 
~---......... future. If you need any additions n, please do not hesitate 

to contact us. 

Enclosures 
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fort Dix Landfill Fort Dix Burlington County 

Sl te Hescrlpt:f.on 

The Fort Dix Landfill encompasses approximately 1~6 acres at the 
southW~f;tern boundary of McGuire Air Force Base (MAFB). The natural 
geologic setting surrounding the landfill is a sandy coastal plain 
drs1ued by numerous creeks, one of which originated northeast of the 
landftll and· flows ~;nuthward. In the past, the landfill was used for 
the disposal of munic:f.pal wastes that were generated at Fort Dix. From 
the 1970's to the 1980's, ~~FB disposed of chemical wastes in the Fort 
Ui>'. Landfill. The hazardous substances disposed of at this site 
included petroleum products, methyl ethyl ketone, methylene chloride 
and paints. The landfill was closed in July 1984. The recently filled 
landJill area is covered with a sand cap. 

Envi 1·onmental Impact 

The ll. S. Army conducted ground water sampling around the landfill \\•hich 
1nd1cated the presence of chloroform, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, methylene 
chloride, toluene, and 1,1-dichloroethane. The landfill i£ in the 
reclta rge area of the Cohansey Aquifer. Approx:bnately 7, 300 people 
within a three-mile radius depend upon ground water for their potable 
water supply. Fort Dix has conducted a potable well survey to 
detcnuil1e if any local potahlc wells are threatened by contaminati(,n 
from the landfill. 

Status 

A Remedial lnvestigation/Fe3Hibility Study (RI/FS) is nearly 
completed. The clusur~ plan for the landfill will he prepared after 
conducting the Rl/FS. Preliminary review of remedial design 
alt,~rnati.ves has hP.cn compl•~ted, and final remedial design and closure 
options are now being studi.eJ. 
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Fort Monmouth Monmouth County 

Site Description 

Fort Monmouth and the subposts, Charles Wood Area and Evans Area are 
located in Monmouth County. The main post (Fort Monmouth) is bounded· 
by the boroughs of Eatontown, Oceanport, Little Silver and Shrewsbury.· 
Charles Wood Area is located approximately 4 to 5 miles west of the 
main post. Evans Aren :Is approximately 35 miles south of t1•e mnin post. 

Environmental Impact 

All three installations are located within the Atlantic Coastal Plain, 
consisting of marine and continental sediments· (composed of clay, sand 
and clay with minor amount of gravel). From the 1950s to 1970s a wide 
variety.of industrial-type operations have been conducted for research 
and development. 1'hes~ industrial operations included metal plating 
(including gold, silver, platinum, chromium, nickel, cadmium, copper, · 
zinc), motor vehicle maintenance (including body repair and painting), 
printing plant, woc~wurking, circuit board etching, painting, plastics, 
electronics, models, glassblowing, batteries, crystals, photo chemicals 

·and radioactive material. 

Status 

An Installation Assessment Report (IAR) dated May 1980 was prepared by 
the Army. The IAR was limited in scope and identified the potential · 
areas of contaminationo In order to confirm/identify the problems at 
the sites, it was requested (September 15 ,· 1986)_ that priority 
pollutant analysif' of the e:d sting monitoTing wells, stream sediments · 
and surface water he performt:d. USEPA indicated that a report from the 
Army was due the week of March 2, 1987 indicating the action the Army 
\Ifill takeo 
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Earle Naval Weapon Station Colts Neck Township Nonmouth County 

Site Description 

Earle Naval Weapons Station (NWS} comprises 10,248 acres and includes 
two separate areas connected by a government owned highway and 
railroad. The main station contains the magazine area and•the bulk of 
the administration, production, and personnel support facilities. The 
waterfront area includes a 2.9 mile pier-trestle complex. Wastes 
generated at the Enrle (NWS} include ordnance materials, grit and 
paint, paint scrapings, solvents, paint sludges, ammonium picrate, lead 
bullets, zinc, lead and titanium. There are 29 suspected contaminated 
areas of various sizes on the Main Base. 

Environmental Impact 

The soil at this site is e~tremely permeable allowing for rapid 
migration to several aquifers including the Cohansey Sand, Kirkwood, 
Vincentown, Red Bank Sand, Wenonah, Marshalltown and Englishtown. 
Approximately 1200 base personnel depend on ground water from these 
aquifers for their potable water supply. The Monmouth county Health . 
Department has sampled nearly all off-site potable wells and has not 
fouud any contaminants. 

Stntus 

The Navy has indicated that the Phase II Study is near completiOt1 and 
will be submitted to USEPA and the Departmento Delays in resampling of 
the stream by DEP due to legal issues concerning use of Spill Fund for 
NPL sites has been resolved by SARA amendmentso Sampling of the stream 
that indicated an elevated chlorobenzene level (ppb) will be re-done. 
The second sampling will be form the origin of the stream to its 
confluence with the Manasquan River in an effort to ascertain the 
source of contamination. Water quality testing data will be compared 
to past data when further testing by the Department is completed • 

.. 
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Federnl Aviation Administration Galloway, Egg Harbor Atlantic County 

Site nescrip~ion 

This site is located on a 5,059 acre parcel of land which is owned by 
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The FAA property is located 
to the west of the ~arden State Parkway with Galloway Township to the 
north and Egg Harbor Township to the south. This area is widely used 
for aviation research and test activities. Jet fuel is stored on site 
and used for training, experimental and operations purposeso During 
the period of 1943 to 1958 the Navy conducted disposal and landfilling 
operations while occupying the siteo 

Environmental Impact 

As a result of a study commissioned by the Atlantic City Municipal 
Utilities Authority (AC~ruA), five potentially long-te~ problem spots 
were discovered on the FAA grounds. These include a salvage yard, an 
abandoned fuel farm, a photo lab, a fuel test area and a closed 
landfill .. Conclusions from the ACMUAstucly ind:l:cated that tvo of the 
five sites pose a potential threat to the Atlantic City water supplyo 
It is believed there is a greater probability of horizontal contaminant 
migration to surface water than vertical contaminant migration to the 
depths of the Cohansey Aquifer where potable ground water is obtained 
by FAA and also the ACMUAo 

Status 

Remedial activities were recommended at the five problem sites and the 
1-:AA initiated preliminary remedial measures including an inventory of 
ull hazardous waste on site, the application of a polyvinyl cover at 
one problem site, and cessation of all testing at the other problem 
sites. The FAA has negotiated a contract to identify potential 
aircraft fuel pollution sources, and has initiated a Focus Feasibility 
Study (FFS) to determine the appropriate remedial actions at each of 
the five problem sites. A Remedial Investigation (RI) is being 
conducted for at least six additional sites at the Tech Center. During 
the 1-'FS/RI Background Investigation, an additional seven sites were 
id~ntified as areas where past land use suggests the potential for soil 
and/or ground water contamination. Sampling will be conducted at each 
of these sites. Should the preliminary sampling determine that 
contamination exists at one of these sites, a more detailed study will 
be conducted. 
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· !\11 itarv Ocean Terminal Bayonne Bayonne Hudson 

Site Description 

The Military Ocean Terminal, Bayonne (MOTBY) is an active U.S. Army 
Ocean Terminal installation. It is situated on a man-made peninsula of 
approximately 274.7 hectares (ha), including land and water; adjacent 
to the City of Bayonne, Ne\i .Jersey. The peninsula on which the 
terminal is located was originally constructed in 1939 as a result of a 
cl~v~lopnumt plan itdtJated by the t:!tizens of the C:lty of Bayonne. ln 
1941, because of a need for additional facilities in the New York 
Harbor Area, the U.S. Navy Department purchased the Bayonne Port 
Ter.nd.nal. Construction of the U.S. Naval Supply Depot began in 1941 
and was completed in 1942. During World War II, the Depot supported 
operations in both the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean. During the Korean 
Conflict, the Depot was actjve in the reactivation of ships in the 
Reserve Fleet (Mothballed). In St:ptember 1959, the.Depot was 
rede~ignated as the u.s. Navlil Supply Center. MOTBY was established in 
July 1965 and organi.,.ed to asHume terminal operatioilE rerformed by the 
Military Ocean Terminal, BrCJoklyn, New York and similar operations for 
the Navy. It was a tenant until. July 1967 when the U.S. Naval Supply 
Center was disestablished, the installation transferred to Army control 
~and the installation officially designated as the Mil1.tary Ocean 
Terminal, Bayonne, New Jersey. 

Environmental Impact 

During the Installation Assessment for MOTBY conducted by the U.S. Army 
'foxic artd Hazardous Materials Ag~ncy (USATHAMA)

1 
conditions were found 

that indicated a potential for contamination from past and present 
operations (USATHAHA, 1980). Possible areas of concern include, but 
may not be limited to, an approximately 10 acre landfill, 12 abandoned 
underground storage tanks, and a former storage area. Contamination 
irom thefH! Rources may he presettt" 1n ground water. wetlands, seeps, 
sedi.ments, soils, and storm sewer outfall. 

Status 

The Installation Assessment Study was completed in September 1980. A 
Sampling Design Plan/Safety Plan for the Remedial Investigation to 
dete1.·r.d.ne whether toxic or hazardous contaminants are present aud 
migrating beyond the boundarjes of the installation by surface or 
subsurface routes or if there is a potential for such migration has 
been prepared by Dames & lloore for the U.S. Army. This Sampling Plan 
:Is being reviewed by the TTSF.PA and the NJDEP. 
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McCuJre Air Force Base l'lumst~ad Burlington County 

Site Description 

McGuire AFB consists of the Main Base, which occupies 3,536 acres and 
the abandoned Bomarc missile area occupying 247 acres. Both are leased 
by the Air Force from the U.S. Army Training Center - Fort Dix. The 
principal mission since 1937 is to provide rapid air transport of 
military personnel and logist:fcal support to any global location.· 
l'lacu;e I (Problem ldentificat1on/Records Search) of the Depnrtment of 
Defense (DOD) Installation Restoration Program identified 21 potential 
contamination sources, 15 on the t-lain Base and six at the Romarc 
Missile site. 

Environn1ental Impact 

The Base is located within the confines of the environmentally 
-sensitive New Jersey Pinelanrls. The Cohanscy Sand, Kirkwood and 
Vincentown formations are present at the Base, generally within a few 
feet of the ground surface. Tiae highly permeable s~:fl permits rapid 
movement of ground water through saturated and unsaturated zones. 
There are five well locations on the main base. Within a three mile 
radius of the Bomarc Missile S1te, 1,379 people rely on individual 
potable wells. 

Status 

A Phase TI (Problem Confirmation flnd Quantification) Stage J report was 
issued October 19~4 wl1ich inv~~tigated the 11 high and m~dium priority 
si.tE:s identified. A magnetol'leter survey was conducted at the drum 
burial site. The results confirmed the existence of all but ont! of the 
sites, but the extent and degree of contamination is not fully known. 
A Phase II, Stage II, Investigation Work Plan is currently being 
implemented at all 21 sites. An initial round of sampling was 
cot1ducted in February 1987 and a second round scheduled for March. The 
Air Force has continuously monitnred the radiation contamination at the 
Bomarc Missile site. The must recent survey was completed in June of 
1986 and sampling results suggeflt that the radiological contamination 
is confined to near surface soils and is not migrating vertically to 
ground water. Monitoring wells wE:re installed at the site in December 
of 1986. These wells, with the exception of 6 wells at the accident 
site, were sampled as part of the Stage II, Phase II work. Sampling 
dates for the 6 accident site wells have not been determined. It 
should be noted that Stage II, Phase II work·was conducted without 
consideration of comments from tUDEP. Also, McGuire AFR personnel have 
stated that regulatory personnel (NJDEP, USEPA) may not have access to 
sampling results until the receipt of a final report which may not be 
available until February 1988. 
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Picntinny Arsenal RockawAy Township Morris County 

Site Description 

Picatinny Arsenal consists of 6,491 acres in the Town of Dover and the 
Township of Rockaway in Morris County. The Arsenal was established as 
a powder depot in 1899 and was ut11i~ed from 1906 until 1945 to produce 
armaments. Following World War II, the facility was converted to its 
primary role of resear':~h and development of new ordnance. The Arsenal 
boutte!~ the U.S. Army Armmncnt nl.!~~urch &•nd Jlevelopmeut Command 
(ARRADCOM). The installation has virtually total responsibility for 
research and development of all armament items. This includes pilot 
plant production of explosives, propellants, metal parts and total 
assemblies. 

t:nvironmental Impact 

Picatinny Arsenal overlies the Upper Rockaway sole source nquifer. In 
addition, it is ip the stream flow source zone of the Buried Valley 
sole source aquifer. Surface water drains from the facility through 
Creen Pond Brook to the Rockaway River. All environmental media have 
been sampled at various locations at the Arsenal and contamination has 

.been detected in all media at each location. There is no indication of 
off-site contamination of drinking water wells or the Boonton Reservoir 
from the migration of these contaminants. 

Status 

The Installation Assessment Study was prepared in 1976. The Study 
identified eight discrete locations of contamination as well as large 
areas containing unexploded ord11ance and _many contaminated buildings. 
The number of waste sites was expanded to 26 in 1983. On-site drinking 
water is obtained from Picatinny Lake. Production wells near Buildings 
24 and 95 have shown contamination which is suspected to be coming from 
adjacent lagoons (which were closed without NJDEP approval). NJDEP and 
Picatinny officials met in February J9R7 to discuss plans for an 
investigation of the plume near the lagoons. DEP i.s also preparing a 
plan for sampling and analysis of several residential wells in the area 
off Route 15 near the southern part of the site. 
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Lakehurst Naval Air Engineering Center 

Lakehurst Borough 
Ocean County 
Manchester Township 
Jackson Township 

Site Description 

Tbt= Naval Air Engineering Center (t~AF.C) at Lakehurst consists of 7300 
acres within a 43,000-acre expanse of contiguous military installations 
that include Fort Dix and McGuire Air Force Base. Although over the 
years the size and functions of the Lakehurst facility have changed, 
its major function has always been development and testing of weapons 
systems. Adjacent properties include agricultural lands, landfills and 
a state wildlife refuge. Improper waste disposal practices have led to 
soil, ground water and surface water contamination. The dumping took 
place near water wells, a working cranberry bog and two creeks flowing 
off ~he base which borders Jackson, Manchester, and Plumstead 
Townships. Forty-four sites potentially contaminated with hazardous 
materials have been identified. 

Environmental Impact 

The site constitutes a major portion of the Toms River drainage basin 
within the general area of the New Jersey Pinelands. Several headwater 
tributaries of the Toms River arise on site, and there ar.e several 
ponds of both natural and man-made origin on site. The highly 
permeable nature of the soil and the presence of a shallow aquifer 
contribute to the potential for contaminant migration. In addition, 
all three base landfill site~ appear to have involved filling we~land 
areas. 

Status 

A Confirmation Study by tht! Navy l:ontractor of 12 areas of the site, 
which includes all 44 potential sites, has been initiated. On the 
basis of these results, the initial phase of a Verifica~ion Study has 
been completed to fully define the extent of contamination. Extensive 
off-site potable well sampling has been performed by the Department aud 
the Navy. Low levels of benzene were intermittently detected at the 
wellfield and were traced to a nearby gas station. No impact on 
drinking water quality has been found and no contamination was found to 
he attributable to the facility. Water quality testing was performed 
as part of the Verification Study. 'fhese results will be compared with 
past results when the Study is released by the Navy to USEPA and the 

·Department. 
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Naval Air Propulsion Center 1.'renton Mercer 

Site Description 

The Naval Air Propulsion (NAPC) is an active facility encompassing 67 
acres on Parkway Avenue in Trenton. NAPC was created in 1949 on land 
previously used by General Motors to produce torpedo bombers. The 
facility consists of an administration building; blower; test and 
exhaust wings for testing jet engines, a R&D area; jet fuel storage 

-area, a unique wastewater collection point called a "Baromatic Well", 
an outdoor test site, and an industrial wastewater treatment plant. 
The records search conducted for the Installation Assessment Study, May 
1986, show that at one time the facility also included a fire fighting 
training area and a landfill for disposal in industrial sludge. The 
study suggested that numerous coolant and fuel spills have occurred at 
the facility. 

Environmental Impact 

The Installation Assessment Study suggests that it is likely that 
on-site soils and ground water are contaminat•d with cooling compounds 
and petroleum hydrocarbon compoundso The presence of these compounds 
will be addressed in the Verification Phase of the Confirmation Study. 

Status 

The Installation Assessment Study was prepared in 1986. The Navy has 
awarded a contract to prepare a Plan of Action for the Verification 
Phase of the Confirmation Study. Water quality test results performed 
as part of the verification Phase will be compared to past results when 
the Study is completed and submitted to USEPA and the D~~'Artment. 
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